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PRESS

DAILY

TO LEI.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND. I

Rooms To Ijei.

PORTLAND PPBLiennrO CO.,

PLEASANT front room, or two if desired
with or without board. Apply at
No. 3 CHÂPKL STREET.
janlitf

\
jÎjl

loo Exchange St, Portland.

At

Terms : Eight Dollars
THE

Year in advance

a

To Let.

MAINiTsTATE

PRESS

Park

piblisliod every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year, if paid in advance, at $1' 00 a year.

in

of the most desirnblt
en the premises,

Street,
rents in the city. Enquire
HOUSE
65

a

one

janddtf

Dressmaking. Possession will be given
from the 1st of March or April. For particulars euquire at LATNER'S, 335 Congress street,
j&u8lf

BUSINESS CARDS.

DENNETT,
(Joaansellor at Law,

TO LET.

TO

jjf

j Λο.

street,

POETLANI), MAINE,

|

One

ι

SHEPAIU) & COMPANY,
J. C. PROCTER,

jeSdtf

i'3

Bowdoln
3Ie<licaI

30 IZxcliaiatfc St., Porllaucl.

Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of olumbia,
~

STURDIVANT,

seliool in which

j

Danville & Yincennes
Railroad

oflered for sale, about §3,500,000 having
already been sold.
The road (2li miles in length) is tine air line, low
grade route to Chicago from the Indiana Coal Fields.
That portion -of the road (132 miles) which has
been in operation since December, 1871, lias earned,
over and above all expenses,
now

KDOAR 8. BROWN,

being but

PAINTER,
up Stairs

PORTLAND, ME.

pany

Store and Window Shades made to order.
2niis

ILES,

PAISTIiR,

For

M.

OR TO

(le28d&wlra

IV » Λ ΛυΐΜϋ \A/AD ï/ G

SMABT YOUNG MAX lu

Al
Enquire at
de27dt f

a

Clotbiug Store.

Bankers,

Vcsscl§ Wanted.
To load Iivaiubcr at Portland, Bangor,
■Machias. Calais, Montreal, and South
Ports, for the River Plane.
Also, To load Coal, at Pictou, Lingan, and Port
Caledonia for New York, Boston, theSouond ports,
and St John, Ν. B.

era

BIRD, PERKINS & JOB.
103 State St., Boston. 27 South gt., New York
d3m
novl4

ANNUAL MEETING of the Stockholders of

the International Steamship Company will be
THE
of Union and Commercial
held at their

office,

corner

on Wednesday. Jauuary 22, 1873, at 3
o'clock p. m. for choice ofofflcors and the transaction
of any business that may legally come before tho
H. J. LIBBY, Sec.
meeting.
janlGdtd
Portland, Jan'y 15th. 1873.

Streets.,

Greatest New

MF..,

GENERAL AGENTS,

Road.

must
The New-York Midland
rank as the {greatest of the new railroads built in the IT. S. lor many

years.
However great the success of any other
or however promising, put New-York
in
of
one of its termini, and it is selfcvident that that sucwould be intinitely increased. THE
cess or
XT
ν Μΐητ λ vn υ AU XT ν ni'i'u
«»..
ptaut

City

enterprise,
plate

promise

The

NOTICE s hereby given that arrangements have
been made with the Portland Dispensary, by wliieli
the physicians connected with that institution will
be in attendance from three to four o,clock p. in.,
every day, Sundays excepted, at the

Boilers, Bleach Boilers and Tanks, Sbaft
iug, Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Castings
of lrou. brass, and composition. Repahing promptly
attendee] to.
fé^New and Second-iiand Engines frr Eale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.

Ward Room in the City Building,
On Myrtle Street,

Choirs, Musical Classes, Conventions, Academies.

prepared <o Vaccinate with pure and rellublé virus,
all i»ersons, residents of Portland, who are unable to
pay for such service.
The physicians will also vaccinatc such persons at
their residences, who from sickness or other causes,
are unable to go to the appoluted place, provided
tbeir names ana places of resi ienee are left at the
Mayor's Office.

ATTENTION!

Benj. Kingsbury, Jr.,

J21G Commercial Street,

Portland, Me.

the followiug Choice List ot
jVA'ir CANTATAS! Ο It A TORI OSΑΧ Τ HE M S

Dec. 23„1872.

to

liml

MORTGAGED.
Of the mortgages we offer for sale: THE Ν. Y.
JIIDliAND €OIVVERTlBIiK ΚΟΛΟΝ
(secured since their issuance by a Second Mortage),
the most attractive and promising of all the issues.
THE GUARANTEED FIRST ITIORT«Λ«Ε 7 p. e. GOLD BONDS issued ou the
Moutclair Road (its short route through New-Jersey),
the clieapeet of all the first mortgage issues.

AJ.XiEN, STEPHENS & Co
BANKERS,
SOLE JC.ESTS FOU THIS LOAS.

Mayor.

(Surreaaors to G. WHITE

west from

al times what the Midland will have cost when double-tracked and equipped—and it is very LIGHTLY

25 PISE ST.

WILLIAMS & DODGE,

New anil attractive Cantatas.

receipts of the gre.it lines running

New York,

jyl5dtf

WfLtlAMS,)

F.

Â. LEAVITT,

FORTY-SIXTH PSALM
Dudley Buck. 1.00
FESTIVAL CANT AT A
Eugene Thayer. 1.25
GOUNOD'S CHORAL MUSIC
60
Well worthy ot careful study.
MUSICAL ENTHUSIAST
Hewitt. 50
An amusing and very
melndjpus musical extravaganza

Saddlery, Hardware,

Vaclit & Jîosit Sails,

AND

,ΤΕΚΤβ ΛΛΟ PIiAGN.

NEW ORATORIO)*.

Harness Leather,

ST.

PETER

/J· K. Paine.

PRODIOALJJON

Importers and Dealers in

—

1.75

Arthur Sullivan.

1.00

Vine eflective composition».
ANTHEM BOOKS.
SABBATH GUEST
Emerson & Mornj.
BUCK'S NEW MOTETTE COLLECTION
BAUMBACH'S SACRED

BOSTON.
1.60
2.50

J. U.

QUARTETTES,[New}2.50

in

shai

8

to

and Knees.

Ι1ΓΛΛΈ

Hackmatack, Hardwood or White
Oak Timber and Plank

the lowest cash prices.
JL. tavlor.
tt
Portland, Dec. 30, 1872.
at

engage ii

Manufacturing,

tFdit

the largest and best stock ot Ship Knees
in the State. Also U'Bt quality seasoned White
Oak Treenails, and can l'arnieh

an*

[

actually mean
with a eapital of tei
thousand dollars, orBUSINESS,
more, will find a rare opportuni
tv, with liberal inducements, by enquiring of JOHÎ ί
LAMB, ZIMKI IIUNTER and E. G. HODGDON
of

Clinton, Me.
Clinton, Jan. 8,1873.

—

EXCHANGE ST.

Ship Timber

Notice to Manufacturers.
desire

large assortment of

nov25

LUKE & F. II. BROWN·
decl2tf
Bridgton, Me.. Dec. 2,1872.

parties who
RELIABLE
in business of Shoe

jaul02w

Signs, Flags and
jiT^0 Canvas
Borders made and
Awning
lettered in the best

Covers, Canvass

lo

A Fine Business Opening:
a young or middle aged man of nnexceptionaA ble character. Experienced accountant and one
thousand dollars capital. Investigation is invited

Address Box 2015

Portland Me.

nov21tf

Advertising^
&e.|

let.

49 1-2 Exchange

Street,p

FOBTIiAND.
All orders by mail promptly attended
jan I 7-'J

Colby's
TO

manner.

Boatj

Posters, Transpareneies,

Rubber Boots & Shoes,

atten

wo

trade.

who

BARBOUR^

CHILDBEDS'

Store Business to a tinal close as rapidly ai
bring
circumstances will allow, and therefore offer for sal<
our ex!en«ive stock of Merchandise, fresh and it
good order, comprising all varieties of Goods usually
kept in Country Stores, and also to Rent, the Store
newly finished and furnished, for such a Term o:
Years as may be agreed upon. The stand is an excellent one, commanding a large trade, and gooil
transportation facilities.
Liberal inducements will be given. Λ fine opening
is here presented to a good party wishing to
engag<
in
North

a

E.

A>*D

our

Country

&

MENS', \VOMENS% BOYS'

Special JVotice.
our

J.

have

Tbo' 'i'Ve books sent, post-paid, for retail pi ice.
OLIVER D1TSON & CO., Button.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
S&W&wlvvw4
janl8

future to devote exclusive
INTENDING
lion to
Manutactnring Dopartraent,

late with Jas. Bailey & Co.. Portland.
ianicd'iw
.Τ. Λ. WILLIAMS.
DODGE,

R.

■iv PBKSS.-JIKARLÏ heady.
STBAUSS'S DANCE MUSIC. Violin and Piano. 1.00

Awnings, Verandahs,

S^Wagon, Box and

Kilbv Street,

No. 23

manufacturer of

—

OLD STAND,

ΛΤ

CITY

FOREST

Ack your grocer for it.

Book

to.

eodtf

Store,

BE CLOSED

IMA FEW WEEKS.
stock to be moved to Baltimore.
C3?"Goods soiling without regard to cost for

and

a

few

days only.

119 EXCHANGE STREET.
49

dcc5di&wtf

Sebago Dye Works,
wo.

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
Α/Γ r O'CLOCK P. Ί\Ε.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,

BLUE

days

at 5 P. M.
low rates.

for the laundry has no equal. SOLD BY GROCERS.
H. A. BARTLETT & CO., 115,117 N. Front-Kt., Phila..
143Chambers-st., Ν. Y., 43 Broad-st., Boston.

oi^\cJla,c Jwuglitont
οπ,ίΐ!? !noïy ?"d
fecllit'c>S
',η.ΐίάίίιι
Mid dyeis: fully
chemist

conducted by
confident

of

practical
turning out
a

ot
HStiBfSTtioil.
?Ladles
λw dies«es
rtSSS? colored
?ivin'i
and

finished iu a eutœrior
style, «eut'» garment» cleansed and colored
no' to Binut,and
being
pressed
Piano
and table covers, Mar1!) a superioi ejjle.
seilles covers bleached and framed; Uanket. Scoured
JOHN
S. MILLER &
nd the wool raised.
CO.,
»ej>28
Jfrnnrletors.

without

Freight

Faro

STEERAGE

ed ; full instructions and valualwpaekage oî goods to
start with sent tree
mail. Addiess with 6 cent
return stamp M. YOLNG & CO., 10 Cortland St..
New York.
de30-4w|

ΙηηΊ

same

taken

FARE

^RECT BETWEEN^
ί

PASSAGE !

STEERAGE

!

CTrNARD

CANVASSERS.

WHARF,

Ε 1ST

at

ROSTOV.

Passengers booked from or to London, Bristol, Londonderry, Glasgow, or I)erry, for #30 currency.

ANEW

DRAFTS FOR £1 4ND UPWARDS OUT

wiAOENTS WANTED
Maps, and Charts. Also, for our SewCPictures,
ing Silk and Linen Thread. £100 to $200 cleared

THE BANK

OF IRELAND.

For Cabin Passage pply at the Cabiu OQicc. 80
State street, and forj eerage Passage at the Steer
age Office, 0!) Mate street, Boston.

month by good, active Agents. Apply at once
L. GUERNSEY, Coucerd, Ν. H.
jan8|4w

<^^to D.

J AMES

or SOUL
^pSYCnOMANCY,
JT ING." How

ALEXANDER,

iHARilI.
cither sex may fascinate ami
gain the love and affection of auy person they choose
instantly. This simple mental acquirement all can
possess, free, by mail, lor 25c., together with a marriage guide, Egyptian Oracle, Dreams, Hints to
Ladies,, &c. A queer book. Address
T. WILLIAM & CO. Publisher Phila.
JcinS
|4w

Γ11ΗΕ exoruciating pain of Gout and Rheumatism,
A relieved in two hours, and cured lu a few days,
by the celebrated Englisn Medicine,

Cheap Farais !

Free Homes !

Blair's Gout and Rheumatic Pills.

On the lilio of the UNION I'ACIFIC RAILROAD
12,000,000 acres of the best Fanning and mineral
Lands in America.
.'I.OOO.OOO Acres In Nebraska, in tlio Platte
V alley, now for sale.

They require neither attention or confinement ol
any kiiul and are certain to prevent the disease attacking any vital parts.

jnifdly

General Ageu!·

their

of CumberTa*»d

Λ
;
i

j1

and con ν eyed

be at least

one

HARSANT,

Soft,

eighth day

of

I! issia leather muffs are the
latest thing in
thai line. Tlicy are not
pretty, and altpgether useless.
They will probably be fashionable.

VOICES ! !

A plucky little lady in
Titusvilte, Penn.,
seized a burglar by the beard in lier house on
Sunday night, and so astonished him that he
tied precipitately. And then she fainted.
ALadie»' Debating Society at Paris, Ky.,
lately decided that bachelors are a nuisance.
We presume that one of the object f of the
society is to abate the same.
The new Mayor of Boston has
evidently
Hat down suddenly on a slippery coal cover on
the sidewalk ; at any rate he is
making war

i
Bui wise wordes taught in number* for to run»·
Kecorcied by the Muses; live for aye
Ne nay with storming showers be* waslit
away
Ne bitter breathing winds with harmful blast
Nor age nor envie «hall them ever- waste.
From Spmcer's "The Ruines
Time."

j
!

—

can yield right grave and sage advice
patient sprite to others wrapt in woe
And can in speech both rule and conquer kind
Who. if bv proof thev might feel nature"» force
Would show themselves men as they are indeed
Which now will needs tc gods.
—From "Oorbuiiuc;" by SackviUe and Norton.

Ot

j

Street.

Schools.

Stair Builder.
IiISIIV, 17 1-3 I'niou Mlreet,

Π. F.
np
«taire·
Cî. Έ», EIOOPC1U iV CO., Miieei'KKOi'N to
S^ittletieid & WiNtm, Cor. York àc Jlap5e HtravL·».

>Valclwti, .le>\elry,

j· «'. & H. II. :«ΙΊ>ΙΊΊ
& Uuioil flu,

PIANO

Charles Warner declares that you cannot
a family without
thç rallying point of
a headstone.
The frequently beleaguered
partner of a Madison avenue Xantippe has
tried it very often, and says he wouldn't give
a cent for a hearthstone a« a
rallying point.—
Commercial Advertise)·.

bring up

The epitaphs of Dakota papers are most pathetic. Jim Barrett liad been shoveling snow,
from which lie cauglit a bad cold, which turned into fever. The fever settled Jim's mundane affairs, and a local paper says most affeet.mgly, in liis obituary, "He won't t\a-vp to
sY\nvc\

&c.

Glossy Hair

ALL DESIRE IT, ALL· MAT HAVE IT

by constant

use

A «aro

of

THOMPSON'S P03IADE 0ΡΤΙΜΕ
no20

Price, 25

and DO

Cents per Bottle.

This truly National Work contains A THOUSAND
TUNES, which after careful inspection, 500 compedecided to be the most popular ones
published during the last half Century.
All the well proved favorites are Included, and non»1
omitted. Priee„$1.50.

LIGHT COLORED KID Ο LOVES

tent musicians

X among ail classes. Old people, the middle
gaged, those who are just entering life, am:
'S youth ofboth sexes buy and read wit η tin

.J OTT ΛΓΕΠΝΓ'8
IXODOROUS

"^greatest profit.
9 MY JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET
DIO LEWIS' last and best book.
£
—'"S His mooting with the greatest success

Ûi<i

Glove

A pathetic anfl beautiful instrumental
piece,
Il'ISDOXE
Poznansli. SO

Clcanei'

will renovate them thoroughly. Price 25 cents per
Til'-1 abOYebookfi ;nul pieces
I
pent, poi-t-paid.
bol tie. All sold by Druggists and Fancy Dealers.
ceipt. of retail price.

there's JlONlil' IN IT.
our circulars,etc., which are sen
MAcLean, Boston. janl4t4w

F. ('. WELLS &

Send for
free. Geo.

m.20

CO.,

i

Sew York,

Wholesale Agents.

I

Superior Business Opportunity.
ΤΛΚΥ and Fancy Geode busineen for sale on a leadXJ ing thoroughfare, thoroughly established, with
a regular run of good paying customers.
Stock small,
clean and well selected, and a
the business

Jan20

good store.

This is

a

the owner is retiring from
TAYLOR & CO., 3 State
St., Boston.
as

..

FORTES!

3t

FOR

taste.

The editors and publishers of newspapers
iu Maine met the o'.her day at Augusta,
whereupon the Portland Press ventures to
affirm that there was there gathered together "the very wisest and most virtuous little
crowd of men in the seediest of last year's
clothes that ever met at the State Capital."
No quastion about it; but no doubt, if they
had explored the Legislative halls, each with
hi little lantern, they would have had no
better luck than Diogenes of old.—Ν. Y.
Mail.

!

I
Will be in the

all of the

City

present Meek, from Jan. 20th to
26th inclusive,' and may be seen

together with

a

sample of

his

•

That woman wlio has been calling at the
Post Office twice a day for some half score
This time it is
years has turned up again.
the Woburn, Mas?., Post Office she besieges,
and according to rel'able papers from which
we get the information, she has been calling
at the Post Office there for twice a day for
twelve years. It is not known whether there
has been a Post Office there for twelve years,
but then that is immaterial, so far as the

PIANOS
each Afternoon from

2

to 4 at

SEW NUMBER

! ft O. 343 lEIDDLi: ST..
(ΟΙ.» >1 tilt ι: It 145.)

point of the story is concerned.

(EVANS HCIiniW.)

The Bostonian glass-blowers are manufac,
of the great Are. They blow botrtles and other vessels into all sorts of shapesesembling the result of intense heat, while
the inside is ingeniously filled with all sorts
of liquids, from cheap whiskey to castoi oil.
Corks are inserted showing every degree οί
burning, from a slight scorch to half consumption, while the c3iitcnts have the appearance of having remained intact. These
relics sell readily for from twenty-five cents

(Uring relics

Up

one

flight

of Stairs.

jan 20

Ct

STATEMENT
ilie condition of the Portland Steam Jacket
Company, January 1,1873:
Capital Stork (all paid in)
$.'{00,000 OO
l.iiibilithM
ltt,K7M04
CHARLES FOBES. Treasurer.
Cumberland, ss., Jan. 15. 1873.
Sworn and subscribed to before me,
I. F. liWCOUB,
Justice of the Pea c.
.1 un I6d 1w

OF

upward.

"Brignoli has been cruelly received in Italy.
The latest admonition camc from a theater
in Nice. He was to
sing in 'Lucia,' but, after the first few
phrases, he was assailed by a

OUT OF THE FIRE,
ΓΊΜΙΕ subscriber would respectfully announce tliat
.1 be is already organized in another Mill and
fill all orders for Bar Mills Oak as promptly
as before the lire.

ready to

storm of

nov28dtf

Horse and Sleigli for Sale

A

FINE driving, well broke aud stylish four year
old COLT, with Sleigh. Harness an4 Tïobes tor

a bargain. Apuly at
PLUM STREET STABLES,

new

milch COWS, wit heal

Apply

jan2*3w

«

by tlieir

JOHN REED

and the curtain was

dropped.

having given unalloyed pleasure to the public
the greater part of his life, he must
go
through the same bitter experience that so

Ne. 1» Plum Mr.·. I

many liaveliad before him.

POTSDAM

—^——mm

SA Ν D ST ONE

BISIXKM NOTICES.

Durable, beautiful color, fire proof, cheap. All about
to build, or use stone, send for circular containing full
desiiption, recommendations by best architects, and
where used on finest churches, schools, dwellings,
stores, and for flagging, fire linings, steps, &c.

1

Ladies, by far the most satisfactory mediciue
adopt is Duponco's Pill.
jan22-eod3t&w«

ringworms,

Hands, face, rough skin, pimples,

salt-rheum and other cutaueous affections curcd, and tho skiu made soft and
smooth, by using tho JrjnPEu Tar Soap,made
by Caswell, Hazard & Co. New York, lie sure
to get the Jxmijter Tar
Soap, as there are many
worthless imitations rqijde with common t»r.
novl6-12w

dim

DBESSKD HOGS.
J ust received

to

Chapped

SAJSDSTONE CO., Potsdam, Ν. Y

janll

a

CHOICE LOT OF DRESSED HOGS
and for sale by

The Purest and Sweetest Cod-Liver O"·
is Hazard's and Caswell's, made on the sea
shore from fresli seleeted livers, I-y Caswell,
It is absolutely
Hazakd & Co., New York.

Woodbury, Latliaui &, Gliddcn.
1.17

C'ommrrcinl Street.
rortlanil,Dec. 3U, 1872.

Patients who have once taken
pure and Meet.
it prefer it to all others. Physicians have decided it superior to any of tho other oils in
novl4-12w
market.
novl

Join tue PnoeEssiox! If you have a cough
cold join the crowds that are hurrying to the
drug stores for Halt's Honey of Ilorehnwl and
Tar. It is agreeable, quick to cure, and abso-

d.S\vl2w

or

Boarding and
vee
11WO
Also, liOFÎSK AND OX SLEDS.
to

hisses,

Tliis story, which comes
by way of Paris,
adds that the tickets had been sold for high
prices, and the Russian Princess Marie was
just entering her box when the demonstration
took place, but supposing it to be intended
for her, she withdrew. Poor old man! After

B. C. JORDAN.

,

υιι re-

SALE.

^uneto.^

n

,l2w

COWS, &c..

hw

Ebenezer Coggswell has tolled the bell for
two thousand funerals, in Derry, Ν. II. As
Ebenezcr's time draws nigh, lie is looking
about for a veteran to toll the bell wjien he
Ebenezer says he
goes to his long rest.
"don't want uo snip at the trade to do the
business for him." Πε wants one who can
pull the brazen bell with some execution and

OLIVERDITSON& CO.,Boston.

eodlyr
%

chance seldom met with

r.

country

A Williamstov.n Vt. man wants a wile:
"She must be short, thick-set, with
curly hair
and keen, black eyes. lier age I am not so

I'll AS. 11. DITSON& CO.. 711 BVlway, New York,

jams

in

year" old.

Address

Millard. Γ»0

The American Time Book ! !

rod 1 yr

ARE VERY STYLISH WHEN XOT SOILED.
■

good Song.

MEETING

show

ί:ΐ:, Cor. ITIiddlp

particular about, say anywhere from thirtyfive to forty." He won't find his wife. There
isn't a single woman in Vermont thirty-five

our

eodlyr

*

Many

Street.

clecl3

New, Genial, Beautiful, Popular JUVENILE
SUNG COOK. By L. O. Emerson.
Whole armies of Teachers and Children have been
delighted with the same author's "Golden Wreath"
,apd "Merry Chimes,'' and cannot do better than to
unite their with our "cheerful voices" in singing from
tho new book, which they will pronouncc—
Better than the. Best of previous issues. Price 50 cts.

<

i

€oi;srcen

April

about to adopt and sing from

λ»

KraiilNU mi) l liENCH SCHOOL, i:tO

proposed

oawW4mtap8

CHEERFUL

THTJEBTON'S
Ivory Pearl Tooth Powder.
Beautiful,

week before said

en-

The ponderous Parcpa has surmounted the
Pyramid of Cheops. Λ cynical Egyptian declared, when she got to the top, that »be
did 't look ar.y bigger than her husband.

sale at

ALL may ιταλέ by using daily

Price, 25 and 50 Cents per bottle,

tc the

Thousands of Common Schools

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND TEETH!

no20

they have,

novo

are

TS 875 to 8250 per mouth everywhere, malt
φ and female, to introduce the GENUINE IM
PROVED COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING
S MACHINE. This machine will stitch, Leni, l'ell
eS tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in ?
most superior manner. Price
^
$15. Full}
K. licensed and warranted for 15 only
years. We wii
I pay $1,000 for auy machine that will srw a strong·
I cr, more beautiful, or more elastic seam that
Φ ours. It makes the "Elastic Lock Stitch." Ever)
second stitch can be cur, and still the cloth can
gj not bo pulled apart without tearing it. We paj
from $75 to $210 pei month and expenses
φ agents
V|sor a commission ironi which twico that amount car
^ybe made. Address Secomb & Co., Boston, Mass.
^3 Pittsburg, Pa. Chicago, III., or St. Louis, Mo
janl4
t4w

if any

so.

Rubber thimblos are among tin many arti
cles to which caoutchouc has given rise.
They are said to be better than those made
from any other material.

FraeU·

Silver and Plated Ware.
LOWEI.L·, :iOI ( ou;ir>·

<;λ»τ»»\>«μ·ibi nru

next.
Dated at Portland, in flic County of Cumberland,
the thirtieth day of October. A. D. 1872.
C. W. WALTON.
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine.,
of
A true copy
application and order of Court
thereon.
:
Attest
T). W. FESSENDEN, Clerk,

i„o:srr>o:sr, englakd,
and sold by all Drnggiste.
nov20
eodlyr

more convenient to market than can bo
found
elsewhere.
Free JVomeeteade for Act mil Settlers.
The best location for Colonies—soldiers entitled t®
a Homestead of 160 Acres.
Seud for the new Descriptive Pamphlet, with new
maps, published in English, German, Swedish and
Danish, mailed free everywhere.
Address.
O-F. DAVIS.
Land Com'r Γ. P. Li. K.
CCkTomaha, Neb.
janl4
t4w

objections,

the latest fashion-

——

&c.

B.VKït

4Γ.Γ»,

together

are

ver-

on those winter nuisances and has instructed
the police to see that they are
roughened or
removed.

n. PEARSON, No. -J'J Trioplc St., urnr
Coiigrens. All Itimia of ^ilrer and Plated
Ware Repaired.

;

years older

This question agitates Lawrence, Kansaa:
"Should a y ruing man leave his music lessons
to split wood, when hi* mother is at home in
perfect health ?"

Silver Smith and (Jold and SilTer Plater.

George C. Tboiiipit»

rccorilcil

end

sixteen

It Is announced that Dr.
Livingstone is
titled to seven ve?rs' arrears of
salary
British Consul in Central Africa.

Klrci'l.
CJEO. K. DAVIS A. Co., No. 301 1-3 Cou;
sresi* .Street.
!

the said United States of said «escribed
lands, by publication of a true and attested copy of
same
the
application and of this order thereon, once
in each week for the space of four months in th« Portland Daily Press, a newspaper published m Portland,
nearest to where said land lies, the last publication to

purchase by

PREPARED BY

♦

PEOUT &

and

The three points of excellence which I claim, arc
constant and thorough circulation of pure air
2nd ; ryness, no dampness monld nor taint ; 3rd ; m
inteimingling of odors; purity and active air, tin
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, be
tween Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burn ha π
& <M.* Ice House, Portland, Me.
jeldtf

,ll>ai\

Cumberland. 88. :
Upon the foregoing application by Nathan Webb,
ol the United States of America, it having
Attorney
been satisiactorily made to appear to rae. that the
said applicant is a duly authorized agent of the said
United States to make the same, and that the matters of fact therein set forth are true, and that it contains an accurate descripiion of the lands proposed to
be purchased by the United States for the erection of
a fort and batterv, togotlier with the names oi all
known or
supposed owners of said lauds, it is
Ordered, that notice of said application be given to
all persons interested in the lands therein described
and especially to George C. Thompson, therein
named as supposed owner, requiring them to come
forward in tne Supreme Judicial Court, in Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, on Tuesday, the eighth
day of April, A. D. 1873, beln^ the second Tuesday of
April next, at eleven o'clock in the forenoon, and lile

GOUT and RHEUMATISM

Mild Climate, Fertile Soil,
for Grain growing and Stock Raising
ùnsurpassed by
any in the United States.
Cheaper is Price, more favorable terms
given,

1st :

ticularly

lteal Estate Agents.
f. PROfTUK, No. 93 Exihnngc

STATE OF MAINE.

Passengers landed awl embarked

jan8tlw

Sant'ord's Improved Refrigerators,

and

Plasterer, Stucco Worker,

FKE!VÏ, Cor. Cuinberland

iiaftts.

Maine.

EÏTIIEB WAY.

WAY of running a book. Can sell thousands per week. Address M URRAY HILL
PUBLISHING CO., 12'J East 2Stb-st., New-York
City.
.1au8t4w

% and

P.

NATHAN WEBB,
Attorney of the United States for the District of

£8Ο CITRREKTCY

liiaDle anil intelligent man ο
ge in a desirable and lucrative business producing from $1,500 to $5,000 per
Ad
dr
J.
B.
FORD
& CO., New York ; Bos
flag
year.

WAwris
good address, to eng

Tf)
«4

|

I-VII EM mil.EER.No.nl Ecrierai Street.
«Tftry description or Water Fixtareii nrinured mid net up in the best maimer.
.lobbint; promptly ntlcndcd to.

was

Black velvet muffs are quite
fashionable this winter, those trimmed with
fur par-

by

LOOK Î FREE TO ALL !

—^ per

lic^itttvy

tra^t

Work

(11*

BOOK

Photographers.

A. S. DAVIS &: CO., No. SO .Middle Street.
T. ¥ϊ. I, ALISON, 153 Middle St., eor. Cross.

published

On Manhood, Womanlioed and their Mutual Interrelations; Love, its Laws, Power, etc.
Send for specimen pages and circulars, with terms.
Address, National Publishing Co. Phila.Pa. de3l>H

TO

ucSUitJ ,lilO tig«1111

County

:

iWarket St.

applicant

Agents Wanted for

Francisco.

|

That the sole owner of said described tract of
land is supposed to bo oue George C. Thompson, a I
resilient of said Cape Elizabeth and capable of con- !
veying the same to the said United States.
That the said George C, Thompson, owner as aforesaid of said tract of land, from disagreement in regard to the price of the same, or from some other
and to the said United States
cause to this
unknown, hath refused and still refuses to convey
said tract of land to sai I United State:;.
Wherefore this applicant in behalf of said United
States, respectfully prays your Honor to order notice
of this application conformable with the provisions of
the Act of the Legislature of the State of Maine, entitled "Au Act for the relinquishment to the Uuited
States in certain cases of title to lands for sites ot
light stations on the coast aud waters of the State,"
approved February 18,1871, as amended by an act
entitled "An Act to amend Chapter six hundred aud
forty-nine of the private laws of one thousand eight
hundred and seventy-one, relating to light, houses,"
in some
approved February 20,1872, to l>e
newspai>er in Port land, nearest to where said tract of
and lies, once in each week for the space of four
months, which notice shall contain an accurate deof land,
with the name
hc.ription of said
of the supped owner, and shall require all persons
interested iu said lands to come forward on a «lay to
be specified in said notice and filu their objections, if
any they should have, to the proposed purchase.
And this applicant, in behalf of said United States,
further prays, that ou the return day specitied in said
notice, a jury may be empannelled iu the manner
now provided
law, to assess the value of said tract
of land at its fair market value, and all damages sustained bv tho owner of the lands so appropriated by
reason of such appropriation ; aud that such other
and further proceedings may be had in pursuance of
the atorcsaid acts of the Legislature of the State of
Maine .as may be requisite to convey to said United
Stahe of Ame rioa, a good and absolute title to the
above described tract of land against all persons
whatsoever: and so will ever pray.
Dated at Portland, in the County of Cumberland,
tho twenty-ninth day of October, A. D. 1872.

KEDU€£9>.

by

PER week to Agents, Male or Female.
To all who will write tor an Agency we
will send a copy of that " Wonder of Wondersthe
ILLUSTRATED 1IORN OF PLENTY. It contains over fifty beautiful illustrations, and will be
sent FREE to all who may write-#· Address J. OARSIDE, Patterson, N. J.
c.e30 t4w

2:wl, 1Η41»
ut IKhjUb,

<«»»·». ilntoil Maccb

W. !.. IS 9 LI, ΑΧΏ ft. As«nt
COYLE J IS., General Agent.mcliBOtf

•I. BS.

t4w
Ο THE WORKING CLÂ88, male or
female $60 a week guaranteed. Respectable employment at home, day or evening; no capital requir-

17 FLI3I STBEET.
the above establishment, with
«ood «'Ή of the same, with all

r?ï.,

ATLANTIC WHARF, Portland,

it.

Sroet and 4S

i'harl^ W. Walton
one of the ·Β notice* of the ^upremt' Judicial Court of the State of .HaiiK*.

MOINTBKAf;.

and

I.O'iUliOl'.ni'.VIl.W&CO ,01 Exliauge

Plumbers.

Portland

Court iu

Ull JL

the Hoiiorablc

i'o

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

Bartlett's Blacking

'on; Chicag<^or San

vumuviiiiiiu,

Dated at Portland hi the

.«—.THE Sl'PEKIOB SEA-BOTWJ
STEAMERS

_

ι*.—A

Ν. Y. City (the Ν. Y. Central, tha Erie, the Penn.
Central), placo them first iu rank in the country.
The MIDLAND runs west from Ν. Y. City, in rivalry
with these three, and is intended to be THE SHORTEST LINE. Each of the other lines represent sever-

Benjamin B. Dyer therein
requiring them to come

lie thirtieth day of October, Λ. D. 1872.
C. W. WALTON.
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine
A true copy of application and order of Court
hereon.
Attest :
L>. W. FESSENDEX, Clerk.

FOR BOSTON.

for United States.
Send for circular.

Prof. Fowler's Great

υι

v<ium

j

by the division line between said two nieces of land
fifty-two rods aud live links: t&cnce,still folMaking close connections with the Nova Scotia I Westerly
lowing said division line, North Westerly with an inRailway, for Windsor, Truro, Now Glasgow and f cluded
of one hundred and eighteen degrees
angle
*nd
steamers
foi
Pictou,
Prince Edwarl's Island; aland thirty minutes ton roils to a copper bolt set in
so at New Glasgow, N. S., with
Lindeey & Co.'s the ledge; thence. North Easterly with an included
for
Breton.
Stages
Capo
angle of one hundred an 1 thirty-eight degrees four
RETURNING leaves Halifax on TUEShundred and forty-eight feet mure or lçss to a copDAYS, at 4 P. M.
ier bolt set in a rock : thence North Easterly with an
Fare, including Slate roem,
$7 00
included angle of oue hundred and t wenty-sixdegrees,
For freight and further information
to J
apply
hundred and thirty feet more or less to low
three
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
water mark; thenee by low water mark following the
oc23lf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.
shore to the lirst bounds: said described parcel of
land containing about thirteen acres.

Crumbs of Comfort

PEARL

tu-u

to

iorner
parcel
deed from Asa T. Webster to

*»„

Minnesota thieves steal the
telegraph wires.

Seal skin parlor mats
able affectation.

Masons and Builders.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and !
Carpeting*.

'73.

Gleanings.

Λ Western jury
recently brought in a
dict of "justifiable breach of
promise."

sr. Ii. EEDEON, 333 1-3 Congre» Si.

me

and

Mr. Disraeli's wife
than her husband.

9. K. Bl'BAJT Λ CO., 1T1 Middle and
13<J Federal Streets.

jy publication of a true and attes.vd copy of the
>ame application and of this order thereon, ouco in
;aeli week for the space of four months in die Portand Daily Press, a newspaper published in Portland
learest to where said land lios, the last publication to
>e at least one week before said eighth date of April.

FOR HALIFAX DIRECT.

dec30-4wt

always gives satisfaction. Try

a

so a

J

Carpet-Bags.

owner,

Supreme Judicial

r»v a

Kvcry Satiii<lu3,

dc30

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

The

—

j

specific.

Tbd Ladies' friend.

supposed

as

appear to

For Halifax, Nova Scotia,

Worthless i mi Julio uh arc on the market, but
the only scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid for
Lung diseases is when chemically combined with
other weU known remedies, as in theqe tablets, and
all parties arc cautioned against using any other.
In all case» of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be ireely used, their
cleansing and liea iug piopcrties are astonishing.
lie warne«l, never neglect a col l, it is easily
cured in its incipient state, when it becomes chronic
the cure is exceedingly difficult, use Wells' Carbolic

Agent

to

duly authorized agent

The undersigned, Nathan Webb Attorney of the
LJuited States of America, for the District of Maine,
ι duiv authorized ageut of said United States for this
jurpose, respectfully represents that the United
States aforesaid are desirous of purchasing for the
DIRECT!
erection of a fort and battery, a certain tract of laud
»ituated iu the town of Cape Elizabeth, iu the CouuAVSWi.K ABBMG EME WT.
I y ot CrAaberland, within
the limits of the State of
Maine, particularly bounded and described as (blTlie favorite steamship CAR- \ ows:—Beginningat the sea shore at the Northeasterly
cf alot of land recently conveyed to the UnitLOTTA, Capt. E. 1>. Mulligan, ! joruer
id States by Asa T. Webster j and the Southeasterly
leaves Portland
of land described in
ofthe

JELLS' CARBOLIC TABLETS.

as a

Iron Line of Steamers !

<Jossi|»

j

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises aud

PKJESS.

I WEDNESDAY ?iORM\(i, JAS. 22,

pray.

lay of April, A. D. 1873, being the second Tuesday
>f April next, at 11 o'clock in the forenoon, and tile
j
:heir objections, if any they hare, to t b -proposed pnr- I
;hase by the said United States of saiû lescribed lands

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and
rom Portland and all other
points ia Maine* w ith
Philadelphia and beyond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia atid all points reacted oy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. IPs., and to all
the principal cilies in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission ior forwarding.
Full imformation given by WALDO A.
PEARCE,
Agent, 124 Washington St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Port land.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen'l Managers.
jaull ly 13^5o. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

■

throat,

made

a

scribed, aud especially

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WED-

life be-

ever

that the (
of said |
United States to make the same, and that the mat.ers of fact therein set forth are true, and that it con- 1
ains an accurate description of the lands proposed to 1
jc purchased by the United States for the erection of t
fort and battery, together with the-names of all
viiown or supposed owners of said lauds, it is
Ordered, That notice ot said application be given
ο all peivons interested in the lands therein de-

awl

1
core

so

satisfactorily
applicant is

jeen

»aid

iitïiiaiiftîirmi,

Clyde's

owue>· can

ING POINT.

steam

eoneii*. cokid,

Price 25 cents a box

S. & P. R. R. a SILVER WATCH,
have the same by calling on the
S. & P., proving property
decStf

the P.

or

if,i

Cumberland, ss.
Upon the foregoing application by Natnau Webb
Attorney of the United States of America, it having

~

TPI JE

"jeroad

STATE OF

..

h

JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St,· New York,

Found.

ATThe

weakness

DON'T

Tablets

FORE STREET.

109

Ticket Master of the P.
and paying charges.

1?

Marine, Stationary and Portable
iSTEAMJ ENGINES.

strengthen organic

ί
î?n»5f
iKjlt

forward in the

burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
in
system
perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
PrieeOne Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular
jan 11
-iwf

Sole

Vf VillW

^13 6m

janôdlf
Wanted

(FORMERLY C. STAPLES & SON,)

se

jan6d4w

*

PI'LY ΛΤ THIS OFF .CE.

W.A. SMATTUCK & ( Oh
^jankers,
«3 IVAKSAU ST., NFW YORK,

moderate
may 20

PORTLAND

W. H*. FESSEXDEN.

tho EAGLE
near G. T.

App

Payson, Esq,

VORTLAND
—

Boh

at

Α ΝΡ

ECTOHy

?h/aι,.ηΥ,ό,·ι""i11?
ίί!

named

&c.

but, tor

Key Fourni.

further particulars, statement· of earnings,
the lino, *S:c., apply to

judge for yourselves.

«

Who-

receive

janlO

January 4,1873.

cars.

Henry

he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles, winkles and all imperfections of the akin. Call

I I Ε

leather AVAL-

—AND—

Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, He minants, Medallion,

ΙΠΓ\ VI

Take it to

sugar
BARRELS
SUGAR REFINERY, Fore Street,
R. R.

•

Messrs. Swau & Barrett,

ME.

poor

one

—

J) IH

j

;

mediciual virtues peculiar to the plant i

Take Jnrubeba to cleanse, purify and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.
If are yon a Dyepcpetic Ntousach ? unless
digestion is promptly aided the system is debilitated
with loss of vital force, poverty oi the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthtul vigor to the weary sufferer.
Wave you weaknesn of Ihe Intestines?
You are in danger ot Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward ofi tendency to
inflammations.
Iluv« you weakness of the Uterine or
Urinary Orsgana ( You must procure instant relief or you are liable to suffering worse than death.

:

of money.
this
thi: office will

Extract of Jurabeba

BU SINESS

To iho
Honorable Charie· W. W«Hm.
on ρ oilbe
Agency for Sewing Machines.
jns(t|e H Λί lht. Mll|ir(,IIIC jj„.
V»
«114'ial ( OHil of t«i<?
Μ. Β»ÏCB, Λ'ο. iiti middle Ml.
Slate of ifftaine·
Biind* of illatbiiifs for ^ale ami to AH
lrt.
undersigned, Nathan "Webb, Attorney ot the
ECepniri»,**.
united States of America
for tho District of
Maine, a duly authorized agent ot said United St:ites
Bakers.
respectfully represents that the
ίτΓ·, j8'Purpose,
^ates aforesaid are dêsirous of
C. COBB, Non.es and .SO Pearl Mlreet.
ρ
VVv
purchasing I XV.
tor
tue erection of a
On direct route between New
fort and battery a certain tract I
i'ii«ioui
R1tuated in lite town 'of
Hosihp and I'ost Oftiee, near llie ittarket.
I 1»'
Elizabeth, in
the !V
County ot Cumberland, withinCapo
the limits of the
I
ρ n°tjilail\e» Particularly bounded ami described
Booksellers and Stationers.
at a
!
copper bolt in a rock 011 i ιιοΐΐ, s ot;»; & β κ i: t :!>,> <>.<» ι niiiitic
from
the
coun^Λαΐ! f iLbii Γ,
Wtreeî.
leading
Head Light
it- ι»
House, said cop,
noi
being about
eleven
feet distant
from the county road known as huudred
Βυυΐί Binders.
the shore road, thence
southerly at right angles with said Li-ht
XVJi. Λ. QUEVCY, Room 11, Piiuler'»
House
road seven hundred and nineteen
tect more or less t >
Biebangc, No. Ill Exchange Si.
a copper bolt set in the line
of a stonewall
which
ΗΙΙΛΙ,Ι, & ΚΙ!Λ( ΚΙΊ«ΚΙ>, Λο. .'îi Plum
wall is the southerly
of land now'or forboundary
Ntreet.
med} of Benjamin B. Dyer; tuenceeasterly by said
stone wall about four hundred and
twenty-eight feet
to the sea shore; thence
Carpenters and Builders.
northeasterly by the sea
thereto the point where the southerljLsidoline
WHSTSEVfi' MEA!VW,Penrl Street, opof
the road from county road to the Light
House propo«ite fcrk.
longed would strike the sea shore at low water lino;
thence westerly 011 such prolongation of the southerDentists.
ly side line of the road to the Light House to the first
bounds; sakl described parcel of land containing BR. _W. K. JOHWO.y, over II. ». liny'».
about nine acres. That the sole owner of said described tract of land is supposed to be one Benjamin
Bye-House.
B. Dyer, of Cape Elizabeth
F. HV3IO?(BN, Siidia Wt. Velvet C'îouk»
of
aforesaid, and
conveying the same to said United States. capable
That the
dyed and finished.
said Benjamin B. Dyer, owner as aforesaid of said
FO.H'iMi H'S B>ye
tract of land, from disagreement in regard to the
Monte,'«4 lT» ion Street.*
price of the same, or from some other cause to this
applicant and to the said United States unknown,
Furniture··Wholesale and Retail.
hath refused and still refuses to
WAIiTEK CORKY &
convey said tract of
CO., Arcade, »·>
land to said United States;
I Si Free Street.
Wherefore, this applicant, in behalf ot said United (ίΒΌΚΓ^Ε Λ.
States, respectfully prays your Honor to order notice
WniTWEY, No. .l(i Exefiange St. rpliokteriiiv of «11 Uiniin
of this application, conformable with the
provisions
done to order.
of the '"Act of the Legislature of the State of
Maine
entitled "An act for the relinquishment to the United
States in certain cases of title to lands for sites of
Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
light stations 011 the coast and waters of the State,"
BENJ. AÛA^ÏS, eor. Kxrhnn^c and Fedapproved February IS, 1871, as amended by an act eneral rtireetN.
titled "An Act to amend Chapter six hundred and
GIOOPKK A EATON, Old Post Ofllec,
forty-nine ot the private laws of one thousand eight
K^chaii^c S|fecf.
hundred and seventy-one, relating to light houses,"
approved February 20,1872, to be published in .some !.. F. EIOYT, No. IS Preble Street, tp·
IioNtrrini* donelo order.
newspaper in Portland, nearest to where said tract
of land lies, once in each week for the space of lour
which
notice
shall
contain
an
months,
accurate deFurniture and Upholstering.
scription of said tract of land, together with the
!*β. Κ» Federal SI.
DAVIBW.BEANE,
name of the supposed owner, and shall require all
ΛΙ1 kinds of Uphold rrin^auil
Repairing
pet sons interested in said lands to come forward on a
done to order.
to
be
in
said
and
notice
file their objecday
specified
tions, if any they should have, to the proposed j>urHair Goods and Toilet Articles.
ebfise.
ν
•Ϊ. V. SHERRY, Λ it. 9 Clapp's Block
And this applicant, in behalf of sai l United States,
further prays, that on the return day specified in
Cοiifire·..·. Street, oppONile Old City Hall.
said notice r Jury may be empannelled in the manner
uow providt a by law to assess the value of said tract
Horso aud Ox Shoeing
of land at its fair market value, and all
damages sus- Bomc ι is tlie best possible manner by S.
tained by the owner of the lands so appropriated by
YOUNCÎ & C O., No. lOO Fore Ht.
regeon of such appropriation, and that such, other
t Jan 2170
una further
proceedings may be had in pursuance of
the aforesaid acts of the Legislature of the State of
|
Maine, as may be requisite to convey to said United
and
Fiue
Watches.
Jewelry
State* of America a good and absolute titlo to the
A5S.\ER rOWi:i<I..:iOI Congre.* Street. ;
above described tract ot land against all peinons
for BKoward Watch Company.
Agents
i
whatsoever and
will
Dated at Portland, in the County of Cumberland,
the twenty-ninth day of October. A. 1). 1872.
NATHAN WUBB.
Attorney oi the United States for the District of
Maine.

PORTLAND

there want of action in your Iiirer &
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrofulous or skin diseases, Blotches, l·elons, Pustule?,

THAT

maps of

Street.

a

!

comes a

sum
siu

same
.me
man.

Dr. Wells

|
j

I*

A Young Man Wanted Ϊ
can bring good references, to drive a Bread
Cart. Enquire at
BLAKE'S BAKKRY.
jau9tf

The Bonds are at the rate of $18,500 per mile,
§1000 each, and have forty years to run, the interest (at 7 per cent, gold,) payable in New York
April 1st and October 1st.
The present price is 90 and interest .from October
ist, the Company reserving tlie right to advance the
price at any time.
Early orders are suggested, in order to secure any
portion of tlds extremely desirable loan.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

thanks of

the

vicinity,

Without board.
Address BOX 13:36.

Otli
Jan. 9tli,

a

for

IAIWSÔÏ

S^iYlotto—C*co(l work
Price». Aim lo Please.

this

city Thursday,
INLET,
containing small
will return the
to

ever

are

Order Slate at 0. 31. & E. P. ïlrooks, 383
Congress Street.
£3T*A11 orders promptly attended to.
my28
lyrgi

ail

time,

$160,410.67 gold.

and about 800

PORTLAND, MAIKE.

and

same

The Indiana Divis.cn, giving direct access to the
coal mines, and completing the connection between
them and Gbieitgo, will be in operation l»y January
1st, and the earnings of the road will be thenceforth
largely increased.
The company is not in debt, and owns a large and
very valuable real estate in Chicago, beside having
an equipment of twenty-four first-class locomotive's

Residence Xo. C Bradford Street.

unfurnished.

or

lAst

safe peyond question.

are

furnished

janlOtt

The net earnings increased from $15,853.45, in December, to $28,399.02, in October, the latter being at
the rate of $340,795,44 per annum. The total interest 1 ability upon the total issue of Bonds upon the
whole road is $280,000 gold. The 132 miles are, therefore, earning, net, more than enough to pay interest
*
upon the entire bonded debt upon the 212 miles.
These figures give tlio best assurance, to careful investors, that the First Mortgage Bond of this Com-

GEO. D. JOST,

PORTLAND,

Jr1l

suitable for

its interest obligation upon Bonds, for the

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.
g3P*Particnlar attention paid to collecting.
jan24-ly

No. 152 Middle

,
or

I

IVuiitcd.

3262,313.48,
I

at

at 124
janl3eod2w

family

small

a

Wanted.
PLEASANT room on Spring St.,

A

Coiaspsiny

B. IlAMEL, JK.

148 EXCOAIKtiE ST.
jan22tf

J. II.

;

do

_

Are

FRÇSCO

Girl Wanted·
Ο

Philadelphia.

Κ £

Wanted.
SITUATION by an experienced bookkeeper.
JA. Good referenco furnished.
Address "BOOKKEEPER," P. O., Portland.
dlw*
janlG
housework in
Τ Pearlgeneral
street.

to the sufferer for the first few do-es, but which, from
use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
weakeningtheinvalid,nor is it a doctored liquor
which, under the popular name of "Bitters" is so
extensively palmed oft on the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a most powerful Tonic nuil
nl in-afire. pronounced so by the leading medical
authorities of London and Paris, and has been long
used by the regular physician s of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

Canker, Pimples, &c.,

HAYDEN, HIBBAKD & CO.

LINE

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
^iJl, until further notice, run as
follows :
Leave Gait's Wharf, Portland,
■ÊSSCTçssaaêSs't very MONDAY ar.d THUltSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 Ε. R., New York,
svery MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia are litted \ip >vitli line»
icconmiodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers beween New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room Jjj>o. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal,
Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippe
ire requested to send their
freight to the Steamers as
as
4
P.
;arly
M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Gait's Wharf, Portland
-7. F. AMES, Pier 38. K.
R., New York.
May 9-dtf

1

r.· ■

physic which may give temporary relief

retains all the

(over Wood

Apply
True & Co.)
janl8tf

7 Per Cent. Gold Bonds

MERCHANTS !

I.

τ
A

CHICAGO

nov25

no

with board
not at all par-

rooms

lOO Girls Wanted
10 work on Hoop Skirt». Good pay and steady
work.
at 135 Middle street

—OF THE—

PORTRAIT PAINTER.
J. tt. CLOIDMAÎK,

W.

nhl«st.

ISSUED BY THE

ASI>

ST.,

fnnurl the

,

BROKERS,

134 MIDDLE

com-

II

a

aid iu

persons, a lady
gentleman,
ticular as to the table. A good price will be paid for
pleasant accomodations. Address
Μ. 15. M., Post Office.
Jan20cod3\v*

The Last Half Million

Successors 4o Warren & Gregg.

FRESCO

»

It is not

t£

WANTED
other boarders, two furnished
for two
and

€Jo

Λ

continued

Board Wanted.
a private family where tftere are

SteassasMp

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

flit

dlw&wlt

man,

jan3t

Maine

wants to go West.

NE1V ARRANGEAIENT.

A

ALDEX J. BLETHEN, -Α.. M!.
dec6d2m
Principal.

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
SOITH DELAWARE
AVEIVCK,

owner

Sut'd'y.

Wliai'fage.

8ΚΜΙΛνΕΕΚΓΛτ

teacners.

—A>D

Counsellor and AUorney

ara

the

janSl

FEW 11 set class Waiters wanted at tlie
ST. JULIAN,
jaii20

BOYS,

the comforts of Home

bined with the

As

k

WKBTXKY A. SAMPSON, Ageul»,
ji»23-ly
70 λου^ Wbavf, Bos ton.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP !

Table Waiters Wanted.

FOE

HOllSE,

SPRINGVALE.

for the

Wcd's'y

f*l

ΓΟΚΤΙ,ΑΜ). ΤΙΚ.

on

Jannary 1st,

TEBBETS

I.iiie.

From Long Wliarf, Boston.3
p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf.
PnljfidelPllia> afc10 a·1,1
ψ
Insurance one half the rate of
sailing vessels.
Freight for tho Wept by thePeijn. R. R., and South
by eouuectii: J lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS%
For Freight or Passage,
apply to

STREET,

jaii20

WINTER division of the 32d year of its sucecssful prosperity will oi>en
1»HE
WEDNESDAY,
1873. All

BROKE JEt,

.J.

nothing

and

in

(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)

H. L. GREGG & Co

help

MIDDLE

Al "Liltk Bliar," Fantihigloii, l?Ic.

CHAS. A. WARREN.

10â Viaiunt SI.,
if. L. GkEOO,
jau23-ly

135

dMW&F6wWtjw50

FAMILY SCHOOL

our

No

HAYDEN, HIBBARD & CO.,

ABBOTT

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Tlamu ett Neill &
Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also lor sale at lowest markot
price,
Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
from
the vicinity of New York. VesCoals, shipi>Cil
sels procured for the trauportation of coals from
port of shipment
any point desired.
tfapr27

COMMISSION

Department

|

teaching

SU'auiehip
Leave each port
every

(

Qoilege.

dell

Commercial St., Porrlaud.

SKIP

st.

THE

octll-tl

PHILADELPHIA.

Exchange

annual courso of Lectures at the Medical
School of Maine, will commence JANUARY 9t&,
and continue TWENTY W liKRS.
Circulars containing full information may be obtained on application to the Registrar, D. F. ELLIS,
M. D., or to the Secretary.
C. F. BRACKETT, M. D., Secretary,

will attend to the prosecution of Jairùs before the
Court of Claims and the various departments at

SHIP

for

PHILABElLPIflA

Said house is

on

FOR SALE !

materials wasted in learning. All we require of them is that they work long
enongh to fully learn the business; knowing they will then be satisfied good* pay
can be made.
We guarantee steady employmcnt during the dull as tvcll us the !
busy season.
Applications from those
who mean work received from 9 A. IW· to
5 P. 171. To those living out of towu we !
give any information required by mail.
|

EDUCATIONAL.

I
!

HENRY F. T. MERRILL,
COUNSELOR AT LAW, I

HïlOI,ESALi: COAL· DEALERS'

BLOCK,

LET.

Lowell, Mass.,
same block,

Or,

GoiisfiesK Street,

(Opposite tlio Pp.it.)"
oaiee Hours from S to 10 A. M„ audi to 4 and 7 to
»Ρ· M.
del3tf

17ÎP

THOMPSON
TO

lias removed to

I

THE

5®^ li' applied for immediately will be let low
Inquire of .TO.li, IS. THOMPSON,

PHYSICIAN AM) SURGEON,

ROSS &

all oilier business, it takes time to
learn thin, but after a few week» work
good pay ean be made. Only those who
intend to work are wanted· Those who
will be discouraged because large pay
cannot be earned at first, need not apply,
We wish to sta e here that girl* formerly
employed by us at the eamc rates, have
made from fire to nine dollars per week
on XIoop Akirts, and from six to twelve
dollars on Rustles. We charge nothing

those large and commodious stores

of

—αχ π—

011c of the best locations on
tlie «street ; tina neighborhood. Consists or'
|j
SILtwo story framed House and ell, containing ten
liiglily finished rooms; painted walls throughout;
gas ; good cellar and heated by furnace ; large brick cisOne of the most desitern, Altered; well drained.
rable and convenient houses in the city; close to
Spring street line of cars; can be seen from V to 5 P.
M. Terms easy. Enquire on the premises.
June lit.
dtt

fA

Ν""

Β Ο SΤ Ο

!

House Λ'ο. 21 Emery SI., head ol
Ctishuian Slrcci.

be rcKjuiretl to give one

will

Honsc,

For Sale or To Lcî,
llooms, Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to Ε. 1Γ. GILLESPIE,
No. 34 Plinn St.
sep13-tf

FOR SALE !

Like

HifSdic St.

more

IN

C. W. STOCKMAN, M. !).,

Washington.

LET.
*

Having been api>ointcd Agents for one of the
argest Lead Manufactories in New England are i
ow prepared to offer Sheet Lead and Lead Pipe, to I
the trade at Boston prices.
de28tf

No.

Inexperienced help

week's time in learning.

Store and Easement

F.&C.K. NASH,

307

Hoop Skirts & Bustles.

seiillldtl'

NO. 1 EXCIIA5IGE STREET,

No.

40

A

UK

Si. Lawrence

TO MAKE

Block, corner
large brick store in tlio Rackleff
of Middle and (fnreh streets-basement and
first floor, elegantly finished and adapte 1 to jobbing
dry goods or other siaiilar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
AfPlv to

Steamships

Γ1ΊΗ Ε house 011 State Street, occupied by the nnJL dersigned. This liousc is thoroughly hiiiit of
hrick anil stono and 1ms all modern conveniences.
AT.LEN HAINES.
Portland, Sep. lSth, 1872.
septn-tt'
I

GIRLS

200

MATTOCKS & FOX,
88 Middle street.

BALTIMORF.

William Lawrence," Capt. W. Λ. Hallett
William Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.
"Geon/e AniioM," Capt. Wtaslow Lorotwid.
Capt. Geo. If. Hallolt.
"Blactstone,"
"
William Kennedy," Capt, Henry D. Foster.
■'MeCiellnn,"Cnvt. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded irom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to l'cterabnrii and
Richmond, ljy river or rail: and by the la. <f Tenn.
Air Aine to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia", and over the Seaboard and Kcanoke /.'. It. to all points in North and South Carolina
Unit, tt Ohio It. It. to
by tho West.
Washington and It Κ
♦
places
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Paiweuger aecommoealions.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk Sir· 00
ime 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time G3 hours.
For farther information apply to
K- SAMPSON, Agent.
j«inc2tl
5.-I Central Wharf, Boston.

For Sale.

jan!6d«wAw4w3

Booton.

J\

··

will· loan»·
GEO. St. IS AT IS & CO,,
Rrnl Kalatr and llorlga^r Brolirrs.
IΓ
scp24

fed

S.

WAÏTÈ».

A Few «owl Henls
applied fir at once.

STORE

L. B.

jvo. ira asb irt fore

lisher,

jan7

novMtf

{

WW

"

®r Deering.
Partira lirbuîlriiuçcan aJ«o bfatcoiniiiodii

NiroiDnof

Contributor. A $2.00 engraving
the tiaie;
profitable work for the whole orpart of
Address Β. B. ItU88ELL, Pubrare inducement.

A

Steamships of this Line tail from
enil of Central Wharf, Boston,
Semi-Weekly,2.30 p. a. for NOU-

JJIl SM^HKs£>FOLK and

belli, Wentbrook,

jan2tdlt*

Cornell's Dollar Family Papejv-Λιλη
1]10R('. Dr.
Abbott, the celebrated Historian, Afhtonnl
to every subscriber ;

GENTLEMAN and Lady wishing a quiet home
can find pleasant rooms Willi board at No. 4
Cotton street, second door from Free street. One et
two bingle gentlemen can be accommodated also.

J

JLoan ! ! !

loan money in nieiuk
W nro pn jinml
from $100 fe any amouul dcxircd, 011 Srel
cla»» luoriagm in Portlaud Cape liliza-

at No. Η Pino

same

Wanted—Λ gen is

Qniel Board,

IF

leaving

on

street.

or

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

POBTLAND.

suitably rewarded

the best locations in

ίο
lo

a

Κ of

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
I». ('. Steamship Liuo.

BULLETIN.

TERMS $8.00 PEK ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

STEAMERS.

Ciceo. B. Davis & Co.'s !
s'2<?,OGO

PIN in the form of cross^fcnt-isLin» of garnets in gold
ABllEAST
setting. The folder will
I>C

the city, suitable foi
OK the retail trade of Dry Goods,
Millinery, Fancy
Goods

ι

ESTATE.

rs-\

Lost.

A Sunt to Let.

Advertising : One inch <>i space, in
Bitks
long, h of colniun, constitutes a "square."
50
ft;
per square daily first week; 75 cents per
w 'elt after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuing every other «lay after first week, 50 cents.
dalf square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
we ;k. $1 00 ; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of "Amusmements," $2 00 per square
per week ; three insertions or less §1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the ''Maine State
Prissb" (which lias a large circulation in every part
of the State) for §100 per square lor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Addréfcs ai] communications to
of

jaulO

J

WAST Λ MVF. MAIV In every Town
in Maine to canvass for a literary paiier anil
premium Cromo, both first class. Our agents
arc making from S3 to $0 a day. Address
Μ. Τ. Β ΡΕΚΙ,ΕΥ,
janSldiit
Lewietou.

REAL

PRESS.

1873.

22,

JANUARY

MORNING,

WEDNESDAY

PORTLAND,

Published every day (SuuJays excepted) by the

DAILY

side
"fe·

oodfords « orner.

Lodging House

for

Sale.

Cigar Htorc cnnnoctcd; wouKl be goo·'
chance for Saloon business, location of gre*v
value, always paid well, and can l« l»ought at a gjw«
t»,v"
bargain it applied for soon. Satisfactory
TAYLOK & CO.,
en for selling.
"ass·

lutely infallible. Sold by all Druggists.

WITH

an20d3t

3 State Streot Bouton,

Pike's Toothache Drops
|

cure

in 1

minute

janl7eodlw&wlt

Important Decision.

THE PRESS.

tbat the Supreme Court bas
It is stated
promulgated its decision in the Jay case,
which is very important. In 1870 the town
of Jay voted to loan its credit to a manufac-

WEDNESDAY MORNING, JAN. 22, '73

in that town and applied to
i* furnished
Every regular attache of the Press
^ turing enterprise
Stanley
the next Legislature to make valid the prowith a card certificate countersigned by and hotel |
ceedings, which after a protracted contest,
Pullen, Editor. ATI railway, steamboat
us by deman mg
a favor uj>on
was done.
The case was then carried to the
managers will confer
ίο reprcsen our
claiming
credentials of every person
Court which now decides that the
that several -bumSupremo
Infonnation
have
we
joui ual, as
courtesies in the name of the Legislature is not empowered to give municimere" are seeking
to be, even pashave no disposition
and
palities the authority to aid manufacturing
^
Press,
to such fraud.
a
party
iveiy,
enterprises. The Court also considered the
subject of municipal aid to railroads, and

tenth of this

Mrs. Julia

convention.

commerce, and the payment at'bounties at a
specified rate per ton on one hundred thousand tons ot
to be constructed an-

shipping,

nually for five

The b.ll is made up
years.
with that submitted
by Secretary Bout well
last session as a
basis, and during the several
stages of progress and
in the com-

perfection
mittee, has absorbed several other scheme·
for the same general purpcse.
Mr. Shellabarger has prepared an able and elaborate
speech, which he will deliver to-morrow, tm
the bill, and it is expected that Messrs
Dawes and Garfield, with Potter and one or
two other promiment Democrats, will.sustain

English iron steamers, employed mostly in
carrying grain, have been lost the past seaI" its estimate, however, it includes
son.
several that are "overdue," and which may
yet be heard from. It is further stated that
these vessels have heeu lost in consequence of

to be governor shall
be blameless We disclose no secret
when we say that the premature agitation of
the governorship by the friends of different

Savarv, C.G. Peck.
Hopkins, ltev.
Drinkwater, Mrs. Ann. F. Greely, Mrs.
Viiry and 20 others, Ellsworth.
C· Crossman, Mrs. S. D. Morison, Mrs. J.
Tin.™
Sarah J. Prentiss, Mrs. Amos Pickard,
Miss M. ";?,·,
Phillips, and 12 others, Bangor.
Key. John W. Hinds, Lewiston.
T. P. Adams, Bowdoinham.
f~ev·
Rev. W. H. Bolster, Wiscasset.
W. T. C. Runnels, Searsport.
Rev. M. V. B. Stiuson, Kitterv.
Jno U. Hubbard, Alfred Winslow, West Waterville.
Mrs. M. S. Philbrick, Skowhegau.
Mrs. Simeon Connor, Fairfield.
George Gitfbrd, Mrs. Mary W. Southwick, Η. M. N.
Bush, M A. Bush, A E. PrescoU, A. R. Dunham,
and 14 others, Λ assalboro
κ. υ. υ aid well, ana » ο mere, uarainor.
Albert Crosby, Mrs. S. G, Crosby, Albion.
Noah F. Norton, Mercy G. Norton, Penobscot.
Rev. A. H. Sweetser, and 20 overs, Rockland.
A. E.

Meanwhile there is other
business that needs attention. As it is,people

ïfî'

are

kept

speculation.
mentioned they

in a state of unprofitable

As one name after another is
that

they

see

Lawyers discover new things every day, but
the wisest never dreamed that they would
declare that it is "contrary to the form of the
statute of the United States" to be a woman !
We stall that the law is violated, and the*
"dignity" of the United States insulted ; "but
what fascinating violations, what delicious in-

Waeeonism in Agriculture.
Our Wintbrop correspondent last week
gave a full account of ihe trickery by which
Mr. Goodale so long the able Secretary of the
Board of Agriculture, was displaced. Lest
the public may forget the facts and be lenient
to a species of trickery that would have disgraced a Democratic ward caucus, we will

sults,"

Tuesday morning
Winthrop, it was

says

Quilp.

!

when the Board met at
found that eight members had not yet arrived, yet Mr. Wasson and some other members was never so active, eager or omnipresent in
urged that those present proceed to the elec Washington as at the present time. Even
tion ot officers for the year, but Mr. Gilbert the Credit Mobilier
investigation which has
and others urged that the matter be delayed created so much consternation
among pubuntil noon which was done. Twelve o'clock lic men does not dishearten hi'n and he is
arriving, Mr. Percival then President of the busy at work trying to push through the job
State Agricultural Society was elected Presi- for
refunding the cotton tax which proposes
dent of the Board. Mr. Barrows then mov- to raid
upon the Treasury to the extent of
ed that Mr. Goodale be electcd Secretary by
$08.000,000.
acclamation. Some of those in the scheme

objected but distrusting theii* strength to accomplish their plan, the motion to elect Mr.
Goodale Secretary was put and carried unani
raously. The meetinç then adjourned Until

general impression last year
that the gentleman who introduced and had
charge of the general railroad law, did not
take any pains to push it, having made "political capital" by introducing it, and that being the only purpose lie had in view. This
year the character of the gentleman who has
charge of the matter is a sufficient guaranty
that no effort will be spared to have the law
Tukre was

afternoon.

pullers

hud the

organization
presiding
officer was concerned and during the intermission these worthies planned a coup d'agriThe wire

now

in their own hands so far as the

culture as brilliant in its small way as was
the coup d'etat of the late French Emperor·
Uxe mc,q\ngconvened in the afternoon,
President Percival, with a degree of impudence that would have struck ^Varmotli of

Louisiam,—the impersonation of cheek—
dumb with astonishment, declared that the
next business was to elect a Secretary by ballot! Fourteen of the twenty-five members
were present and
voting, eight of whom
elected Mr. Boardman. We think, however,
that a special act oi the last or the preceding
Legislature makes the Secretary of the State
Agricultural Society a member of tae Board.
At any rate its Secretary was there and
voted.
No comment is necessary upon this unprecedented action. Less thau two-thirds of
the Board were present. Mr. Goodale had
been declared elected ; yet the mauagers after
carefully counting their men, found that they
were able by voting for themselves to drive
their dirty trick through if they had the nerve
to do it.

This

they

had and succeeded.

There appears to have been but one motive
for this action that appears on the surface yet
that others far more

significant
probable
Mr. Boardman, the gentleman elected, was Secretary of the Agricultural Society
Mr. Wasson who was
at a salary of $600.
then President of that Society having reaped

it is

exist.

all the honors that could be derived therefrom
in connection with'the late State Fair longed
for this position or rather the $000. lie did
not like to contest the place with Mr. Boardman for he would have little hope of success.

Thereupon his fertile resources led liim to
plan the elevation of Mr. Boardman to the
important position held by Mr. Goodale; and
to accomplish that object be devoted all his
energies until success crowned his efforts in
that piece of trickery at Winthrop.
Under any circumstances the loss of Mr.
Goodale as Secretary of the Board of Agriculture would be a great misfortune. His re-

a

enacted.
The Arkansas Senator e\ect

is

tlie PresiIt ia

The recommitment of the bill providiug
for district commissioners of schools to the
committee on education is not regarded as an
ill omen for Jie measure, since it was returned to the committee on motion ol a gentleman who is not hostile to the
bill, but who
thinks seven commissioners are not
enough.

the State. We have also the best
authority teen years of age.
for saying that his loss to the Board of TrusThe railroad fights at Augusta arc not
tees of the Agricultural College of which lie
to take up so much time as was anticlikely
is ex-offieio a member, is greatly deplored
by
ipated, and general legislation in the direction
those who are most interested in its
manage- of reform will
according, y stand a better
ment, as his experience and culture together
with his attention, render him among the chance to get some attention.
most valuable members of the trustees of the
The action of the House on Monday and
institution.
For years Mr. Goodale's best the movements in the '• euate indicate that the
services have been given to the advancement bankrupt act will be repealed, to take effect
of the first great industry of the State.
No next June.
man with his culture
has, or can have during
the next ten years, his wide experience and
'Washington Matteriî

ripe judgment.

The New York World has again fallen
into the custom of
calling the President "Mr.
Grant." It has only to use the small
"g" to
reach thaf,
sublimity of sarcasm that tilt!
Southern county-town
papers attained some
years since.
After all, despite its
new departure the World has not
advanced much
beyond its status in 1863 when it
called the
President of the United
States, Mr. Lincoln
and dignified the rebel
Confederacy by always
alluding to its chief as President

Davis.

road

manon as tu me location οι

ports have been quoted by agricultural papers
The Ko.nnebec Journal publishes interestas authority; his papers and addresses on
this subject are models for their evidences oi ing biographical notices of the heads of the
In- Executive departments including the councare, experience and practical bearing.
deed his reports as Secretary of the Board are cil. It must be an error by which one ot the
eagerly souglit'by every intelligent fanner in latter voted for President when lie was nine-

The question now is: Can
the State afford to
lose his services
to advance the personal interests of a few intriguers? In other words: Can Maine afford
to lose so much to secure the Wassonian top
dressing—to establish the special culture of a
species of intriguing that would be unworthy
of a pot house politician, into the non-partizan Board of Agriculture?
We believe that
nine-tenths ol the farmers who arc interested
In the Board will
say no.
We have no
special acquaintance with Mr.
Goodale. We know
nothing of his views and
wishes on this
subject. It is not for him
that we speak at this
time. It is to call attention to the fact as
stated to us by some of
the best members of
the Board, that the
agriculturists of Maine have been
deprived of
the able head of their official
organization in
Maine
by^ three or four designing men for
their own personal
purposes.
What remedy is proposed?
Some of the
members of the Board recommend
that it be
abolished by the present
Legislature and a
State Commissioner of
Agriculture substituted who shall be
appointed by the Governor.
If this cannot be done, abolish the
board and
thus spoil the schemes of'-men and
mice."

\

the Connecticut

to

livci, Ujc awwud—tiuit It Wiia uuL «jljiuilicut tu
involve the credit of the city to so large an
all right to be a United States Senator and
amount. Iu order to meet the first objection
of
to
be
the
President
well
generally
enough
your Directors solicited proposals from several
experienced and capable contractors, and after
a railroad corporation that has federal subsivarious negotiations, concluded a contract with
dies ; but the man who aspires to botn of
Messrs. Fuller and Harding to build the road
these responsible places ought not to expect
through for the sum of twenty-three hundred
thousand dollars, including land damages,fencto have the prayer : "Lead us not into temping, stations and reserving about three thoutation," answered. But then there isn't the sand dollars per mile for equipment. The second
opposition was met by a pledge on the part
slightest possibility of his making it.
of the Directors thrt if twu-thirds of the inhabiTiieke is no doubt but a large majority of tants voted in favor of the acceptance of the
Act, they would only call on the city for the
the Legislature will vote in favor of submit- sum of thirteen hundred and fU'ty thousand dolting to the people the constitutional amend- lars.
The Directors believed that it would be far
ment conferring«the right of suffrage on
more advantageous to the road and equally safe
for the city to make the loan up to its limit of
women, which was introduced in the House
92,500,000, and then to make a contract by
last week. But whether the requisite twowhich the earth and rock excavations, the mathirds majority can be obtained is more souary and
ballasting should be paid for by the
doubtful.
yard, the superstructure to be put on by the
company, rather than to include the whole in
one gross sum.
To a belief in the soundness of
Mr. Andrews, our Stockholm minister,
which opinion they still adhere to. They howI has sent to Secretary Fish a description of ever
yielded their views to the pressure of public opinion. And having become satisfied that
forest tree culture as pursued in Sweno favorable action could be expected on
the
den, with many facts of interest in connection
part of the city until the cost of construction
with the economical management of forests. should be measured by a contractor's estimate,
who should also certify his faith by the acceptIn view of the increasing interest in this
ance of part payment in the bonds of the comthe
to
be
of
are
said
matter,
great pany, fhey concluded the contract as before
papers
value.
mentioned, payments to be made one-half in
cash and one-half in the bonds of the company.
The question of the acceptance of the Aid Bill
The opponents of woman suffrage declare
was then submitted to the inhabitants, and at
that women are contented in their present
the second trial on the 9tli day of July, 1872,
more than two-thirds of the votes cast were in
condition and that they do not desire the
favor of the acceptance of the said Act.
ballot. But the call for the mass convention
On the 10th of the next month (August)
to be held at August:! 011 the 29th is signed
work was begun under the contract and has
prosecuted with constantly inby a larj,e number of most estimable women, been steadily
creasing favor to the present time. For infor-

signatures.

THE FRANKDÎG PRIVILEGE—SOME FIGURES.

Fred

Douglass' paper,
engaged i a rather sharp controversy
with the Chronicle here, over the franking
privilege, Douglass' paper opposing its abolition, the other advocating it. The last Era
sharply controverts the Chronicle's figures,
Era,

the New National

is

and claims to show that the cost of franked
matter is greatly exaggerated.
The Era

claims that the entire cost of transporting all
franked matter is not over $250,000, instead
of million i, as charged. It thus reaches this
conclusion: The government manufactures
into public documents 1000 tons of paper,
Globes and all, about one-half of whic is
sent free through the mails as bound volumes,
the legal postage on which is only one cent an
Brief calculation ν ill show, if all
ounce.
were paid for, the revenue therefrom would
have been only $160,000 annually. Add 12,000,000 franked speeches, or one hundred and
twenty-five tone of paper, the postage on
which would be $20,000; the total would be
$180,000. As to letters, the New Era makes
the liberal allowance of 5000 for each person
entitled to the privilege.
The number of
these will not exceed 400, or 2,000,000 free
letters.
Charging tingle rates, the postage would be $00,000 annually. This,
adds the New
Era, is a total of
$240,0* 0.
The Chronicle further charged that the
loss to
revthe postal
enue for free
political matter sent during the
late campaign was
equal io $3,500,000 worth
of stamps.
I'he New Era goes for this statement in somewhat remorseless fashion. The
Republican committee printed, it suggests,
ibout 12,000.000 documents of
eight°pages
each, or In all, 0250 reams of paper.
Thjq
paper weighed in the aggregate about 187,000
pounds. The postage ot | cent per ounce on*
this matter would be just $15,000.
Again,
declares that it cost nothing for
transportation, as the work was done under
old contracts, and all the free political matter
neither added or took away one dollar from
the Era

63,400
25,960
15,280
13,460

The annual meeting of the stockholders çf
"
'·
"
"
Freight
"
"
"
"
the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad was
Ballast
held at the office in this city yesterday foreTotal
1
118,100
noon.
The following reports were presented:
No. of passengers carried
65,592
No. of tons offreight
president's report.
37,856
To the Stockholders of the Portland and OgdensThe trains have been run with great regulariRailroad:
burg
ty. No passengers have been injured on the
Gentlemen,—The past year has been an event- regular trains. Clintou Tuttle was struck by
a bridge
near Otter Pond ou Juno 20th, aud
ful one in the history of this corporation. At
knocked from the top of a passenger car where
the annual meeting held on the 16th day of
January, 1872, your directors felt impelled by ! he had carelessly climbed on a free excursi η
train end injured so as to cause his death soon
the pressure of the situation to urge upon you
after.
and upon the City of "Portland especially, as
You now have the following rolliug stock:—5
the principal stockholder the necessity of corporate assistance in some form—in order to locomotives, 11 passenger cars, 1 baggage and
the
construction
of
the
road
to
the
smoking car, 2 smoking cars, 2 brake vans for
complete
In accordance with this
Connecticut river.
freight trains, 40 box cars, 40 platform cats, 1
suggestion it was voted at an adjourned meet- crane car, 2 snow plows, allot which are in
ing held on the 2(ith of the gatne month, "That very good order.
No stockjhas been added during the year. Two
a bill be prepared and presented to the Legislafirst-class engines liav# been ordered from the
ture authorizing the City of Portland to grant
Portland Company's Works.
aid" to this company. "A bill was accordingly
More freight
prepared which authorized the City of Portland cars are wanted for your business, ttie ordering
of which is now in contemplation.
to loan its credit to an amount not exceeding
There has been built since last year a freight
twenty-five hundred thousand dollars to be applied to the construction and equipment of this depot at Portland, 260x20 feet, the old depot
railroad. This bill was enacted by the Legislahaving been taken down and the land taken by
the Boston aud Maine Railroad as coming
A very
ture and approved February^, 1872.
powerful opposition to the acceptance of this within the line of their location.
A small freight depot has been built »t
Act by the inhabitants ofjthe city, was immediately organized. Two objections were urged White Rock, 20x23 feet, and a wood shed at
with great earnestness.
The first—that the
Fryeburg, 200x20 feet
J. Hamilton, Sùperiutendcut.
amount named in the bill would not be sufficient to conHti-uct fclie

nie

nue

auu

ιue

progress and condition of the work, we would
refer you to the report of the Engineer, which,
this Board is
as has been the usual custom of
submitted herewith.
A statement of the business of the road for
the eleven months ending with the 130th day of
November last, aud also the financial condition
of the corporation will be found in the report of
the Treasurer hereto annexed. The reason for
terminating the financial year on the 30th day
(if November, instead of the 31st day of December, astias been the custom, was that the time
intervening between that date and the date of
the annual meeting was too short to examine
thoroughly and work up the accounts for the
year.
Aud herein must be borne in mind that siuce
June, 1872, we have been subjected to a sharp
competition from the Great Falls and Conway
Railroad, from Portland to North Conway.
This
competition will be of less consequence
as our road is extended up this valley of the
Saco. The increase in the earnings of the road
has been largely from the local freight, an evidence of the capacity for business development
of the country through which the road passes.
During the past year several freight buildings
and wood sheds have beeu erected on the line
and at Portland, our exchange of land having
been effected with the Boston & Maine Railrord Company, a new freight depot lifiO feet
long, also a buildiug to contain the oflices of
the superintendent and others, have been erected, which latter building can also he used, if
it should become necessary,as a temporary passenger depot. The old freight depot was taken
down, as it stood on ground through which the
Boston & Maine Railroad track is. to be laid.
By this change a saving in distance of a quarter of a mile in the hauling of freight to and
from the station is made.
The road bed and track have beeu maintained
in excellent condition and will compare favorably with any in the country.
The rolling stock aud equipments of the road
is of the best quality aud in first rate condition.
The following is a copy of the certificate of
the Railroad Commissioners who are required
by law to examine the road to report upon its
safety and the condition of its equipment:
STATE OF MAINE.

Railroad Commissioners' Certificate.
The Railroad Commissioners have made careful examinations during th· year 1871, of the track,bridges
viaducte, culverte and rolling stock, aud other equipment of the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad, anil

have fuund the bridges, viaducts, culverts and track
of said railroad In a safe condition for the passage of
trains ; and the rolling stock aud/itlier equipment of
said road la good condition.

(Signed)

s. II Blake, )
A. W. Wildes,
S. T. Corser,

J

j

^
Commissioners.
,·

The necessities of the. road will compell a
large immediate increase in the rolling stock
and equipment. Your directors have contracted with the Portland Company for two more
locomotives of large size and great power to lie
used as freight engines. They are also about
contracting for forty more freight cars.
There has been very satisfactory progress
made in construction on the line of the western
From West
division of our road in Vermont.
Concord, eight miles this side of St. Johnsbury,
to Hyde Park, à distance of sixty-one miles,
the track is laid and the line open for business.
From Hyde Park to Cambridge, a distance of
twelve miles, nearly all the heavy work is finFrom Cambridge to Sheldon the most
ished
of the heavy cuttings are done. From Sheldon
to Swanton the grading is completed, except
one small cut at Sheldon, and the piers for the
bridge at Swanton, au four miles more of
The retrack laid at the western terminus.
maining fourteen miles from the Connecticut
River to West Concord lias been put under
contract. Commencing upon the lighter work
in the unfinished part of the line in May next,
the whole road in Vermont may lie completed,
nnd track laid before the close of the
present
rut.
The project of
an independent line
building
oi road from our terminus
at Swanton through

engineer's

Eepokt.

the report of the engineer, Mr. John
F. Anderson, we learn that the grades of the
road have been much improved the past year,
making tlio road bed a matter of comment for
its smoothness.
Among the important improvements have been the construction of an
arch culvert atlnk-lioru Brook, in Windham,12
feet span, 14 feet high, 82 feet long, at a cost of
S2000. The grade here has been reduced fro in
80 to 50 feet to the mile, and the bank across
the arm of Lake Sebago, near the mouth of
Sticky River, raised so as to have a level surface instead of two grades; a spur track extended into a granite quarry near Richville statiou;
a stone pier has been constructed in the Little
Saco and the Pettus truss replaced by two set*
of substantiaUtrussed girders, aud the track
extended in the city to Emery street, beside
the new freight house. The grading of the extension of the road beyond North Conway,commenced in August, is in progress under the immediate supervision of Assistant S. C. Farriugtou, and seven miles are fully graded aud prepared for the super-structure; both the abutments at the east branch of the
Saco,and those
at the Ellis river are erected and most of the
culverts on the division constructed. The Ellis
river has been turned, for the distance of a
quarter of a mile, aud flowing in its new channel. The work npon this divisiou of twelve
miles to Upper Bartlett can easily be constructed in time for the next summer's travel.
Final instrumental examinations have determined the location of the road to cross the Saco
for the fourth time at a point over against the
house of Mr. Frank Stillings in Upper Bartlett,
and recrossing the west side once more, aud
finally, ilea» the farm in Hart's location, thus
obtaining a surface admitting uniformly ascending grades. Near this point, at the so
called "Lawrence Place," tlio higher] grades
commence, although there will be none steeper
than 95 feet per mile until past the old "Sit.
Crawford Hotel," 18 miles from North Conto which point the road is definitely locatway,
1
Λ
Λ
1'

roni

χ

χ·

pleted and open to business the coming

sum-

mer.

In respect to the location of the roail through
the Notch, assistants Thomas E. Peveriy and
S. L. Stevenson, undei instructions, have located it, the one in the Eastern the other on the
Western side of the Notch. The grade (maximum) is 110feet to the mile and is eight miles
in leugth, of which seven m'les is just the
grade mentioned. From the "Lawrence Place"
to the summit at the Crawford House, a distance of 10 1-3 miles by this location, the average grade is 98 3-4 feet per mile, and of the
eight continuous miles which embrace all the
maximum grade, the average is only 107 feet
per mile. The alignmeut throughout is remarkably good,uot only in its general direction,
but in an almost entire absence therefrom of
severely sharp curves, there being but live instances where one of less radius than 995 feet
has been resorted to, and each of these quite
short, comprising altogether less than half a
mile of the line, and where they occur the
grade has been reduced from tlio maximum 33
to 50 per cent.
The report concludes with a
letter from George L. Vose, Esq., Professor of
Civil Engineering at Bowdoin College, showing
the appreciation iu which the report of Mr.
Latrobe (who was consulted in relation to this
survey two years ago,) was held by a distinguished scientist.
treasurer's report.
From the report of the Treasurer, Mr. W. H.
Anderson, we learn tliat the receipes for the
eleven months from January 1st, 1872, to December 1, 1872, were 8115,484.12, of which
omount the passenger traffic includes §50,007.47 ;
the fright $59,320.46; the mail service $3,184.48;
express $2,002.50; miscellaneous S303.21. The
expenditures were $75,123.22, of which amount
the wages of track-men and repairs amounted
to $19,049.91; stations and wages of station
lien to $13,095.01; trains and wages of train
men to $10,715.15; engines and repairs
$2,526,53; cars and repairs $4,544.29; shop $487.53;
fuel $10,650.88; oil and waste$1,038.92; salaries,
insurance, taxes, etc., $12,414.40; leaving to Income Ac«ouut $40,300.90.
From the Income Account we learn that the
earnings of the company for the first fifteen
months after its going into operation were $57,061.96; for the past eleven months $40,300.90,
making a total net earnings of $98,022.80. The
interest on the funded debt upon coupons of
July 1,1871, January 1,1872, and July 1, 1872,
amounted to $69,164.20, leaving a balance to
new account in favor of the
company of $28,858.60.
The whole sum charged to the construction
and equipment of the road from Jan. 1,1872,
to Dec. 1, 1872, was
$301,656.57, of which construction beyond North Conway under contract
with Messrs. Fuller and Harding amounted to
$63,G49.40; accounts not rendered previous to
Jan. 1,1871, $27,214.44; bringing accounts unsettled previous to Jan. 1, 1871, $31,275.58.
The foiiowiug is the trial balance:
TRIAL BaLANCK.

Construction aucl equipment to North

Oonway

.·

Construction beyond North Conway

Telegraph

City ofPortland Bonds
Bills Receivable
Cash

Stock, amounts paid
Bonds, November 1,1870

Bonds, November 1, 1871
Bills payable, inclnding loans
Income account

Sundry

account

$2,043,051

63,649
4,367

97,155
16,700
8,162

$2,233,086
«1,039,095
800,000
106,000
246,622
28,858
12,610

61
40
99
00
CO
44
44
00
00
00
00
66
12

$2,233,086 44
The $246,022.00 under Bills Payable is what

the compauy owe, and as collateral to meet that
sura they place City of Portland Bonds $97,
155.00, aud Bilis Beceivable of $16,700.00.

Messrs. William Deering, W. A. Winship,
and J. H. Hamlen were appointed a committee to audit the Treasurer's accounts. The vote
was then taken for five directors.
There were

7,497 shares

thrown by thirty-one stockholders

to check
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give writteu notice to the Harbor CommiesioQers of the work they intend to do, and submit
plans of any proposed wharf or other structure,
and of the flats to be filled, and of the mode in
which the work is to be performed ; and no such
work shall be commenced until the plan
and mode of performing the same shall be
approved in writing by a majority of the
said Harbor Commissioners. And the said
commissioners shall have power to alter the
said plans at their discretion, and to prescribe
the direction, limits, and mode of bu lding the
wharves and other structures, to any extent
tliat does not diminish or control the legislative
grant; and ail such works shall be executed under the supervision ef the commissioners. The
amount of tide-water displaced by any structure or filling of flats hereafter authorized as
aforesaid, shall be ascertained by the Harbor
Commissioners, and they shall in all cases affecting the harbor of Portland, and in casea affecting other harbors, if they shall deem it necessary, require the parties making the same to
make a compensation therefor, either by excavatim: in some part of the same harbor where
the work is performed, including tide-water
channels between high and low water mark, to
such an extent as to create a basin for as much
tide-water as may be displaced by such structure or tilling of flats, and the same shall be
done under their direction, or by paying in lieu
of performing the work of dredging to restore
the displaced tide-water a sufficient sum. of
money for making such compensation, or by
improving the harbor iu any other mode to the
sasisfaction of the Commissioners; and
thus paid shall be paid into the Treasmoney the
State, and be reserved as st compensaury of
tion fund for the harbor where such compensation is to be made, and used for that purpose
under the direction of the Commissioners; provided, that all dredging made for purposes of
such compensation for displaced tide-water
shall in no wise in jure
any existing channels,
hut as far as practicable shall be directed towards their permanent improvement.
Sect. ίί. AU erections and works heretofore
made without authority from the Legislature,
or in auy manner not sanctioned
by the Board
of Harbor Commissioners, where their direction is
h«
hereinbefore provided,
required
ti4e-wuters

witliin

in tu

or

Sews anil Otlicr Items.
A Wisconsin woman vanquished a black bear
with her strong mind and stout umbrella.

Sometimes Congressmen attain after-usefulness.

TWO CX-M. Γ 'β

Ίr.i

^itrtnikin»

in

Wisconsin for #30 a mouth.
Mr. Joe Jefferson can easily read flue
priu
with his lately affected eye, and does not suffe
X>aiu under auy light.
Gen. Sickles has informed the
Departmen
of Slate that the number of slaves in "Portι
Rico in 1871 was 32,802, and in 1872, 31,011.
Horace F. Clarke, President of the Unioi
Pacific Bailroad, returned to the
Secretary
the Interior on the 12Ui of September last

5

o;

REEFERS.
—

—

Read

rates.

FIGURES WILL TELL.

I

In

Read and passed in

ns a Call
I .Howe» Benvev Ovcrcom*814, ί»1β, S18.
FORMER PRICE #18, $30, $32.
I Chinchilla Bearer Orm-onl·, 14, 14. 13.
FORMER PRICES, 15, 18, 20.
I'niou Bearer Orercialn β,*.
FORMER PRICES, ΙΟ, 12.
Chinchilla Reefers 9, 10, 12.
! Former prices 12,14,16, and everything else in pro-

Senatb, January 8,

n'ARRI.Vl'ED

<;A HTIF.VI'

EVEBt eABJIEKT
COOD JIATEBIAL.

A true

EVERY O A Kill:>T lVARBAM I.I»
HT.
Î90 &
CongrcHN Hrit'cl,
OPP. PREBLE
jan!îsn2wW2w3
HOUSE.__

jun'iyewlt

WILL BE ISSUED JANUARY 20th !

Probate

REMOVED·

A.
GOLD

H.

removed to four doors below

Square, Up Stairs.

27 Iflnrkct
janlO

stand,

old

the

Bulm

ο

MUNICIPAL Ac REAL

ESTATE

SECURITIES !
_____

BONDS of Towns and Cities, and MORTGAGES
of Improved Real Estate in the west, bearing 10 per
cent, interest, payable in the oast, for sale by
CHARLES M. HAWK ES,
28 Exchange st., Portland.

sep28snrf

ΑτογΙΙΙ Chemical Paint Co.,

WHITE

!

AND

Any Denircd Shade

Prepared for

or

Judge of Probate of AndroM oguiu
County.

HIGHEST"PRICE

Manufacturers of

PUREST

Color,

—

ΜΓ. £. WOOD, 67 Exchange St.

Immediate Application.

jan 14

SOLD ByThe'G-ALLON 0!KI,Y

«ΡΟΚΒΝ.
Jan 15, lat 33 40. Ion 74, brig Lima, from Demarara
for New York.
Jan 1C, lat 32. Ion 74 30, ship Sea Serpent, from East
Indies for New York.

sntf

MARRIED.

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.
In this city. Jan. 21, by Rev. Geo. W. Bicknell,
Rufus H. Sawyer and Miss Mary E. Raymond, both
of Portland.
In Lewiston, Chas. E. Orr of Somerville and
Lydia
F. Webber of Webster.
In West Camden, Jan. 9, Benj. P. Jordan of Thomaston and Mrs. Harriet L. Grinnell of Rockport.
In Portsmouth. Jan. 17, B. F. Petteogill and Harriet S. Williams, both of Augusta.

YEOMANS,

D. M.

General Eastern Agent,
83 Commercial St. Portland.
se28-eodtf

sn

TO PREVENT

•S M A LL

POX

Physicians buy the pure unhumanized vaccine
lymph of H. H. HAY, dealer in Pure Drugs, Medicines and Chemicals, junction Free and Middle streets.
He is, as usual, constantly receiving that which he
will guarantee to be absolutely reliable in every respect.

jan20-lwwsn

The Press as ail

DIED.

♦

In this
city, Jan. 21, Mrs. Rhoda, widow· of the
late Capt. Thomas Hanna, aged 70 years.

[Funeral services Thursday forenoon at 10 o'clock,
at the Casco Street Church. Friends and relatives
invited to attend.
In Gorham, Jan. 20, Mrs. Roxana Hardi*. widow
of the late Alexander Harding, aged 69 years.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon, at U o'clock.l
In Standish, Dec. 29, Rev. Sargent Rich, aged 66
years and 27 days.
In New Gloucester. Dec. 26, Ruth L.
Kideout, aged
75 years 8 months and 9 days.
In West Buxton, Jan. 16, Mrs. Julia A. Libby, wife
of Geo. B. Libby, and daughter of Oliver and Harriet
C. Dow, aged 27 years.
are

Advertising Medi-

um·
The attention of advertisers is called to the excellent and constantly improving condition of the Daily
Press as an advertising medium. Its circulation
which has long been the largest in Maino has considerably increased during the past six months, and is
steadily aud rapidly increasing. It goes to the very
best class of readers in Portland and vicinity, is sold
largely on railway trains and steamboats, and is
round iu an ouniic places.

be
on

the

Let.

second floor iu the Caual

Enqtiire

STTlie funeral services of the late Charles Hos-

ack, will take place from his late residence, on Thurs*
day afternoon, at 2* o'clock. Relatives and friends
are

invited to attend.

3£at-

FOR

BROS.,

PATRICK
del!)

HtGLINCHV Prop.

are

Sance

cautioned to avoid the numerous CounImitations offered for sale.

JOHN DUNCAN'S SONS, New York,
Agents for the United States.

eodsnly

octl6

The

A Book lor Every IfXan.
"SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVA-

Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, Nervous and Physical Debility,Hypochondria, Impoteney,
Spermatorrhœa or Seminal Weakness, and all other
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happmess. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
one en this class of
ills
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much
enlarged, illustrated, boumd in beautiful French cloth
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receint

T10N,"

NEWS.

a

only

AXDKOSCOQGIN

■

price.

WXE

Address PEABODY

BolttnchS^t,
sn

as

all

mar'25-dly

FRANKLIN COCNTY.

BATCHELOR'S HAIR DVE.
Tills splendid Hair Dvo is the best in the world.
The only True and Perïect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; nodiMPpointment; no ridiculous
tint» or uuplcasant odor. Remedies the ill ettect» of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a
Bi.ack or NATURAL· Brown, and leaves the hair
W. A.
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed
Batchelor.
Prop.,». I',
ιΤΓβ N
oetld&w

sjiperb

undersigned

Portland,

Sch Ella, Humphrey, New York—Holyoke & Benfor Geo Ε Holyoke.

has

159

Congress

any

legs speckled.
one returning

at New York from
Montevideo, 15th inst, lat 39 20, Ion 74, was run into
by an unknown steamer ami had starboard bow stove
in, bulwarks smashed and foreyard carried away
Scaview, Jan 5
Ship
Spencer, from
Charleston for Havre, put back to the

Montana, Parker,

BALTIMORE—Ar

Boslon;
BCw"!«th, ache Sunbeam, Bunker,
Aunic Blihs,

Rice, Pressey, Providence;
Savannah.
Sid 18th,

brig Caprcva.

William

Simmon*,

_

for Cuba.

PH1LADELPHIA-Ar 18tb, sch Henrietta, Leavitt. New York.
At Newcastle 18ih, sch Τ Τ Tanker, from Portland
for Philadelphia.
NEW YOitlv—Ar 13th, barqno Volant, Woodman,
Galveston : brigs Sbannon, Sawyer, Demarara 18 de:
Maurice, Baitlett, Fortune Island 0 day»; sch s L F
Warren, Johnson, Demarara 17 days ; Daybreak,
Blake, Mlnatitlae 32 days; MSI.unt, Horton, from
St Thomas It days; Τ C Lyman, Hilt, Rockland;

Venus, Wilder, New H»ven.

suitable reward

paid to

I ACK SETTER DOG answering to the name o4
Bang with tan color spot orer each eye, also tail
color feet and mortted color stripe on Ids breast. Any
one returning the same or giving Information where
lie can b» f"une, will be suitably rewarded.

Β

Motherbank

River.

A

"^» VASSE„
smith,
West end
Loaf.

Nautilus,

ci^r^PENSACOLA—Cld l Ith, sch John Bird, Sleeper,

Lost.

Spring Street,

jan22tf

Brig Stephen Bishop, Gilkey,

Ar llth.
ship Poctolus. Tobey. Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 14th, «hip Celestial Empire,

Street.
d2w

Dos

Pictou, and landed at Havana.

Stewart, Atchafalaya

removed to

on

After

Queenstown.

Uwjan22

Setter Pup, 10 months old. with white
ABED
marks
forehead, tip of tail, and breast, feet
and
will be

remaining on the wreck several days, short of provisions, they were taken off by Br barque Impers, from

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO —Cld 10th, ship Carrie Reod,
Crowell, Cork, for orders; banque Pearl, Harding,

E. S. E. McLei.las,
w w. Roberts.

Jan22

Bangor for Saco, before reported abandoned, encountered a succession of heavy
ofl Georges Banks, during which lost sails, deck

yesterday.

& Co.

(Opposite the India St., Universalis!* church.)

beam ends in a gale.
Sch Enterprise, from

and carried away masts.

Copart-

DIf. B. H. ORDWAY,

Iroiu

ashore at Well's Beach and will

MEMORANDA.
Sch Evergreen, Splcer, from Baneor for Port an
Prince, put into Bermuda 1st inst with loss of deckload anu damage to vssel, having been thrown on her

ftales
oad, sprung aleak,

a

It I, MO VAL·.

Lfrom merchants' exchange.I

total wreck.

this day formed
of

name

Jan. 20, 1873.

son,

a

have

A. L. Dkesskb,

Emery.

Philadelphia 20th, sch Marion Gage,

Ayer,

Dresser, McLellau

Sch Geo Washington, Small, Boston.
Huntress, Lane, Boston tor Vinalhavcn.
Sch Vino· Wass, Addison fer Boston.
CLEARED.
Brig Giles Loring, Pinkham, Matanzae— Isaac

"daRIEN-CM Util, «eh Waldemar. Parker, for
^SAVANNAH -Ar 1Mb, ech Geo Washington, Slierci %kRUNSWK'£'«A-Ar 15th, brig Ellen Maria,
M0DIC \LINST1- !
Boston, Mass.™υ!·. Hcut'ί51 ίιh°ί!or011η Fish, Wiley, New York.
18th, ech
Κ. Β. The

No i
W. H. PARKER, Assistant
Physician.
author may he consulted on the
above as well
diseases requiring skill and experience.

Tie

nership under the tirm

Sch

be

tin

terfeits and

Notice.

is this day dissolved by mutnsl consent.
A. L. DRKSeEIt,
Γ). Μ. Αυεπ.
Portland, Jan. 20, 1873.

more.

Br ichr Arctic ie

Opposite Port-

Dresser &

Jan. JI.

ARRIVED.
Brig J H Dillingham, Treat, Boston.
Sch Bucco, (Br) Lewis, Providence, to load for St
John, NB.
Sch F H Odioruc, Crowel 1, Boston, to load for
Charleston.
Sch J Β Austin, Davis, Boston, to load f«»r Balti-

Arat

JjtlULlUII·Worcestershire

some of the
In the tiret
number I>ey. W. H. H. Murray furnishes the first
Of twelve articles from his lAi. It is entitled "A
Free Pulpit a Pulpit of Power." In the Sabbath
School column Dr. Todd has comments every week
on the Uniform Lessons, and thousands will
regard
these alone as worth the 'cost of the paper. Mrs. J.
D. Chaplin, who interests alike all classes of readers, will furnish one of her popnlar sketches every
month. A series of twelve articles from as
many of
the most distinguished clergymen in
England, such
as Dean St ax ley and Dr.
Binney, will be commenced next week. Rev. Horace James furnishes letters from abroad once in two weeks.
An attractive Agricultural column is edited by James F. C.
Hyde. Besides our usual Children's
Department
we publish this year one or more articles
every week
η large type for the
Our
youngest.
Washington letcci ovoijr
a
coiumu
wwr, tuougu ouiy
long is read
with great interest and comes to seem like a familiar
talk about events at the Capital. If
you wish to
know what Is going on at the East, in New York, in
the Interior or at the West, tako tho
Congregation'
alitt. Our news department^ oth secular and religious
and the literary page of the Congregationaliet, are
more full and complete than those of
any other roligjous paper, and we claim to make the most interestattractive
and
valuable
of
ing,
religion· Journals tor
the family.
new
subscriber
a
Every
go's beautiful cliromo and
frame worth 85 at least. Send for a specimen number. Forty columns of leading matter a week. Price
93 a year. Scut to clergymen of any denomination *
without chromo* for #2.
W. L. GREENE & CO.,
JanMu&w'iw
15 Cork hill Boston.

PORT OF PORTLAND,

Portland.

land Co's Works.

giving

Congregationalist

opens the new year with articles from
most eminent writers In the country.

Copartnership

CAT Τ EE

Brewery,

No. 7 Fore Street,

The

The Copartnership heretofore
existing under the
firm name of

MAEINE NEWS.
Tuesday,

AT

Casco

'NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

the

at

399 Congrees Street and 05 Free Street,
nov7
sntf
PORTLAND, ME.

Buvers

miniature Almanac
January -W.
Sun rises
7.23 I Moon rises
1.00 Λ M
Sunsets
5.45ΡΛΙ
5.011 High water

dec7snt£

FEED

Havana.

[Latest by European steamers.!
Ar at Liverpool 5th inst, C Ο Whittcinore, iron
San Francisco; St John, Chapman, do.
Ar at Bristol 4th, Fanny, Cook, Demarara.
Being a Hand-Book of Practice iu the Probate
Sid 5th, Ellen Dyer, Leiand, Cardiff
Courts of the State of Maine, containing notes ση the
In Portland Roads 6th, Albert!, Herrhnan, London
execution and probate of wills, duties of executors,
for Bertie·.
Ar
at Grimsby 4th inst, Loretta Finh, Watts, tron
administrators, guardians and trustees. Also lull !
Hull. E.
forms of petitions, orders and decrees, with references
Sid fm Middiesboro 4th, Pacific, Himmond, Rouen;
to the statues of 1871, and late decisions of our courts
6th, S A Biais<lell. Sawyer, Cuba.
Ar at Newport 5th, Lileu Dyer, Leiand, Bristol.
up to Jan. 1st, 1873.
Ar at Queenstown 5th, Jenny Eastman. Herbert,
PEXCE &3.50.
Havre for New Orleans ; Gth. Quickstep, Chase, San
Francisco; Vanguard, Mitchell, Mobile.
Sent by mail Post-Paid on receipt of Price.
Sid fin Yokohama Nov 10, Magnet,
Crosby, for
London.
DRESSER & AYER.
Sid fm Saugor 8ih if t, Mt Washington, Titcomb,
fer Boston.
Publishers, Portland.
Ar at Colombo Nov 29, Harvester, Carver,
Bombay.
KM **»v
«ιΜ«4<··9
-26th, Oeaii>««, Syrague, New York.
Ar at Gibraltar 25th. Almouer, Averill, Messina.
Passed Gibraltar 24th ult, Alaska. Potter, fm New
THE
York for Trieste.
Ar at Cadiz 31st ult. Julia Ε Haskell,
Haskell, iron
PAID FOR
Boston.
Sid fm Antwerp 4th inst, America, Bartlett, Tybee
Àt. & St. Lawrence Deterred Script
Ar at Bremerhaven 1st inst, Robfc Morrison, Seat?,
New Orleans.
βτAr at Montevideo prev to 6th inst. Florence Treat.
Short, Cardiff.
liftte

PLATER,

«ILVER

Pengilly,

HON· ENOS T. LUCE,

AT WOOD,

AN»

Practice»

—BY—

Have removed their Dtfice to Rooms over George \V.
Whittier's Druç Store, Congress Square.
Dr. Macalastor is now ready at his new office to
wait on those requiring his professional services.
Entrance to Dental Rooms,

presidential canvass, and the results of the
proposed conference will be awaited by the
public at large with intense anxiety.

for boxes.

PORTLAND" and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, In the regular course of the
Banking Business.
W. N. GOOLD.
Portland, June 24th, 1872.
then su tf

Maine

ιυιη, Dng Lizzie zittiosen, uow,

Liiaricsion;

Ar at Cardenas 8tli. brig J Eickmore, Henley. Portland; 10th, seLs Jas Warren, Drisko, Apalachlcol»;
lltb, Kocheko, Crocker, St Johu. NB.
Ar at Matanzas 10th inst, s«"h It M Blocking·,
Brown, Bath.
Sid 10th, barquo Mary Ε I ibby, Libby, New York;
brigs Concord. Kelley, Baltimore; Jeremiah, Ford,
New York.
β
At Ponce 2Kb nit, sell Windward, Ellis, fui Buckiviile, SC. dbg.
Ar at St Jago 2d iust, bri^s Centaur. Stanley. Ner
York ; 3d, Sullivan Tut tie, Philadelphia; Sarah Gilmore, Clifford, Baltimore.
Ar at Sagua 29th ult, barque Mary C Dyer, Hopkins, Philadelphia? 30th, brig J Polleïlo, Dyer, Portland; Ε Η Kennedy, Hal ett, do; 0th inst, sch G«
Walker, Cole, Machias.
Ar at Bermuda let hist, sch Evergreen, Spicer, Bangor for Port au Prince, in distress.
Cld 1st. sch Ada Barker, Sawyer, Georgia.
Sid fm Sydney CB, 7th inst, bri^ Annie W Goddaid

OF

SAMUEL W. LANE. Sec'y.

DENTISTS,

conference in New York to dccide what better
be done next.
The vast influence they exert
upon the couutry at large was realized in the

son,

Newport, Eng; I3tli, ship Ocean Pearl, Graves, New
Orleans.
Sid 13th, ship Marcia C Day, Cliase, New Orleans;
14th, brig Wra Robertson, Maguire, Cardenas.
In nort 15th, barnues Commodore Dupont, Nichols;
Estella, Loring, and Acacia,Itofeinson, l'or New York:
brig Angella, Bray, for do.
Chartered—For New York, ϋ;ιπμιβ Estella, 330^
boxes sugar, private rates; bri#a W Η Bickmore, TOO
hlids sugar at $3 and boxes at $1$; Wm Robertson,
400 hhds sugar at #5 or 95è at Cardenas. For Baltimore, brig Isadora Kionda, 400 hhds sugar at Matanzas at «5.
For North of Hat te ras, brig H S Bishop,
450 hlids sugar at Cardenas, $54 pr hhd. For Boston,
brig Geo Gilchrist, COO hhds tugar $5£ pr hhd and Sl{

THE

janlOsntd

brig Lewis Clark.

ville, SC.
Ar at. Cienfucgos llth
inst, sch Kate Went worth,
Mead, Brunswicc, C.a.
Sid 9th. sch Gen Connor, Shute, Trinl lad ; Emma
L Potter. Sparks, New York.
Ar at Havana 8th inst, sch Lizzie, Pope, Mobile;
10th, brig M A Herrera, French, Pensacola; Callao,
Leeman, Plctou ; 11th, sch Ella L Trefetben, Thomp-

copy.

MACALAStTr

member $20 worth of postage
stamps.
?Tlie factions in the Republican party of Alabama enable the Democratic members of the
Legislature to name the next Senator, provided
they select some good Republican upon whom
a union can be made.
It is reported that the aspiring journalists
who organized and engineered the late lamented liberal movement are soon to have a

chard. Portland.
Ar at PoiutaPetrc 15i.li nit.

Smith, Bangor ; li)th, barque George S Hunt, Gray,
Newcastle, Eng; InigChas Wesley. Harding, Bucks-

BANK OF PORTLAND.
Oil, and after this (late, the undersigned will carry
on a strictly Banking business, at the Banking
Rooms now occupied by the Second National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the "BANK

Attest

has

(VAIIRATITED

TO

SAMUEL· W. LANE, Sec'y.

REMOVAL.

a "run" on the
Chicago German
savings bank the other day, and a Germau fell
into the line of depositors at niue o'clock in
the morning. He did not reach the cashier's
desk until three o'clock in the afternoon, when
he withdrew $1 CO Which ho had deposited
there. He lost his dinner and a day's
wages of
two dollars to save that dollar and
sixty cents.
The New Jersey legislature has
begun its
session with the customary motion
each

The Winthrop Debating Society decides that
the world is not progressing
φι morals. The
coup (V agriculture took place in that town.
The Augusta Journal says that Joshua
Nye,
Esq., is yet a candidate for Bank Commission»r.

at which these goods are ottered, and challenge
comparison with those of any wholesale house in the
country. Look at the figures and prove the statement by examination of the goods.

1873.

DEN*L'AL NOTICE.

There was

KENNKBEC COUNTY.

prices

concurrence.

Also rooms in the Third story.

trustee and

Jay early

Look, Compare and thcii (jive

EVEKY

At Shanghac
inst, barqne Leila M Long, Lewis,
irom New York.
Put back eto Cadiz 28th tilt, brig llclen G IUch,
Strout, for water.
Ar at Antigua 3d ult, sch Keokuk, Crocker, M»chias, (and sailed 13th tor St Marys.)
At MansaniUa 9tr« Inst, brig Ρ M Tinker, Bernard,
for New York next day.
At St Thomas iMh inst, brig Hattie Eat'.u, Brown,
from Demarara for New York. rep;?.
Ar at Demarara tttli ult, sch D Talbot, Ainesbury,
Brunswick, Ga, (and cld 24th for Navassa.)
Cld 18th, brig C S Packard, Packard, Navassa.
In port 26tli, brig Silas Ν Martin, Brown, lor New
York; scbs Palos, Shack ford, for New York, ready;
Cliimo. Lansil, from Norfolk. ;u ΙΠΙι ; Adclivca, Huntley, for Baltimore.
Ar at St Pierre, Mart, '.8ili ult, barque Caro, Blan—

Owing to the lateness of the season we have concluded to offer the balance of our Overcoats, Reefers
and Winter
Clothing at a great réduction from onr
former low prices. TJiese goods are all of our own
manufacture, warranted in every respect, aud each
garment will be sold from dît to 9Λ less than regular
prices, thus bringing them down to about wholesale

and passed. Sent up for concurrence.
SUMNER J. CHADJ50URNE, Clerk.

Bank.

Richmond,

A cheese factory will be started in
in the season by a reliable company.

FOBKIC.^ PORT*.

—

200 & 292 CONGRESS STREET·

ιηυΐΗΛΟ ot

National Bank Building, recently occupied by
tocks & Fox.

school for the orphan sous of warrant officers
in the navy, is now in litigation at

presiding.

AT

ORI\ 1IAWX4.ES & CO.,

«

In House of Representatives, Jan. 7,1873.
Ordered,«that, the Senate concuriug, all petitions
lor private legislation, except those for redress of
wrongs and grievances, which shall be presented to
tMfc Legislature after the first day of February next,
be referred to the next Legislature, and that this order
be published in the daily Kennebec Journal, the daily Lewiston Journal, the Bangor Daily Whig and
Courier, Portland Daiiv Press, and Daily Eastern
Argus, until tliat date.
Tn House of Representatives, Jan., 7, 1873.

Tfee Front Office

shot, offer-

COUSXY.
The Journal says that Capt. James White
lias been elected Chief Engineer of the Auburn
Fire Department.
The Supreme Court commenced its session
in Androscoggin county Tuesday, Judge Kent

—

WELL HADE.

Monticello, the estate of Thomas Jefferson,
subsequently owned by Commodore Levy, and
by the latter bequeathed in trust for a farm

STATE

A>*D

WINTER CLOTHING*

No. 90 Commercial St.
THOMAS, Canal National Bank.
8eptl2sntf

το

which is very favorable, and
which on a new trial would be forthcoming.
He had the utmost confidence that a new trial
would be granted, and said he was satisfied
that if the case was tried and decided ou its
merits it would not go as the last one did.

as

OF—

OVERCOATS,

If you want α nice Photograph or Tin
ΚΑΜΕ
FROM
FOR
DATE,
Merrimack
New York. .Rio Janeiro. .Jan 23
g° to A, M. MeKenny,'s 161 Middle Street,
of
Havana
New
York.
.Havana
City
Jau 23
He warrents them as good as can be made in PortL San Francisco
New York. .Bermuda
Jan 23
land.
ag5-eodtf sn
"Silesia
New York. .Hamburg
Jan 23
Columbia
New York. .Havana
Jan 23
Scandinavian
Portland.. .Liverpool
Jan 25
REMOVAL î
Ville de Paris
New York Havre
Jan 25
Batavia
Boston
Ian 25
Liverpool
SCRIBNER & JORDAN,
India
New York. .Glasgow
Jan 25
City of Brussels—New York. .Liverpool
Jau 25
Aftoruicf* and Solicitors of American and
Atlantic
New York. Liverpool
Jan 25
Foreign Patente,
Habea
New York.. Bremen
Jan 25
New York. .Demarara
liave removed from 209 Congress street to
Mandingo
Jan -J8
New York.. Liverpool
Algeria
Jan 29
74 Middle corner of Exchange Street.
Minnesota
New York. .Liverpool
Jan 29
New York. .Havana
Cleopatra
Jan 30
liwMW&F
jantS

ing new evidence,,

between the State of Virginia
the heirs of Commodore Levy.

—

ΤΤΡ«>

uncertain."
Edward S. Stokes informed a Sun reportei
Monday that since his conviction he had received several letters from persons who were
was

septosneodtf

GREAT CLEABIftG OI'T SUE

DEPARTURE OF «CF A!* 8TEAMKR8

list of stockholders, mth their residences a
that time, in which appears "James Fisk, Jr.

in the hotel at the timo Fisk

Savannah.
NEWPORT—Ar 18th, ecbs ITyne, Oliver, and Emr>ress, Kennedy, Providence for New York.
In port 17th, ecbs J W Woodruff. Haskell, fra Callis; Laconia, Hall, from Rockland; James Henry,
fvueworthv, from New York ; Enterprise. Strout,
Machias; St Croix, Eaton, from Georgetown, SC. lor
Boston; Revenue, Morse, from Providence for New
York.
YINEYARD-HAVEX-Ar 10th. barque C S Coders. Dickinson, Mobile 21 days for Boston ; sell Add le
Blaiadell, Garfield, Baltimore for do.
Ar 20th. barque Archer. Hatch. Buenos Ayres Nov
15th for Bouton; t*bs II Τ Townsend, Gates, and
Quoddy, Fanning, Hoboken for Boston ; Crescent
Lodge, Hatch, Port Johnson for do ; Mary F Pike,
Good, and Helen Ο Kin;,', Crosby, New York fordo;
Eastern Belle, Parker. Port John soi» for Chelae*.
Sid 20th, barques C S
Rogers, Archer ; seb* Marv F
Pffce. II G King, Eastern Belle, Casco Lodge, Addle
Blaisdell, and Qunddy.
BOSTON-Ar 30th, mb* Ν A Far well, Famum.
Wilmington ; M M Pote, Noyés, Newburynoit.
Cld 20th, barque Fanny
Lewis, Lewis, Demarara ;
sens Eliza Frances,
Hunt, Calais; Lookout, Johnson.
Portland; F H Odiorne, Crowell, Portland, to load
for a Southern port ; Ε II FnrW-r,
Cobb, do, to load
for Baltimore.
Sid 20th, brig J II Dillingham, for Portland.
Ar 21st. ships Tiber, Colby,
Passaroeang; Calumet,
Keazer. Batavia ; barque Archer. Hatch. Buenos
Ayres Nov 15 via Montevideo Nov 20, with bides and
wool to A & S Ε Spring; C S Rogers, Dickinson, Mobile; sch W L Bradley, Chase, Baltimore.

Scheuck'|>Iandrake

STATE OF MAINE.

uuy

harbor, and all érections and works outside of
harbor lines as now established, itiall be considered a public nuisance and liable to indictment as such.
The Board of Harbor Commissioners shall have power to order suits on
befialf of the State to prevent or stop,
by injunction or otherwise, any sucu erection or any
other nuisance or obstruction to navigation, in
any of the navigable rivers, or in any of tbe
rivers or tide-waters which flew into or through
auy harbor in the State, or thus to prevent or
stop the removal of any material from any bar
or breakwater of any such harbor and the At;
torney General and county attorneys within
their counties shall commence
and conduct
such suit.
Sect. 6. The Harbor Commissioners are authorized and empowered, whenever they deem
it necessary, to apply to Congress for
appropriations for protecting and improving any harbor
or river in the State.
Sec. 7. No contracts shall be made and no
acts done by said commissioners which involve
the payment of any money from the
Treasury
of the State, except as herein provided, without an appropriation
expressly made by the
legislature for that purpose. They shall keep
an account of their actual services and
expenses
to bo allowed by the Governor and Council.
Sec. 8.—The Commissioners shall report in
print to the Legislature aunually, on or before
the tenth day of January, their doings during
the year preceding, and snail recommend such
legislation as they deem necessary for the preservation and improvement of the harbors and
rivers and the promotion of »the interest of the
State connected therewith.

W. W.

ly, Ellzabethport.
*Ar20tb, sell Edward Everett, Drinkwater, from

Sew York.
Cld 18th, tch IJztie K. Water*. Portland.
Sid 20th, Br schs Lizzie Κ, Watern, ami Mot-king
[Mrd, Thompson, Portland; iiene Ε Meservey, Wall,

cough suddenly.

For sale by Druggists generally,

for

....

Selieuçk's Seaweed tonic diss ν the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the sto
acli, digests easily,
no*»rishee the system, and creat<
a healthy circulation of the blood. When the
w els are costive, skin
shallow, aud the patient is <
a billious habit,
Pills are required.
These medicines are pre paired
by Dr. J. II.
SC1IENCK & SON, Northeast. corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place, New York.

NOTICES.

i'-UJAa

Or of

a

for du ; nobs Alligator,

Portsmouth.
NKWI1AVEN-Ar IStli, K)ia Cm-cut Lodge,
latch, and Gnoddy, Fanning, Hoboken.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 20th, sch Marlon Draper, Mea-

»

I

the
working of your road for eleven months ending
November 30th, is respectfully submitted:
Mixed

dent of tlie Arkaneau Central IlailiOiuL

their

SPECIAL

'.'ohm,

Arc the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary
consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a
cougli will often occasion the death of the paticut. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, in fact, clogging the artiou of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Livtjf complaint and dyspepsia arc the causes of
two-thiids of the cases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull pain iu the
side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
coated, pain in the shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
very restless, aud at other times drowsy; the food
that in aken lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity anil belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate troni a disordered condition of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so affected, if
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in
theee cases be suddenly stopped, tho lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before th#patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, aud
ulceratcd, and death is the
inevitable result.
Sehenck's Pulmonie Syrup is an expectorant which
does not contain any opium, nor
anything calculated

1

Gentlemen:—The following report of

No. of miles ran by Passenger Train"
«
"
"
"

with the advice

Kniïlit, Dart*. si Thorn*»;
*»«"« " Wi«.y.wa-

Harv.
do
>rovldencc, D Sawyer, Mitchell,it,doColcord,
for Somerset;
,lu for Providence; Hiram
H
ήfucker,
υ
îf
?·
^urtlî
do; Volunteer, Smith, <lo tor
Portsmouth
IXcora, tlark.
do for Calai»; Loui»
Valgb, Brotli. do for do; nival, Lawrenee, do tor
ilathlax ; Petrol, RnmrlU, from do tor i!.»ton ; Mary
.,ouisa, Lowell, uo lor do; Mary
Ella, Wilbur, do for

SCHENCK'M MANDRAKE PIE.I.A,

Several cases of eeveie sickness have resulted
from vaccination with heifer virus, the subjects
being covered with rose colored erruotions, accompanied by acute febrile symptoms, and followed by rapid convalescence, the whole constituting no objection, but rather favoring the
use of this kind of virus, as the
patients may
fairly be pronounced to be proof against the
monster, small pox.
Itev. Henry Libby has entered
upon his labors
as nastor of the
Baptist church in Parkman,
and his congregation is
rapidly increasing in
Wumbers and interest.
Kev. Mr. Bean of Guilford, is
having good
success, as the result of his
labors.
Several
conversions have occurred in his
parish.
The late rain is supposed to have settled the
snow about as much as the mercury fell in Lancaster on the llth inst, to wit., "about two

M

„ ,.ato 10d bar
e SarRbi Cbe.
,ον" WlVôrl*!' „Jutland
; brlga J Β Brown. Bain,
nîi'Marv λΤ·Ϊ
du

NdlKX K S NEAWEED TONIC,

J

■"·»—·

Reports of the President, Superintendent;
Engineer nud Treasurer.

The average lobbyist must be a fellow of
never failing elasticity ; for according to the
correspondent of the New York Herald he

|

The clerk is directed to enter this resolution
on our records and forward a
copy of the same
to the family of the deceased.
In behalf, and by order of the Board of Directors.
Sam'l J. Anderson, President.
superintendent's report.
To the President and Directors of the Portland
ami Ogdensburg Railroad:

Portland and Ogdensbarg Railroad.

eCHEIVCK'M PULMONIC MÏBIP,

I

generous

may wish to take. Mr. Boutwejl, it is stated,
lias substantially decided to nlace only one
hundred millions with the new syndicate, but
the Morgan party has submitted a proposition
to Cooke and his associates to combine and
take the whole three hundred millions regaining of the five per cents.

The indictment asainst Susau B. Anthotiv
charges that she "was then a person of the
fe.nale sex, contrary to the form of the statute of the United States of America in such
case made and provided, and against the people of the United States and their dignity."

Governor,

r.V„i. ^Lbrt*· Λπιιλ

CONSUMPTION CAM BE CUBED

from the dites of their respective appointment,
and for the terms of one, two, three,four and five
years, respectively, from the first day of July
next. The Governor shall, in like manner, be-'
fore tbe first day o: July iu every year, appoint
a Commissioner to côntinue in office for the
term of five years from said day; and incase
of any vaeaucy occurring in the board, by resignation or otherwise, shall, in the same manner, appoint a Commissioner for the residue of
the term, and may in the same manner remove
clapboards./
any Commisgioner. And the compensation for I
The Good Templars iu Piscataquis who coneach of said Commissioners shall not exceed
tribute to the Grand Lodge fund, would like to
five dollars per day for time actually employed
I welcome some of its
lecturers^ to this
in the service of said commission.
claim to be the BanSect. 2. The board of Harbor Commission- ; labor, albeit, we modestly
ner Temperance County of the State.
ers shall have the general care and
supervision j Frank
of all the harbors, tidal rivers and other tide- i
Knight, a respectable and quiet citiwaters, from high-water mark, and of all the zen of Abbott, died oi pneumonia on the 14th
flats and lands flowed thereby, within the inst., leaving a large property, but no family.
State, in order to prevent and remove unauthor- ! Dr. Trueworthy of Guilford, is vacciuatiug
ized encroachments and causes of every kind
the town of Greenville by the job.
which are liable to interfere with the full naviDr. Hussy of
is in feeble health
I
of
said
harbors
and
rivers, or in any way and lias absentedGuilford,
gation their
his post for a short time, for
injure
channels, or cause any reduction of the
of recuperation.
purpose
their tide-waters, and in order to protect and
develop the rights and property of the State in
"A Donc in Time," &c.
said flate and lands. They may, from time to
time, make such surveys, examinations and ob- ! If "a stich in time saves nine/' it is equally certain
that
adoseof a healthy tonic like Hostetter's Stomach
servations as they may deem necessary for said
purpose in any harbor or other place under Bikers taken at this inclement season of the year
their supervision, and employ for these pur- may save many an unpleasant twinge. A dose, liowThe system should be
I ever, is not sufficient.
poses competent engineers, and also employ
thoroughly charged with this genial vegetable stimusuch clerical and other assistance as they may
lant and invigorant. Commence taking it with the
think necessary. They shall have an office in } commencement of the atmospheric
changes which
Portland, where the maps, charts, and plaus distinguish the winter from the autumn. Thereby
connected with the harbors and rivers, records you will avoid those disturbances of the digestive
of all their doiugs, and all documents relating I and secretive organs, and ttose painful diseases of
I the muscles aud the nerves of sensation, which often
to their business, shall be kept.
rende, the period of the year which should be the
Sect. 3. Whenever iu tha judgment of the
meri iest a season of penance and disquietude.
The
said Hoard of Commissioners the publie good extraodinary vigor and regularity which
this exhilarequires, they may proceed to prescribe lines in rating restorative imparts to the most important
uuf of the harbors and rivers of this State, be- ; 1une tuna ot the body, render it an invaluable remedy
debility, constipation, indigestion, toryond which no wharf, pier, boom or other struc- for nervous
pidity of the liver, and intermittent fever is.
ture shallbe extendedinto such harbor or river,
and shall report the same for the consideration
of the Legislature at its next session: provided,
however, that said Commissioners before draw
ing any such line shall appoint a convenienl
time and place for tiie hearing of all parties inOffics of The Manhattan Life Ins. Co., )
156 Broadway, New York,
terested, and shall give notice thereof by publi
[
cation three weeks successively in two or mort
January 8,1870.
)
of
one
which
is
in
Brown
Port
is not authorized to
newspapers,
published
NOTICE.—-Henry S.
land, and one in the county where such harboi 1 act for this Company in any capacity.
or river is situated, the first publication to be ai
J. L. HALSEY,
least thirty days before the time of hearing.
Secretary.
Sect. 4. All persons that have been or iuaj
jan20-3tsn
be authorized by the Legislature to build ove: j
tido waters any bridge, wharf, boom, pier ο I
To Lei
dam, or to fill any flats, or to drive any piles ! TIlilE commodious lour storied Brick Store, No. 57
below high-water mark, who have not alread;
j JL Commercial St.—immediate jiosession given.

That we feel deeply the loss of our friend
and associate. That we desire to offer our tribute of
homage to the memory of one who had the respect of
all ; the emnity of none—one whose delicate and refined susceptibilities, whose urbanity of manners,and
dignity of deportment, whose kindly sympathies and
warm friendship endeared him to all liis immediate
associates—possessing in a large measure of a wise
moderation and tolerant spirit of broad intelligence
and varied experience, of purest motives and unquestioned fidelity, he has ever filled the place assigned him in the several relations of life with grace
and honor. Although with quick impulse toward the
and right, yet his counsels ever waited on
is judgment, and in the many places of high trust to
which he was called, his assiduous attention to detail,
the wisdom of his counsel, fruit of a large experience,
his respect for the right and difference to the opinions
of others, won for him the unlimited confidence and
universal regard of all meu. His loss to the busiuess
community can as yet be hardly realized ; that honesty which challenged the closest scrutiny that boldness and energy of character which made him one of
the positive forces in all business relations, that calm
self reliance, that gave encouragement to his associates in times of emergency and oifiiculty will be missed by all, by none more than by us, his associates in
this Board, who have been thus startled by the presence of death in our midst.

with whom the Rothschilds of London are con
nected, aud L. P. Morton & Company, who
have the Barings of London pledged to their
cooperation and support. The proposition
of the two rivals as to terms are understood
not to be essentially different, and the Secretary will lay both before the committee of
ways and means for whatever action they

the work of what the
Advertiser calls "Hamlin's fine Roman
hand," or what all the papers call Morrill's
''fine Eoman face," or "Blaine's strategy."
And all is vanity and vexation of spirit.

fancy

Section 1. The

ΛΓ *U». hrlg» Stcjihen ΒΜιηη, Gllker. Montevideo ;
Demaarû 20 da»; sell Storm petrel,
UMtell, Progrèsso.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
I Press Correspondence. )

and consent of the Council, shall, before the
first day of July next, appoint five competent
persons, who shall constitute a board of Harbor
Commissioners, and who shall hold their offices

Rêsolved,

SYNDICATE—BIVALEY·

The Augusta Journal says thpt several of the
young ladies in the shoe factory in that city receive $15 per week each for their services.—
Quite h number are paid from £8 to $10 per
week.
Mr. Elwell of the Transcript lectures in Augusta Friday night.

The Harbor Commissioners' Bill.
The following is the bill to " establish a l)oard
of Harbor Commissioners," now under consideration by the Committee in the Legislature:

unanimously passed.

Secretary Boutwell, with L. P. Morton, J.
P. Morgan, and perhaps one or two bankers
of New York city, will have a further hearing before the ways and means committee
to-'forrow, in reference to the proposed new
syndicate. A contest has arisen for the privilege of handling and disposing of the
next instalment of the loan, between an association headed by Jay Cooke & Company,

another.

want

V*

restate thi matter:

THE PBOPOSED NEW

gentlemen does not produce a favorable impression. We have just inaugurated one governor, and it is nearly a year belore we shall

Rn'r^i

Si®UAm^.^iRN^t"'MrS-T"0S·
John D.
Win. H.

briefly

Judge Poland's bill tor the distribution of
the Geneva award is his own, and proposes
the disposal of the whole matter by a mammoth suit in some United States circuit
court, to be designated by the atto. ney-General. The bill contemplates a suit in equity,
brought by the United States for the recovery
of the entire amount; all claimants, whether
citizens or insurance companies, to be made
defendants, and awarded their just proportion ot the total amount recovered. To mormow the House judiciary committee expects
to complete the consideration of General
Butler's Alabama bill, and to return it to the
House with a long accompanying report»

not

litIL

measure.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE GENEVA AWARD.

IIΕ who makes haste

Wh£

Mayor,

the

their faulty construction, being long and narrow with a view to secure increased
speed.
It is further indicated that the iron ships for
the transportation of cereals, cotton, etc., are
not meeting with the expectations of their
projectors. These matters being taken into
consideration, it seems very evident that
wooden ships for this extensive business will
again be generally used.

may be expected.
1873.
Augusta, Jan. 20th,
John Neal. S. T. Pickard, Mrs Olive Dennett, Mrs.
Eleanor Neal, Portland,
J. J. EveJeth, Mayor, Joshua Nye, Chandler Beil
Wm.H.Libbev Geo W. Guinby.Wm. P
house. Gen. Seidell Connor, H. II. Hamlen, H. S. Osgood. Mre. C. A guinby Mre. W.K. Lancoy, Mrs.
m·,B· Lapliani, Mrs. S. Si. BarI' ÏÎ
ïL·.
ton, Mary A.
Hobs, and 50 others, Augusta.
Ε· α· Diokerson. Mrs. W.
™
H
N· Marsba11'

Shellabargei's

by special assignment Tuesday, and will probably occupy two or three days. The leadin"
features are the establ:shment of a commit
sion, consisting of Ave cabinet officers, for the
collection and distribution of statistics of

The New York Herald states that eleven

and other
Ward Howe, Mrs. Lucy Stone,
abroad, will address the
of railroad fares
The usual reduction

AMERICAN

bill for the revival of
American commerce came up in the House
Mr.

as a

distinguished speakers from

<

COMMEBCE.

unanimously came to the conclusion that
such aid is constitutional, holding that railroads are improved public ways and such coris
porations are public corporations, which
not true of manufacturing enterprises. Thus
ot
the Supreme Court overthrows the policy
aid to manufacturing corporations ;
municipal
Call for a Woman Suffrage Conhut in the meantime, what is to be the result
vention.
where towns have already extended aid? This
The people of Maine who believe in the extension is evidently a Vcsry serious question.

gest.

The

THE BILL FOB THE BEVIVAL OF

read anonymous letters and communiin
cations. The uame and address of the writer are
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
bit as a guaranty of good faith.
Wo cannot undertake to return or preserve cornai juications that are not used.

p. m.,
1873, at 7J
the purpose of
nary 30th, at 10 o'clock a. in., for
Association, and
organizing a State Woman Suffrage
the advancement of
inaugurating such measures for
may sugthe cause as the wisdom of the Convention

total.

present in persou or by proxy, ami Messrs. S.
J. Audersou, 1). \y.
Clark, J. E. Donne», I».
Ε. Hastings, Η. Ν
.Jose, F. G. Messer, W. F.
Milliken, W. L. Putnam and Andrew Spring
were elected.
Remarks were made by 7. C.
Hersey, I. Wasliburu, jr., and S. K. Spring, and
the meeting then adjourned.

ι

advocate of the
franking privilege proceeds by Other calculations to still further reduce the loss, which
the Chronicle estimates at over three millions, to $5770, and asseits that the postage
sent free
on all printed government matter
Hi < state
by mail will not exceed $82,000.
uients do not, of course, cover the abuses ot
the frank by the sending of other than authorized matter.

v>'e do not

beneficent
of the elective franchise to women,
virtues and the corpower for the promotion of the
in
rection of the evils of society; and all who believe
the principles of equal justice, equal liberty and equal
are
opportunity, upon which republican institutions
founded, and have faith in the triumph ofintelligence
to
and reason over custom and prejudice, are invited
meet in Convention at GRANITE HALL, in the city
of Augusta, on Wednesday, January 29th,
and Thursday, Jano'clock

revived during the past
ο Ogdensburg lias been
been granted in Vermont
; ear. Charters have
nd Canada, aud a road projected which, startof our road in
ng from the line
Swanton, aud
1 rossing
Mississquoi Bay, will pass through
to
Clarenceville
in
Uburgh
Canada, and tlieuce
lirough St. riioinas, LaCo'e, Hemingford, BurTown
Falls, Durham, Huntingdon, Elgin,
ell,
Dundee, or nearly upon this line to Fort Covngton in New York. The Dominion Parliament Have made a grant of $1800 per mile to
.ins road, and the
towns on the line have already bonded to the amount of $170,000 more.
Lnere are several other towns which have not
ret acted upon the question, and Uie probability
s now that about
$6000 per mile will thus be
raised, which, with the right of way, to be givîn as a bonus will
probably ensure the building
>f the road. From Fort Covington the projected line passes through Bombay, M assena, Louisville. Maddington and Lisbon to Ogdensburg.
Individual subscription sufficient for the organization of the company to build through these
towns in New York has already been raised.
And we have good reasons to believe that the
towns will bond for enough to work up a subscription of eight thousand dollars per mile,
which with the gift of the right of way will
secure the building of that portion of the road
A committee from this board of directors went
over the route last May by invitation of the parties who are actively moving in the project, and
were very favorably impressed with the character of the country in its adaptability to agricultural production, and the ease ana cheapness
with which a railroad can be constructed
through it.
The successful workiug of the road for the
past year, the regularity of the runniug of
trains, and freedom from accidents are due in
a
large measure to the faithfulness and efficiency of the officers and employees, which are
hereby acknowledged by your directors.
In the midst of general cause of congratulation for the success which has attended the conduct of the enterprise and the operations of the
road, your directors have felt most severely the
great loss sustained by you in the death of Mr.
l^nsellaer Cram, one of its most zealous and
influential friends, and mos^etfective members
in the Board of Directors. At a meeting of the
Board, held on the 30th day of December, the
following resolutions expressive of the feelings
of his associates, at the sudden shock which
deprived them of his counsel and aid, were

the department.
The Democratic committee's franking matter would not cxcced one-

R. G. HALL.

jMiîSdlw·
Lost.
I

Gold Pin made out of an old style Fi«o Dollar
Gold Piece with an old English enamelled letter
'G" on the face. Whoever wd I return the same to
iVrn. Senter, Na. 5β Exchange street, or to No. 1 Deerng street, will be suit ibly rewarded.
jail22-lw

A

Wanted.
YOUNG MAN to work in the capacity of hostporter, at Brook's Steam Bakery, No.
9 Bracket! St., Portland, Me.
GEO. W. Η. BROOKS.
Ν. Β Good references ieqnired.
Jan»B*lw
*

Ά.

1er and

Wanted.
CARPET AND FURNITURE SALESMAN.
F>. P. CUNNINGHAM & CO.,
f\.
-K.Hj Washington St., Boston.
jan22d3t
4

Boarders Wanted.
GENTLEMEN wishing a pleasant home, with
_T good board, can be accommodated by
applying
I 244 Cumberland street.
jan22dlw·

Bookkeeper Wanted.
In Wholesale Flour Store.

jan22

Address Box 1M7,
PorUtnu P. 0.

Τ lie

THE PRESS.

ΪΤΛΤΕ VS w.

TUESDAY MORNING, JAN. Si. I"8·
TICK PRESS

Depots of Fes& Co.
?
a
Heuder·
Moses,
evnarews, Went worth, Glendennlnç that run out
oJ
ami Chisholm Bros., on all trains

obtained at the Periodical
K*nrriy ^2,Bros·»
Marquis. Robinson, Brunell

<'ou«pirncy Trinl.
J.

Pl'TXAM ΕΪ KU

Testimony fur Government all iii.
Court came in at ten o'clock, and tlie fir* t
witness called was Charles Sampson, who keep 5

La Lairee Musicale.—The concert by the
Musical Club (so called for want of a bettei
name) at Army and Navy Hall last evening,
aud
was in every respect a highly successful
Musical Club by
very enjoyable affair. The
this performance lias become au established
fact In the musical circles of the city. We retheir
grot that the young ladies are desirous
names should not l>e mentioned, for some of

grocery store in Calioou Block oil Myrtl
He testified to seeing tlie teams an I
them deserve* very high meed of praise, tho'
city.
men go down to the basement of the Cjty Build
At Biddeford, of Plllsbnry.
where ali. did so well it might lie invidious to
ings on this afternoon.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon.
Eben X. Perry, called by -the Government
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
mention a few. Unfortunately we are restrictI was sheriff of the cennty last year. On thi
At Gorhaui, of News Agent.
ed in our comments b> lack of space. We are
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
afternoon these liquors are said to have been re
At Lewiston, of W. F. Stanwood,
only able to say that the young ladies deserve
plevied I was in my office until between si:
o'clock and a quarter past. I did not sec any
the thanks of the musical public for their efof
mi
the
tlio
On
at
liquors.
thing
replevying
forts last evening, and we predict for them a
AND
way out of the building 1 met Mr. Putnam be
twéen the door of the llegister of Deeds' office I brilliant future.
and my office. He asked me where Mr. Adam!
IVfw Advertisement* To-Day.
was, and I told him lie was in the office, and h<
ni8CET.I,ANBOl'« NOTICES.
would find him there. He did not stop wlier
AUCTION COLUMN.
he spoke to me, but passed on, and I wenl
I*eriodicals—Harper's Monthly, the Galaxy
lioine. On the day these liquors were se'zei]
Auction Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.
and Godey's Lady's Book for February have
from McGlinchy I met him at the corner of ExHorses and Sleighs at Auction—F. O. Bailey «St Co.
change and Congress Streets, and lie told lut been received and are for sale at the
Exccutor's Ssle—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Adams was down to his place and he had ι
bookstores of Messrs. Bailey & Noyes, and
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
large lot of liquors there, and wanted me t(
on
Exchange street; aud at
Pickwick Reception—City Hall.
call Adams oft and lie would send the
liquor; Hall L. Davis, & Harmon and Augustus
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
out of the State. Said he, "You don't want U
Loring, Short
rob me." I said, "Xo." I asked him
A Dose in Time, &c.
why he Robinson's, under the Falmouth Hotel;
did not send them out of the Slate at the time
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
also at tho sclioolbook, music and periodical
lie
sent
the
and
he
said
he
others,
thought they
Copartnership Notico—Dresser & Aver.
store of E. C. Andrews, No. 30 Centre street
would bo safe there, if he did not keep them
Bookkeeper Wanted—
for sale. 1 told him I could not call Adams off :
and,attlie book and periodical depotof Messrs.
Lost—Gold Pin.
the law must take its course. X had another
Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall.
Lost—Black Setter Dog.
conversation with McGlinchy sometime after,
The Congregationalist—W. L. Greene & Co.
in which he wanted me to store the liThe riiiQUiBEi!.—The*beet advertising meWan ted—Υ ο ting vi an.
quors in a damp place, where they would
dium iu Maine. Circulation 10,000 ami increasof
the
the
not shrink.
After
replevin
Removal—Dr. B.H. Ovdwav.
janTtf
liquors 1 met -Mr. Putnam in the corri- ing 1000 per month. Try it.
Dog Lost.
dor of this building, anil in reply to some reWanted—Salesman.
I
don't
now
which
recollect,
1.ÏOO Dozen L"udershirts and Drawers, slightmark that Γ made,
Boarders Wanted.
he said "1 suppose you would rather 1 should
ly damaged from the great Boston fire.
Very
take th'e liquors by replevin than commence an
,T. Burleigh, 80 Middle St.
cheap.
action directly against you for trespass?" I
Supreme Judicial Court.
I would rather lie would
told liim I had not.
The positive cure of kidney, bladder and
BEFORE JUDGE DAKFORTII.
commence an action against me, and
then 1
A.
Tiiton.
Charles
vs.
of
Portland
TUESDAY.—City
could take care of myself in the matter. He
glandular diseases, mental and physical debilThis is an action to recover a penalty under the statreplied he should know what to do in the ere ity, diabetes, gravel aud fema'e irregularities
ture.
The next morning after the liquors
ute for bringing to the city of Portland four poor peras well as couyjlaints of the urino-genital orThe
replevined, I met Hall and asked him it' he did
sons from Cape Elizabeth in September, 1871.
not know lie had no right to repleviu
gans iu either sex, can be affected by the aid
defendant is one of the overseers of the poor of that
liquors
held by an officer on search and seizure process.
of Smolandek's Bpchu.
It acts at once on
town, and claims that he did not act with the intent
He said he did. X told him X wished I had
the tier ous system, and is a diaphoretic, deof charging the city with their support, but that the
been there at the time.
He said he wished to
family had hired a house in the city and had moved
obstruent, alterative, diuretic solvent and tonGod I liai, for if I had been thero and objected
their furniture ; and that in procuring a carriage for
ic. It excites general action of the dormant
toit he should not have taken them, or if
the family it was done because one of the persons was
Adams had objected lie should not. Hall also
state of the system, and all the avenues of
said he ilid not leave the liquors until
sick and unable to come over in an open carriage prothey health ara restored by its occasional use.
were
aboard the Boston boat.
vided for her. The amount claimed is four hundred
Cross-examined by Mr. Webb.
j»n21-eodlw
1 am the
dollars. Argued and given to the jury.
who made anil signed the complaint on
person
Howard & Cleaves.
C. F.Vibby.
seek
the means fo
Advertisers
naturally
which these liquors were seized from McGlinchy. 1 had been informed by one of iny officers reacliingOhc largest number of readers, and
Municipal C'ourt.
that liquors had beeu taken out of this
place those of the best quality. .The Daily Près»
BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.
where the liquors were afterwards found, over
fills the bill iu both particulars better than any
to McGlinchy's store on that morning, anel i
Tuesday.—Elliot O. Robinson. Larceny of two
other daily journal in Maine.
stated that to Judge Morris when I procured
and a half yards of cloth, properly of Christopher
the warrant. 1 began to notify parties on the
Dyer, valued at $3.75—30 days.
Jou I'kikting.—Every description of Jos
1st of April that I should enforce the liquor
Peter Smith. Larceny of one coat of the value of
law. McGlinchy asked me if lie stopped sellPrinting executed promptly, and at the loweer
five dollars, property of Henry Green—30 days.
be
safe for his liquors to remain
prices, at the Daily Press Printing House, 109
ing if it would
Wm. M. Marks.
Marry Curran. Intoxication. Fined $5 with costs. stored in the city. I told him it would, but if
Excliaugc, St.
·
he was not intending to stop, his linimrs would
Committed.
not be safe if I could find them, and lie said he
William Mclsaac. intoxication. Fined $3 with
guessed he would send them off.
The last of ι FIFTY-SECOND LEGISLATURE.
costs. Paid.
or the first of May
I had a conversation
April
Fined $50.—
John Cragan. Search and seizure.
with him in the corridor by my office. He came
Bradburys.
to me with an envelope in his hand and
Appealed.
appar(Reported for the Press.)
CharlesftMullen. Soarch and seizure. Fined $50
ently something in it, what I did not see, and
said he wanted to make me a present: that X
Paid.
SENATE.
used him gentlemanly, etc.
Augusta, Jan. 21.
Brief Joltings.
X told him to
put it in his pocket; X did not
House papers disposed of iu concurrence.
The fuucral of Mr. Charles Hossack will take
wish to be seen in that position; I then asked
place from his residence on Tyng street, on liim why he hud not kept his word with me (X ofRead and assifined"—Bill to incorporate town
had heard rumors that
Hersey.
to ask the !
Thursday, at 2 p. m. The aged Brotherhood question) in regard to notcaused me He
said he
The order amending sec. 22, chap. 03, of laws
selling.
are requested to attend.
thought he could do something. Ile had not of 3872, relating to cider, was, on motion of
sold a great deal, and if I could ease up on him
•Τ. δ. Bailey & Co., sold a) auction yesteflay,
Mr. Farrington, taken from the table and rehe
would do something
house corner o\ Oxford and Elm streets, to
pretty handsome for
me.
Up to tho time of the replevying of these ferred tij the Temperanco Committee.
Gço. Κ. Davis.
relations
with
Mr. Putnam had alljquors my
Petitions, Hills, Ac., presented aiSt referred.—
Wîlvh hpnn of η rilonsimf. nlian.inf.np
Τ l>oro 1...Λ
We hear from various ««mives that the reeenno special ill feeling towards Mr. Putnam
tion of Mr. Pickwick at City Hall, on Wednessincc, I tion of Sebago f-ake Steam Mill Co. ; of M. M.
one Jay in the court room here, I had i
Foster et. als., of Lubec, for change of time
day evening of next week, Jauuary 29tli, is to except
some ill feeling.
1 cannot say that I have any ! and
place of. holding the Supreme Judicial
be a grand ovation, at which hundreds of his
feeling against him now, nor have I since that ! Court tn Washington county; also of S. II.
time.
admirers intend to he present.
Bradley et. als., for same.
Matthew Adams was re-called by the governThe house occupied hy Simeon Jordan and
Orders passed—That the Cumberland delegaand
said
that
he
did
not
see Mr. Putnam
ment,
sister at Cape Elizabeth, was destroyed by lire
between the time Mr. Perry left the office that tion inquire if any change is necessary in reThe house was a one story
Monday night.
night aud the time Williams notified him what gard to the salary of the Couuty Commissionwooden building. Two barns connected with it was going on below.
ers, and if so, what; that the Judiciary ComWilliam Dchan, a truckman, was next called
wore also destroyed.
mittee inquire into the expediency of amendby the government, and said McGlinchy emA lounge that had taken fire in J. H. Hoopployed him to haul ϋ portion of these liquors;
ing sec. 2, cliap. !>7, It. S., so that the Deputy
er's furniture store on Free street, Monday,was
that lie came to him between 2 and 3 o'clock in
Sheriff may serve the warrauts named and rethe
and
afternoon
said
he
should
have
a
load
thrown from the window and struck a man by
ceive the same as provided for;!by Mi·. Lathrop)
for him. Dehan said he could not haul it then.
the name of Varney on the forehead,
knocking McGlinchy told him to come to his store about that the Committee on Legal Affairs inquire
him senseless.
six o'clock, and he did so, and then went to the
into the propriety of changing the laws relatThe I. A K. A. will hold an assembly at
City Building where they put on a load of baring to the settlement of paupers, so that all
rels for him, which he took to the Boston boat.
City HaU, the 20th pvox.
William II. Dresser, a Deputy Sheriff, was
paupers shall be supported by and at the exBret Harte is the sensation of the hour. He
called and testified to the proceedings that
pense of the town, city or plantation nliere
had an immense audience in Steiuway
HaU, took plaee when the liquors were first seized at sucli panpers fall into distress, or jnovide for
New York, who were perfectly delighted wiTta, I McGlincby's.
the support of such paupers by the county in
his witty and humorous lecture.
County Attorney Mattocks then said that the which such
town, city or plantation is situated,
rested
their
case
which
here—at
At the annual meeting of the "Portland
government
aud establish farms, workshops, and houses of
the
court
adjourned until afternoon.
Lloyds," Saturday last, the following advisory point
correction in such counties, and report by bill
committee were elected:—Kussell Lewis, Jacob
AFTERNOON.
or otherwise.
S. Winelow, Jacob McLellan, David Keazer,
At the coming in of the Court Mr. S. C. Strout
Adjourned.
Geo. Ε. B. Jacdson, Almon A. Stvout, Geo. S.
HOUSE.
opeged for the defence, occupying one hour and >
Senate papers disposed of in concurrence.
Hunt, Isaac Jackson, S. E. Spring. Committee twenty minutes.

J1'
the

a

Street.

VICINITY.

CITY

AUGUSTA MATTERS.
(Special

risks—Jacob 8.

Winslow, Jacob McLellan,
and David Keazer. Attorney—Geo W. Ford.
Capt. Johnson, of the light-house steamer
Iris, passed off Portsmouth, yesterday a deepladen bark signalling for a pilot.
She put out
again when the storm set in.
The Montgomery Guards had a very pleasant

to sea

time at their first
last evening.

Two of

our

grand

ball

given

in

City

Hall

well-known commercial houses

required to give bonds in a smuggling
case yesterfcy.
Nutmegs and other spices are
said to have been the articles smuggled.
Coal is retailing at a dollar and a half less on
a, ton at Bath than here, and yet it costs fifty
cents more to freight it to Bath.
were

P. P.—The prose epic of the pol iceman and
the pork is exciting much attention about
town.
It soems that about a month ago Daniel Gould
wat appointed on the police force.
Gould had
formerly been a policeman, and his past experience was thought to l>e a capital qualification
for the positiou. Shortly after his appointment

the suspicions of Deputy Williams were aroused
by strange and rather eccentric conduct on the
part of the new appointee. So Mr. Williams,
without communicating his suspicions to the

force,

acted on some information he had received from outside sources and placed a watch
on Gould.
Last Sunday evening, after hastily
eating his lunch, Gould left the station, and
followed. He was seen to enter the packing-house of Thompson & [Leighton, 011 Portland street, and to come out carrying several
hams. Monday morning Deputy Williams informed the City Marshal of the case, and Deputies Sterling and Williams searched Gould's
house. Tltere they found about forty pounds
of sausages, fivo hams, a large quantity of lard
and other articles. He was then brought bewas

fore the City Marshal, when he stated that Elwell, the engineer and watchman at Thompson
& Leighton's, owed him some nine dollars and
agreed to pay fcim in hams. I t seems that he
sold a dog to El well, who paid liim in sausages,
i,„

,.f
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The crowded condition of
ders it impossible to publish
S trou t,'s aWe remarks. «

Bills, Petitions, etc., pi-esented and referred—
Of Samuel Appleton et als., of Waterville, for
division of said town; of E.Morrill et als.,
against same; of .T. A. Buckhaui ct als., to

columns renabstract of Mr.

our
an

Charles II. Ilall, one of the respondents, testified. Jieside in Portland; in July last I was
a coroncr, and had been sixteen years.
Gould
was the only coroner in the city then beside me.
of
the 27th of July I was sent
On the afternoon
for about half past five to go down to Mr. Putnam's office, aud went down ; I had received no
previous notice that I might be wanted; I think
McGlinchy was not there when 1 went in, but
came in before X left ; I was there but a moment. Mr. Putnam recoguized ine and says, "X
sent for you to serve a precept; I have not made
up my irind yet what to do; I hate to sue the
officer and subject him to damages; where will
you be in the course of half an hour?" I told
him I should be at tea. He said by that time
he should decide and he would send the precept
down to my house, and I needn't come down
again. Mr. McGlinchy never spoke to me in
any way, shape or manner. Mr. Putnam informed me lie talked of bringing a replevin
writ for liquors but had not made up his mind
then. I was at tea and McGlinchy brought a
replevin writ. He simply passed lue the writ
and said he would go and get his team. I came
up and was to meet him at the head of Ex»
change street, aud when I got up there he was
not there, and I waited for him in the barber's
shop. We entered the building by the front
door.
While I was at Putnam's office he said if he
made a replevin writ for me to go there and
take the liquors described and deliver them to :
McGlinchy, if no resistance was made, but if
there was' any resistance made, not to take
them. 1 made some objections about serving a
replevin writ for liquors, aud mentioned that,
there was a clause in the statute prohibiting it.
Mr. Putnam replied that the liquors were illegally taken and they could be replevied. Coming from so high authority as Mr. Putnam, 1
was satisfied and went about my business.
McGlinchy came into the building with me,
but no one else. When we got halt-way down
the stairway 1 saw the deputy marshal closing
the door to the liquor room. I went up and
put my hand on the door, and he said 1
couldtf t go in. I told him I must, and showed
him my precept; he then left the door. They
went to rolling the liquors out, and I looked
over to see that they didu't get anything that
I did not read
was not described in the writ.
the writ, except to read the description of the
the bond.
the
sureties
on
look
at
aud
goods
Adams came in there; I didn't know of his I
oeiug υφ>

m

nie
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make valid the doings of said town ; of J. L.
et als., for aot to prohibit delinquent tax
payers from vot ing; ot W. Carver et als,, of
Bangor, for amendment of charter of said city
relating to election of Street Commissioner; of
S. Cook et als., for amendment of the law relating to highway taxes; of inhabitants of Castle Hill, for same; of N. Fesseuden.et als.,
Trustees of Fort Fairfield High School, for aid;
of H. Winslow et als., for change of law relating to close of title on fish; of Zeuas Thomson
otals., for same; of K. B.Clark et als., for
saifte; of S. Newell el als., Penobscot Indians
praying that the anuuities ef Slid tribe be paid
Niles for State bounty;
in money; of Sam'l C.
of inhabitants of Sedgwick for bounty on certain wild animals; of inhabitants of Gouldsboro
for act to regulate the running at large of cattle in said town; of N. S. Thompson for authority to build a wharf in Kennebunk; of Eli
Bickncll for authority to build a wharf in
Friendship; of selectmen of Alexander, for reimbursement of money paid into the State
Treasury; bill to provide suitable text books for
public, schools ; to improve the jail system of
the State of Maine.
Remonstrance»—ot inhabitants of Brooklin
against any change of the law relating to the
taking of porgies; of Henry G. Downes of

Lîttle|

Fresque Isle.et als., againstjmaking Lyndon a
half shire town; of Urrin Smith against annexa-

tion of Clinton GoreJ to the town of Clinton.
A communication was received from A. Watson of Washington, I>. C., relating to marine

telegraph.
Orders Pussid—That the Committee on Education be directed to inquire into the expe"

dieuoy
lating

of
to

amending chap. 11, sec.] 59, It. S., rethe pay of Superintending Sehoo'

Committees.
Passed to be enacted—Bill to authorize A. J.
Ray et als., to build a dyke iu the town of Harrington; to authorize B. Braston et als., ιο
build a wharf in tide waters of Penobscot
Itiver; to incorporate Portland Fire Insurance
Co; to incorporate the town of Kingman.
On motion of Mr. Matthews, the vote rccom
mitting the bill to promotelthe efficiency
public schools, was re-considered, and the bill
read and assigned.
The Somerset shire town petitions were laid
UII tue iai.llC.UlHM
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to

mour

Various Millier*.
21.—The Judiciary Committee will report the general railroad bill without

Ay important

The Limerick-Limington division ease came
In 1870
up to day before Committee on Towns.
the Legislature set off a part of Liinington to
and now the town of Limington, out-

Limerick,

si#e of the part set off, desire to have it set
back again. It is said that the petitioners will
have leave to withdraw when the coinmittec
report, lion. Joseph Baker Was Limington's
counsel, and Hon. Lewis Barker appeared for
the other side.
The Bath & Portland charter cou.es up in
the Senate to-morrow. It will pass without serious opposition.

Bangor Whig favoring
Thqprticle
Paiue forlnsurauee Commissioner, creates quite
in the

sensation

a

Mr.

among Penobscot men, and will

have a tendency to send the office West.
The communication read to the House to-day
concerning marine telegraph, suggests an ap-

propriation by the State for
signal ships two or three

the establishment

of

hundred miles out
to sea, off the coast, to communicate by cable
with the shore, and notify of storms coming so
It is
as to lessen shipwrecks 011 tlie coast.
from

Washington,

D. C.

as soon

jau2l

MATTERS IN MAINE.
Vire.

Kichmokd, Jau. 21.—The dwelling house of
Capt. J. Libby was damaged by fire $·">00 this
afternoon; insured.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Varions -Hat 1er».
Boston, Jau. 21.—The Legislative Committee ou Prisions have agreed to report a bill for
removing the State Prison in Charlestown and
erecting a new building in some other locality.
Wendell Phillips appeared before the Governor and Council to-day and made ail eloquent
appeal for the life of McElhauey, under sentence of death for wife murder.
Dr. Thomas Morlly was held in &Ô00 b».il today, charged with failing to report a case of
small pox.
A new bank, called the Central National
Bank of Boston, was organized to-day with a
capital of $500,000.
A gang rough named Thomas Nelson of Eaton, Mass., is under arrest charged with placing an iron rail across the Old Colony Railroad
and thowing a traiu off the track in November
last, by which John Lufkin, the engineer, was

seriously injured.
The symptoms of Judge Colt, who is sick
with small pox are more favorable to-day.

WASHINGTON.
C'onfimation*.
Jan. 21.—'The Senate has court rmed Elislia P. Liscoaib for postmaster at LeΝ.
Jas.
banon,
H.,
Thorington, counsul at Aspinwull ; Enoch Jacobs, consulat Montevideo.

Washington,

BENEFIT

2w

issued to-day to the following
persons :—Fraucis M. Johnson, convicted in
Maine in December, 1872, of smuggling, and
sentenced to sixty days imprisonment; George
Wright, convicted in South Carolina, for violation of the enforcement act and sentenced to
two years imprisonment; Geo. S. A. Doherty,
convicted in October, 1871, in Massachusetts, of
enticing seamen to desert from the naval serviee, and sentenced to two years imprisonment;
Will. Stacy, convicted in Kansas in October, of
misappropriation of government pro|>erty, anil
sentenced to four years and six niohths impriswere

onment.

XUId CONGRES V
SENATE.

Washington, Jan. 21.
Several unimportant bills were passed.
Mr. Morrill of Vermont, ^reported from the
committee a bill authorizing the Treasury to refund the differential duties on articles actually
aboard French vessels destined to thn United
States ou the 5th of November last.
Mr. Sherman from the Committee ou Finance reported a proviso to the bill requiring
national banks to restore their capital when

impaired.

Mr. Ramsey reported the annual post road
bill with amendments.
Mr. West presented the credentials of I'iuclibaek, Senator from Louisiana.
Mr. Morrill of Maiue reported the legislative
appropriation bill.
The Senate resumed the consideration of the
bill to authorize the construction of six new

iloops-of-war.
Mr. Cragin offered

an

Vorciau Kxporu.
Brig Giles Loring—1686 box eliooks,

amendment limiting

the aggregate tonnage to 10,000 and the aggregate cost to W,000.000. Adopted.
Without, further action the Senate wenf into
executive session and soon adjourned.
HOUSE.

Resolutions were adopted that the Appropriation Committee inquire the cost of construction and the present market value of existing
telegraph lines, franchise and special privileges,
•Md also the probable cost of new lines of equal

capacity.
A bill providing

that settlers of uutiuibered
lands be entitled to enter forty across of timbered for every 160 acres of untimhered lands,
at $1.25 per acre.
The bill went over without action, aud the
rest of the day was given to the Committee of
Commerce. The bill first considered was reported at the last session, providing for the cncouragemeut to commerce by the allowance of
bounties of $15 per ton on iron steamers, and
•2 per ton on otlur steamers, bui.t in the
United States, to an amount not exceeding
100,000 tons per annum, and providing also for
steamship lines to Europe, West Iudies and
Mexico»and from San Francisco to Australia.
Mr. Shellabarger, of Ohio, and Mr. Cox, of
New York, opposed the bill.
Without action the House adjourned.
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road securities:

Central Pacific bouda»
Union Pacific do
Union Pacific stock
Uuion Pacific land grants
Union Pacific income bonds
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State of Maine

6's

Bangor

6's

Bath

6's

Rockland

ft's

Cleveland, Ohio
Chicago
St. Lout*

Central Toira It. R. Gold

s

PROMENADE

completion,entered upon a satisfactory !
business, including local traffic and the
large enrying-trade of the Northwestern
its

British Settlcmc it«

Bay Company.

and

the

Hudson's

AND

Oolongr

Hon.Bcnj.Kingsbury.Jr.,Mr.
Mr.
Davis,
Mr.

Mr. Stephen Berrv.
lit. .1. H. Hnml'M».

FOR

SALE

BY

RISKS

—

in thy

—

WATERTOWN,

or

Assets

Ν. V.

$775.000.

R. lt \H\K!S,
Refreshments tor sale in ante*rooin^.

Jr.,

AGENT.

AdmiMisn Ticket*, 30 Cent*. Tickfl* 1·
Sapper 73 Cents additional.

So EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland, Me., Jau. 1C, 1873.

eifle at Abner Lowell's, Hwres Λ* Cragfo's, ami
at tbe door.
For

|anl7dtf

BONDS

Chandler's

Quadrille Baud.

>ί. B.—Ladies intending to join in the dance are
requested to remove both hat and cloak. Clothing
chccked free.
jan22td

BOKDS
SALE.

FOR

Portland City
Rockland City
Bath City
.....
St. Louis City
Leeds te Farmingtou,(Guaranteed,)
Maine Central, Consolidated.
Cook County, Illinois,
■

Clay Connty, Illinois
Iowa Central, Gold,
Northern Pacific Gold,
I
West Wisconsin R. R., Gold,

...

H's

Portland

6's
......
Bangor
V»
Cook County
7's
Chicago
6's
St. Louis
8's
Dayton, Ohio
Leeds & Farinington K. R., giiarnnteed <>'s

Tpt||

Exchange

highest market

price paid

6'»
7'ft
7's
7»#

7'e
7.SO'*
7's

England» Scotland and Ire*

on

WM. £. WOOD, Ag't,
Sept 7-dtfls

67 Exchange St.

Allan

Line.

iTlonlreal Ornin Steamship Co.
UNDER CONTRACT FOB Γ1ΙΕ CARRYING

OF

TRK

Canadian and i'uited Htatea Hail·.

for

Passengers booked to London
derry una Liverpool.
Retnrn Tickets
at Reduced Rates.
►granted
*

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R. Deferred Rent Scrip.

—

β'β

land.

*

The

β'«
β'»
β'*

FOB «All BY

Portland & Rochester R. R.
7's
7's
Maine Central R. R.
«
7's
Central R. R. of Iowa Gold
Chicago, Danville & Ylncennes (Jold, 7's
7-30's
Northern Papille R. R. Gold
Cape Elizabeth and other Town Bonds.
Merchants & Traders National Bank Stock

25 CENTS PER DOE EN

The recently competed section

—

Insured at Fair RateN

Mr.
Dr. C. If. Burr.

Mr. A. K. Webb,
llenrj U. Lowell,
Mr. Chan. A. Libby, Jr., Mr. J. P. Lewie
Mr. "Win. N. Howe,
Mr. John A. Emory.
Mr. J. Clarence Hamlin, Mr. A. S. Fornald.

159 Commercial Street.·
jan20d3w
January 18,1873.

AT

AND

FARM

Oliver Gerrish.
A. M. Burton.
H. I.Jtobinson.
J. S .Bed low.

Mr.

—

OBAMES

φ

Agricultural Ins. Co.,

FLETCHER & CO.,

—

—

FLOOR COMMITTEE.

Teas !

BOXES very choice Oolong
weighing about twenty pounds each.
HALF

—

CONTENTS

CONCERT.

Mr. Win. G.

Mr.^Fhos. G. Loitog,

Committee appointed to ontraet with a suitaparty or parties to do the State printing for the
ensuing year, subject to the approval of the Legislature, hereby give notice that they will bo in session
iu the Senate Chamber on Wednesday evening next,
January 22d, at 7 o'clock, to give a hearing to all
parties interested therein.
J. E. BUTLER,
1 <
NELSON D1NGLEY. Jr., f
<
j»20t<l
Augusta, Jan. 15, 1873.

—

j

DWELLINGS

RECEPTION COMMITTEE.

The

*JV"

j

on

HALL,

ble

•

AG£K€Y!

—

To be followed by

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.

Choice

daily trains, 3'Jt mile* of road# A distance ;
of nearly £00 miles more is constructed,

Anti-Board Insurance

«HAND «ARCH AT 9 O'CLOCK,

7's

>l

The Northern Pacific Railroad Company now ha* in full operation, with regular

jan20

Hull

Sudbury Street,

at 7 1-9 o'clock.

WHEREAS

Investment Bonds.

IN

CITY

UR0K£R8,

Eric Rail-

CO.,

BOSTON.

I
—

Barrett,

Liverpool. Jan. 21—5.00 P. M.—Cotton closed
unchanged ; sales 8,000 bales, including 1000 for speculation and export. Of the sales 4000 bales were

51 and 53

MK. PICKWICK'S ADDRESS

7-30's

7

SAFE

WAREROOMS

HALL,

Pickwickian Supper iu Reception
nt 7 1-2 O'clock.

7's

Gold

way 50.

STEAM

Wednesday Ev'g, Jan. 39th.

ft's
European & S. Am. R. R., Gold,
Chicago, Danville & Yincennes R. R.

92}

Λ wvDir a m;

ft's

Northern Pacific R. R.

way at

ever

ΡΡΓΓυΦϊΛν

CITY

7>s

Maine Central R. R.

Eui*op«au ^larked.
London, Jan. 21—11 A. M.—Consols opened at 92$ i
for money and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20's 1865, sold at 931 ;
do 1867, 923; do 10-40s, 89g:new 5s, 90$. Eric Rail-

sumbrr »f G"llenx of wslrr in Ibrir rnpnllra ,iir>:
Xo. Single l>oor. Gals.
No. D. door. Gals.
··
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PATENT STEAM TUBES,
('••latiiiag >bc f,ll,wl*|

Social Leree and Festival

ft's

■

Portland

12 75 @ 13 00. Lard quiet and steady ; steam
Atchison, Topeka Λ S. F. Gold
Bulk Meats steady ;
7g @ 7£c ; kettle at 7| (φ, 8c.
7's
shoulders at4Jc; clear rib sides 6}c ; clear sides 0£e
aud held higher ; sales of shoulders at4£c; clear rib
FOR S.U.E ηγ
at 6£c buyer March.
Bacon in good demand; shoulders 54c ; clear rib sides at 7fc: clear sides 8c. Green
MeaNfldrm. shoulders 3|; held at 4c ; clear rib 5gc;
Sλλϊιιι Jk
offerings light ; hams 8 @ 9Jc for 18 and 14-pouuds
a verages.
Live Hogs brisk ; extreme range at 4 15 (§}
4 40; mostly 4 25 @ 4 35; receipts 4500 head. Wbis- ;
AND
key active at 88c.
i BANKERS
xOLEDO, Jan. 21.—Flour in fair demand and firm,
j
Wheat active and higher ; exrta White Michigan 1 95 ; t
IOO HI I DDL*] STREET.
No 1 at 1 83}; Attiber Michigan 1 76 @ 1 7t>£ on spot ;
Jan 1 76; 1 83 March; 1 85 April; No 2 Amber Illinois
Juull
eodti
1 76 ; No 1 Red 1 78} ; No 2 do 1 71 @ 1 71} on spot ;
1 74 Feb. Corn is steady; high Mixed 37ic; low MixNotice.
ed 37o on·spot; 422 fof May; Yellow 37}; Michigan at
323c.
Oliver Pope and Joseph Pope, both of
Receipts—6,000 bush wheat, 4,000 bush corn, 0000
Windham, in the Connty of Cumberland. State
bush oats, 0000 bbls flour.
of Maine, by their deed and mortgage, dated 10th
Shipmonts—17,000 bush wheat,10,000 bush cor ι» ,2,000 September 1870, recorded in the Registry of Deeds for
bush oats.
said county, Book 381, Page 75, conveyed to nie a certain lot of land with the Imildings thereon iu said
Detroit, Jan. 21.—Wheat is steady ; extra at 2 08;
Windham, befog a part of lot 140 in the second diviNo 1 White 1 92 @ 1 93; Amber Michigan at 1 74.—
sion of 100 aero lots in said town, containing fifty
Corn is steady at 42}c. Oats iu good demand at
acres, more ortlese, being the farm on which said
36 k··
Oliver
aud Joseph now live; And whereas the condiReceipts—15,000 bbls flour, 1000 bush wlioat.
tion of said mortgage has been broaken; Now T, the
Shipments—3000 bbls flour, 3000 bush wheat.
grantee named in said deed and mortgage, by virtue
Charleston, Jan. 21.—Cotton dull and easy ; Midof a power of sale contained therein, will sell at pubdling uplands 10c.
lic auction upon the premi *os described in said mortSavannah, Jan. 21. —COWon qniet and firm ; Mid- gage, ou the fourth day of March next at one o'clock in
the afternoon the premises granted and conveyed to
dling uplands at 19ie.
as aforesaid, with all improvements that mav be
Mobile, Jan 21.—Cotton steady; Middling up- me
thereon.
Φ
lands 19Jc.
GEORGET,. STOREli.
New Orleans, Jan. 21.—Cotton active; Middling
By McL'obb & Kingebnry, his At t'y?.
uplands 19k\
Portland, Jan. 1st, 1873.
janl feb&mai

The Minnesota Section, immediately

Dry

ing, posse** every merit of AKflf
OTHER SAFE. And, iu
addition,
have the Patcut Cut OfT and the

General Agent.

ΡΤΓ«1Γ\νΤΓ¥

SAFES

Arc most
thoroughly constructed,
have the same
amount of
Fill-

Ballet Troupe of 30
Yonng Ladies !

jan21dlit

at

American securities—TJ. S. 10-406 !»0}.

STEAM

Jail. 37th.

Prices of admission—Orchestra Chairs $1.00; Parquette 75 cents; Gallery 50 cents; Private Boxes according to location. Sale of seats will commence at
the Box Office on Saturday, Jan. 25th.
W. II. WHITEN ET,

RONnR

bnsh

at

Celebrated Patent

Week !

The whole forming the Graudcst Exhibition
presented outside of New York!

CONGRESS STREET.

Γ

21.—Provisions—Pork—offerings

49g.
London, Jan. 21—5.00 P. M.—Consols closed
for
92$
@
money and account.

COMPANY'S

Λ Drama tie Tronpe of 40 Persons J

delivery 1

jailli»

Shipments—3*000 bbls flour, 8,000 bush wheat, 3,000

Cincinnati, Jan.

price-cash

€has. Custis Ac Co.,

at 99 @ 100. Corn advanced aud in fair demand ;
No 2 Mixed 30$ cash ; 30$ @ 30} for seller Feb; rcjectat 27c; ear 34c. Oats quiet and unchanged ; No 2 at
25£e ; rejected at 22ic. Rye stead*; No 2 at 68c. Barley dull and declining ; No 2 Fall at 76 @ 78c; No 3
do 64c. Provisions firm and in fair demand. Pork
higher at 11 80 on spot ; 12 35 for seller March. Lard
steady at 7 25 cash ; 7 55 @ 7 60 for seller March.—
Meats generally held at an advance of lc ; short rib
middles loose 5J @ 5|c ; shoulders packed 4#c ; Green
Hams firm, 18-pound averages 7c; 16 do 7Je. Dressed
Hogs firm at 4 60 @ 4 65 for light and 4 40 for heavy.
Whiskey«s quiet at 88c
Receipts—7 ;000 bbls fiour, 27,000 bush wheat, 141,000 bush corn, 48,000 bush oats, 4,000 bush rye, 2,000
bnsh barley.

oats,

of One

S .A. F1 Ε

j

In all it* wealth of magnificent splendor,
I In Graceful Dance*,
It* Wonderful .Vlachincry,
It* Enchanting iVIumîc,
It* Dazzling Transformation*!

ELEGANT GOODS.

@ 8 50.
Chicago, Jan. 21.—Flour firm aud an advance
asked, but not established. Wheat unsettled and
higher ; No 1 Spring 1 32i @ 1 33 ; No 2 Spring 1 253
on spot;1 20! seller Feb; No 3 do at 112J; rejected

25,000

S Τ Ε ^ M
;
|

BLACK CROOK !

Without Kt'KiirtI to tost.

extra 6 00

0,000 bush rye, 10.000

AM£RI€AN

the original New York

SCARFS AND Ν EC Κ-TIES,

quality 5 00 @6 50.
Sheep and Lambs—receipts 1557 head ; trade not
quite so slow a7 last week ; sales in lots at 4 00 (3) 5 50;

bush

Season

a

Holiday,

GKLOyEg,

WINTER

SAFES! SAFES!!
SAFES ! ! !

—C0MMESCI50—

781

Domestic Market»·
New York, Jan. 21—Evening—Cotton iirin; sales
3666 bales; Middliug uplands at 20£c. Flour fairly
active and higher : sales 20,000 bbls; State at 6 25 (à)
8 60; Round hoop Ohio 7 85 @ 10 25; Western 6 20 (a;
10 25 ; Southern 6 30 @ 13 00. Spring "Wheat lc better; sales 71,000 bush; No I Spring 1 72 @ 1 75; No 2
do 160 @ 1 70;
Winter Red Western 175 @ 1 95;
White Michigan at 1 80 @ 2 25. Corn a shade tinner ;
sales 97,000 bush ; new Mixed Western 66c ; old do at
66A @ 67c. Oats a shad» firmer ; sales 112,000 bush :
Wnite 54 @ 56c ; new Western 51 @ 53c. IJeef is dull
at 9 00 @ 12 25. Pork dull ; new Mess 13 75. Lard is
at 8 @ 8£e. Butter firm ; State 25 @ 35c. Whiskey at
93c. Rice at 8 J @ 8£c. Sugar ia quiet ; refining 9 (a)
91c. Coffee quiet and firm ; Rio at 17 @ 20c in Geld.
Molasses quiet and firm ; New Orleans at 69 @ 75.—
Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine quiet at 63 @ 63£c;
Rosin more active at 3 80@ 3 85 for strained. Petroleum dull ; crude 8Jc ; refined at 21 @ 2Hc. Tallow
is quiet at 8 @ 8^c.
Freights to Liverpool quiet; Cotton per steaiu 5-16
@ gd ; Flour per sail 2s ; Grain per sail 7d.
Watertowx, Jan. 21.—Cattlo Market.—Receipts
of beef Cattle 682 head ; market quiet on all grades,
even for the fineetrstock.
There is only a moderate
call; sales choice at 11 50; extra 10 00@ 1100; first

ι

"HALL.

MIJSIC

Undershirts and Drawers,

30}
78|

4»tf0ciati0ii,

ninu,
t*4th, at City Hall, Portland. Admission 50 cents, iucludinjr Re*erved
M«lm.
Sal·* to commence Monday, Jan. 12th, at Stockbridge's Music Store.
janTtd

stock of

our

PARKER.

Rf.fekencf.s—Messrs. II. J.
A Co., and Hon
Charles P. Klmbab I'otlland, Llbby
He. ; Messrs. Leonard
& Co., and Lee Sc
Shepard, Boston.
apllt

on

For

99J
87Ï
v

shall sell

CTIOISTKERB

>0. «I EXI HAJIliE HTUEkf.
Next below Merchant·'
Exchange.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
UEO. \V.

—

deliver his celebrated Lecture
"Tmk
WILL
ARGONAUT*OF 49" Friday Kr^l
Jan.

UNTIL· FEBRUARY 1st

the quotations for Paciitc Rail-

were

L

BRET 11ΛRTE

74

The following

barley.

out

71.Î
63*

—AND—

Esq.,

present course of the

Library

A CO.,

~

WINTER STOCK !

1043

Erie
Erie preferred

1 he

BAILEY

Commission Merchants,

Subject- 'The Briti.h Parliament."
Evening tickets 50 conte each. Doors open at 6.30.
Lecture 7.30.
jan20d3t

*

832

J. S.

1

Wednesday Evening, Jan. 22d,

janlSdtf

Stocks:

bush corn,

iu

sal·· of Slocks by Auction.
wo

EIGHTH AND LAST LECTURE
ItlercautHc

Utll.KV A CO., Auctioneer·.

land Co. Stock
by order of S. B. Chaw, Executor.
V. O. BAIIiKV
& CO., Aectl····'·-

A

WILL DELIYEB THE

«hall soil 2a good Horn».

we

SWigli·. Fung», Robe., WUK

.Ian. 25lh, at 12 ID.,
*h*ll *>»»«
Saturday,
ONoUke,
1#
Éxchauge street, 1» Share· of Portland

OF L«\DO\,

...

Western Union Telegraph Co.
Pacific Mail
Ν. Y. Centra'and Hudson Hiver consolidated

L.

Edmund Yates.

Rollins & Adams.
Τ muM

F. O.

K*<Tntor's

OK

M

—

Second

&c.

I

Office No. 1 Exchange St.,

:

in Market Sutiaro,
ON
New and
Hand

AltASllEMKSTS.
S. C.8tro.it,
«en. C. P. Mattock*.
Wm. E. w otxl.
Col. A. W. Bradbiu v,
Col. John C. I old».
Dr S. Λ. Packard.
il. W. «âge,
C. H. Murch.
! H. B. Cleaves,
Κ. H. Sturgis,
E. L. O. Ailuuix,
John E. Dow.
fJeut. C. J. Pcnncll.
janl7
ni

Pennsylvania Central,

United States coupon 6's, 1881
1173
United Stat es 5-20's 1862
114!»
United Statés 5-20's 1864
114$
United States 5-20's 1865, old
116j
United States 5-20's 1865, new
114,
United States 5-20's 1867
115:
United States 5-20's If68
115]
United States 5's, new
113
United StatesJlO-40's., coupon
.It2i
Currency 6's
113f
The following were the closing quotations of

ι Horses, Sleighs &c.. at Auction.
SATURDAY next, Jau. 1!3, at 11 o'clock, a. m.(

live. Jan.
«.Mil, '73.

COMMITTEE

°V\'^lBell

securities

—

Refreshments Served at Webster's !

Money Jlarkel.
antl
New York, Jan. 21—Morning.—Gold at 1135·—
Money at 7 per cent. Sterling Exchange, long, 109* ; Baltimore & Ohio Railroads.
do short, 1102. Stockt^lull. State stocks dull.
New Your, Jan. 21—Evening.—Money was more
The ONLY agency in Μ Λ IN Κ
active earlv at 6 φ 7 per cent., but iu the afternoon
representing all
these routes.
the rate advanced to 7 i>cr cent. Gol<l with exceptions
Through connection maJe with all twins west or
at 1-64.
Sterling Exchange at 109£ @ 1U9J-. Gold
active and advanced from 1121 to 113|, fell to 113A,
tickets from thin city by rail or hoftt. with
closing at 113J @ 113§ ; loans at 2 @ 5 per cent. The
Clearances were $65,000,000.
Treasury disursements ! transfer across Boston.
were $190,000; engagements for export to-morrow
$150,000. Governments opcued at i @ 1 higher and
closed at a farther advance of
State bonds quiet
and steady. Stocks moderately active in
Erie, New
York Central, Lake Shore, Pacific Mail and λ\ estcrn
Vork Slock and

Kitchen

Hardware, Blinds, Mouldings, MortisingFurnltewiL
Machine
Crockery, Glass-ware, Stoves, &<·.,
to clone sundry
consignments In our «lofe, an<l will lie poeitlTeljr
ck».
I i:d at any price there la Mil
upon thee.
V. O. BAILK V & ΓΟ·, Airiloaeert.

HI
CBIUDLEBV HVM, ;
Tickets SI, for sale at Win. E.
Wood's.
Bros., by the Committoe, ami at tlio hall. Fesscnden

I

1052

Ο i. R. X'

Ul'HIl

Have the agency of the following lilies:

American.

The Ice Gorge.
ItALfiMoKE, Jan. 21.—The Western Union
Telegraph operator at Port Deposit, Md., sends
the following despatch to this city :
The water has beeu steadily falling since yesterday afternoon, but there is still about six
feet of water in the main streets. All houses
on the river side have been deserted.
Bain has been falling all day. The women
and children have takeu refuge ou the hills,
where they have-built tires to keep tÉm from
literally freezing. The ice is gorged opposite
the town and is piled up two feet nigh.
There
is no loss of lifeasiaras heard from, bijt the
destruction of property is very great.
Davis & I'ugn, lumber dealers, lose heavily
here, and at Lapidum, on the opposite side) of
the river, where the wharves and lime houses
At 43.0 p. m., if was still
were swept away.
raining and great fear wai felt that a rush of

Wednesday

heads, 61,273 hoops.

Hoeton Slock 1'inf*
iSales at the Broker's Board, Jan 21.1
Eastern Railroad
Eastern Railroad

AT

<ou*l»n-

',au·

2J,h· *l ·β »· ■»·. we «hall κΐ
1 Fine Parlor
Suit. Marble Top Table, 3 ChanilKr Setts. Carpetn, Clialm.
Bed steady Table·, bounces, togei her with a large lot of

i F LUENT .HALL

AftEM'l,

No. 1 Exchtmire Street.

MAT ANZAS.

BALL!

,0 «Ίομ.

■■Kill

FLUENT,
—

*·

04-< sliook» and

ï'nrailnre, Αγ.,

—TO—

^

do oats.

AUCTION SALES.

grand

1VIOKAΖ A IN requests
study French to make their application*
as possible, a* his time is almost all taken
up.
to

TICKET

Receipt* by Knilroada and Hlcauiboali·
Grand Trunk Railway—7 cars
sundries, 1 do
wood, 4 do heading, 36 do lumber. 4 do barley, 22 do
flour, 1 do blocks; for Lower Provinces—12 cars flour.

ηnalitv

U....lAn«

l'aidons

Portland,

Jhu. 20, 1873.
the persons in-

UNION RAILWAY

FINANCIAL, AND COMMERCIAL.

3

entertainments.

J. M.

Union, otherwise excessively dull.
The following were the quotations of Government

The Steanifihii)

IICAV.

]

fas

#100,000

tending

I

amendments.

of the street.
ou tlie lower side
There are
he came in and stopped McGlinchy as4ie says; !
Adjourned.
huge masses of iee against the depot, which a
I think he told tlio tiling about as it took place j
of
the
return
water
crush
would
the
!
builaing,
there; after I showed him the p-ecept lie told j
Iie|ï<lnlin Vinil fothe Antaa nu il tlniar 1 which is still surrounded with water about
mo to lie careful and not take any liquors that
three feet deep on the floor.
Rnilrond.
The railroad
did not belong to McGlinchy after the liquors ;
trrcke through the town are covered with water
lu accordance with a vote uf the. Railroad
were all rolled out Adams pointed out the deί and ice several feet deep. The water is
ngaiu
fect iu the bond, which was the first timo I had
of tlie legislature, the members
Committee
mindElwell
to
be
rather
thy.
appears
simple
! rising.
noticed it; he tolrfnie to be sure aud have Puted, and as Gould hart evidently contrived to get nam correct it before I made my copy; I told yesterday visited the location of the Boston &
Attempt to Shoot au EHiiam1.
Maine Road at North Berwick. The members
him I would; the next day Mr. Putnam came
into his good graces by certaiu favors, he allowCairo, 111., Jan. 21.—Last nigh* the engiof tlio committee present were Messrs. Butler
ed the pilfering to go on without being aware into my office and I call»d his attention to the
neer of an incoming train on the Cairo & Vfiibond ; he looked at it aud said it could not be
of Biddeford, of the Senate, aud Egery of Banof the iniquity of the transaction. The polico
cennes railroad was shot at twi«e by an unaltered without the consent of the sureties,aud
of
Bislwe
of
BuckKuowlton
Skowhegan,
known
aud
and
irons
from
Gould
gor,
were taken
after
party, in the upper part of "the city.
lie should have to take it down to the. office
badge
would return it in time for ine to complete the
field, and Hubbard of Berwick, of tho House. One bail struck him in the shoulder, but its
these stories were heard and he is now in jail.
force being spent from passing through the cab
service: 1 believe I called on him afterwards
The party left by special train on the P. S. &
The City Marshal expresses a determination
lie was not hurt. The engineer reports seeing
for the writ aud he said he had not made up
Ou the arrival
10
o'clock.
about
P.
Railroad,
three men who fled after firing the shots.
not to spare him in the least, but to have him
the
service
have
his mind whether he would
punished to the fullest extent of the law, as perfected or not,if he did ho would let me have of the train a#Nortli Borwick another special
it in time.
The Menator'al Contest.
train from Boston was met, which camo over
such transactions tend to cast discredit upon
Cross-examined.—After this trouble come up the Boston & Maine
Tai.lauassk, Fla., Jan. 21.—There was no
Road, bringing President
the whole force, which has deservedly enjoyed
I did ask Mr. Putuam for something to justify
choice of XTnited States Senator to-day. FourWhite aud Directors Paul, Hale, Bickford aud
the fullest confidence of the community.
me, as at that time I had nothing iu my hands,
teen persons were voted for. Ex-Governor
no precept ; I never said anything to McGlinPercival Bonney, Esq., attorney of this road; Walker received 18 and Senator Osborn β votes.
County Treasurer's IIepoht.—From the
chy ; I have never received any indemnity yet; aud President Lothrop and Directors Williams There is to be another trial to-morrow.
I tîever told Mr. Perry that Ik new I had no
and Hatch, of .the Eastern Road.
report of Mr. Pennell, County Treasurer, we
right to serve the replevin writ ; what he states
learn tliat the fluids received into the treasury
The two locations of the Boston and Maine
Nudocutcd by Coal C<a«.
is not true; Perry said if he had been there
during 1872 aggregated .«98,900.64, of*which they wpuld not have got the liquors ; I said I Road were visited, inspected aud the views of
Toledo, Ohio, Jan. 21.—Mrs. Rosa Quance
X
been
I
told
him
he
liaa
God
to
aud Miss Ida Majors were suffocated by coal
each corporatioifiu iuterest were enforced.—
824,710.75 came from llie balance remaining wishedto Mr. Putnam that there;
there was a clause
stated
last night at Mrs. Majors' boarding bouse,
last year, and $52,024.05 from uupaid taxes for
Judge Hobbs of North Berwick, appeared as
in the law forbidding the repleveuing of liquors
'our other inmates were nearly dead when rescounsel for the P. S. & P. Road, and Percival
1871. The Municipal Court of this city turned
and that Mr. Putnam said the warrant was illecued.
over S3,390.30; that at Brunswick, $64.00. The
gal aud it was uo better thjn stolen property Bonney, esq., for the It. & M. Road.
and could bo replevined ; Sir. Perry was very
.HEIEOROLOOICAL.
Clerk of Courts got $3,698.37 from fines,
The first location of this road was made at a
much excited at the time: I tried to speak to
rnOBAISIMTJib FOR THE NEST TWESIV-FOl'B
etc.
costs,
point some seventy feet westerly of the present
him afterwards and when I said good morning
HOURS.
I went down to
The moneys paid out foot up $69,089.37, the Sir. Sheriff he only grunted.
liue of the P. S. & P. road, aud running nearly
War Dkp't, Office Chief Signal!
largest items of which were $5,284.05 for court the Boston boat that night aud looked the parallel with it for a distance of one or two
>
Offu'er, Washington, D. C.,
liquors over again to be sure that they had only
house and offices; $8958.02
for the jail;
hundred feet. To this some ojection was made
Jan.22, (1Λ.Μ.))
taken the rijrM liquors, and to get a receipt
$4,150.34 for bridges; $6,0i,0.00 for county from McGliik
and
a
Mcnew
run-I never said anything to
Probabilities—The low barometer in New
by the latter named company,
will move eastward with clearing weathbonds; $3,597.00 for coupons; $20,048.61 for
Olinchy about ihe defect in the bond; Mr.
niug aud location was made some 170 feet furth- York
lower tempera ture, north-westerly winds and
was in my office the other day and said
Adains
Court
er,
; $4,033,99 fur Supreme Judieial
Superior
a cost of about 823,000.
at
of
the
er
tvest
road,
he calculated to linve >is all in State Îrison; lie
occasionally snow on the lower lakes and in
Court; $2,743.82 to officers to suppress the sale
Λ full examination of the situation was made.
Canada and New England; for the Middle
said he never wasjeornered yet; I never had any
of liquors, etc. The amount left in the treasury quarrel with Sir. Adauis nor Mr. Perry. Pre- The whole
cars
on
States generally clearing weather, north-westhe
the
Bosparty then took
vious to this, if I wanted a favor I would have
Dec. 31, 1872, being $29,217.27.
terly winds, diminishing temperature and ocMaine exteusion and proceeded towards
ton
&
casional fog on the sea-board,
gone to Mr. Perry sooner than any man in the
The immediate liabilities of the Couuty are
to
be
found
was
The
road
smooth,
very
this
city.
city.
well
ballasted.
$13,848.64, permanent debt $49,000, which is
aud
Mr. Putnam then took the stand, and his exsolid
the superstructure
«Ι ΙΛΟ H im.ECBAHS
fully offset by balances in treasury, unpaid amination was ouly fairlv begun when court Along the line the tine stone arches across MaryThe Georgia Legislature failed to elect a
adjourned.
t ixes of 1872, and lalance in the hands of the
land river in Wells, the Mousam river and the
United States Senator yesterday, but it is probClerk of Courts.
able that Geu. Gordon'will be chosen to-day.
Benefit Ball.—Lack of
Keunebunk river were duly noted; also the
sayspace
prevents
The Treasurer estimates the fund to be raised
The Senate Finance Committee report a bill
ing all we would like iu regard to the Fluent
spacious new station houses at Wells, Κ on nefixing 84.86 05-100 as the value of a pouud in
benefit ball thft week. We trust there will be
for the year 1873 at471,240.
bunk aud Biddeford. The foundations arc laid
official transactions.
a very full attendance, for the
outlays made by for those in Saco (on the island) and at Old OrSudden Death.—-Yesterday afternoon George
Senator Howe was re elected by the WisconMr. Fluent surely deserve some return. The
as soon as
be
will
and
completed
they
sin Legislature yesterday.
chard,
Bartlctt, a young man about 21 years of age,
munie will be furuished by Chandler, and the the road is opeu for travel.
Roth Credit Mobilier Investigating Commitwho resides with his mother on Green street,
refreshments by Webster. 80 nothing more
tees were in session yesterday, Rrooks and DuThere is a mile of substantial iron bridging
and who had just made an engagement for a
rant
those
being examined in one and the Union Papoints. The names of along this extension, with a double track therecan be asked ou
cific books in the other.
job in the Portland Company's Works, stepped the
who manage the affair furnish
are
crossed.
and
streets
on.
roads
gentlemen
Thirty-four
into the Portland Machine Works and while
Parker's landings Pa., was visited with a
The extension is 44 miles long, and the amount
a guarantee that it will bo conducted in the
very destructive fire, rendering 100 families
conversing with a friend, fell lifeless to the
We
to
mannei.
comsuggest
most unexceptionable
already expended and to be used ill the
homeless and destroying #250,000 worth of
floor. Dr. Foster was immediately summoned,
to
pletion into this citv is in round numbers ?3,- property.
our readers that it will he very convenient
who pronounced the young man to be dead,but
Secretary Routwell decides that American
slip across from the lecture room to the dance 000,000.
it is probable
from what cause did not say.
During the trip an elegant dinner Avas served seamen in foreign ports shall be paid in golds
hall, and leaving the teachings of Clio, devote
that his sudden death was from heart disease.
Mrs. Harrison Gray Otis of Roston, died yesby the direction ot President White, which was
a few hours to those of Terpsichore.
eagerly partaken of by all the guests at a late terday moruing.
The English Parliament.—The crowded
The committee ou
Foster, the car hook murderer of New York,
houi.
state of our columns prevents more than a brief
Odd Fellows' Mutual Belief Associareaching the city is to be hanged, the Court of Appeals afiiming
were taken to the Falmouth, and left the
allusion to the closing lecture of the M. L. Λ.
tion.—At the annual meeting of this Associacity the judgment of the lower court.
at 5 o'clock.
course this evening.
Edmund Yates, the Engted, last evening, the following officers were for Augusta
Thirty-five applications for space at the Vienna Exposition have been filed with the comlish novelist, whose very brilliant and very
elected:—President, Franklin Fox; Alee Presi!..
John P. Jones was electedJJ. R Sen·.#,.,· bj
miisioner at Cincinnati, O.
popular lectures have drawn such large and ap- dent, Charles H. Bich; Secretary, H. C.
the Nevada Legislature yeeterday!
Ren. Pelman, a phonographer, is ou his way
Barnes ; Treasurer,N. G. Cummings. Over fifty
preciative audiences elsewhere, cannot fail of a
to Washington with a transcript of the last
The federal government will at once 3ne th«
full house in Portland.
names were added to the membership.
due
taxes
Erie railroad for
records of the Bnell conrt of
to make the dog up into that greasy and dyspeptic-producing eatable. Elwell was brought
lip for examination, who denied Gould's story,
but said the latter pleaded poverty and he allowed Gould to take the things out of sympa-

tl It.

presided.

Λ St. Louis despatch says that there are
many strong indications that Mr. Bogy's friends
used large minis of money to secure his election over (Jen. Blairby the Missouri Legislature.

j

tlie i'ross.)

1ST OTICE !

Augusta, Jan.

j

on

The Pennsylvania Legislature elected Simon
Cameron United States Senator yesterday hv a
majority of 2Γ.
Tlie second fesfcion of ilie National Priftou
SevCongress hcgiïn Tuesday. lion Horatio

BY TELEGRAPH.

inquiry.

commands

a

profitable business between Pugct Sound

and the Columbia River, heretofore done bj coastwise
steamers. On the opening of spring, with more than
500 miles ot Road in regular operation, the Company will control the extensive and produetivc trade
of

the Upper Missouri, much of the Montana and
The earnings of the Road for 1873

;

|

be large.
Arrangements for pushing construction vigorously
the comiug yeer arc progressing satisfactorily.
Of the nearly Ten Million acres of land accruing
to the Company in connection with the portion of
Road now virtually
constructet^sonu» Two Million
acres, of excellent average quality, are in market,
their sale and settlement progressing. Tlic average price thus far realized is $.1.66 i>er fxcro-—

and

which is at the rate of more than 8100,000 per
mile of road for the whole grant.
The Company has already begun the process of redeeming and cancelling its First Mortgage Gold

Bonds,

they arc now being received at 1.10 in
payment and exchange for the Company's Lands.
With these accomplished results and most favorable prospects, the Company is now selling its First
Mortgage 7.30 Bond? for the purpose of completing

Exchange Street,

33

lOOO BB L8 F1S1I CHOI,

PORTLAND.

C Ο Ν Α Ν Τ

&

HAND,

L. C. JOHNSON & SON.,

153 Commercial Street.
ji

MW&FMm

11

—HAViyO TAKEN* ΤΗ Κ—

j

fîESTAUEAN Τ

BROWNE A TBICKEY'S
BIREAP

>OVKI-

under the New City Building in Lewiston, for the
term of five years, would now say to the public that
we intend to keep a ti rat-class place in every respect.
Our Bill of Fare shall be in keeping with the Portland
and Boston Markets. Those visiting Lewiston do not
forget to call at
%

BRIMTKAD !

ino&t useful thing out. U turns from a perfect, bod to a handsome ornament 3 feet high,
holding and ventilating the elothes perfectly. Ciill
TH08. P. BEALKS'S.
and see them at
29 Market St.
janl5

THE

Manufacturers'

We recommend them

as a

w<*H

se-

cured and uuusually profitable investment. They
have the following elements of strength and safety :

They arc the obligation of a strong corporation ; they
are a First "Mortgage on the
road, ite Rights of way,
Telegraph Hue, Equipments and Fiauchises, aud a
first lien

its Net

Earnings. In addition to this
usually sufficient security, there is pledged for the
payment of priucipal and interest, a Land tirant of
19,SOO acres per mile of road through the States,
and 2600 through the Territories. The rate of
nterest(seven and three-tenths per cent, gold) is equal
now' to about 8J currency. Gold Cheeks for the sem
annual interest on the Registered Bonds arc mailed
to thu Post Office address of the owner.
All marketable securities are received in exehango
on most favorable terms.
For sale by Banks and
Bankers generally.
on

JAY C OOK A CO.,
Financial Ag't* NerlbcrnPacific U.K. Co.
Fun SAlk

by

Banks

and

jaul4

Bankers.
oaw4wTu&w*2w3

OTICEis hereby given that the subscriber ha*
been duly api»ointcd Executrix ef the Will of
VARNEY ΒΟΝΝΕΥ, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumbefland, deceased, aud has
taken upon herself that trust as the law directs. All
persons having demands upon theestat? of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same, «.nd all
persons iudeptcd to said estate arc called upon to

payment to

MARY M. BONNEY, Executrix.
1873.
jan!4dlaw3wTu

PRIMTINCS

neatly executed

at

tbi

Soap.

The test Soap to be found in tlii* city.

jan'il

8Γ> CENTS PER POUND
—AT—

J. D. SAWVEB'S,
ISXC'HAXCSE

LEWINTOX,

U

JOHNSON,

«Τ06ΕΓΙΙ Α.

Street,

STREKI.
1w

JOHSSOS,

NORTON MILLS CO.,
Lumber Manufacture·.
Norton Mills and Island Pond, Vt.
doTtt
Inland Tond, Sept. 5, 1872.

Md'^ri^Woîte^à-î;
Falmouth, Jan. 7th,

I

4 YKl *
Jan21

HO Î

tins tried it:—"Charles F. Eastmau's
lor Itemoriruj Dandruff, saving and
Hair, has proved with him quite
beneficial, aud he would advise any who are losing
that which is so valuable to c ill upon
who

OîsEVivitic

Attention !

Jloultou St.

For

2w

!

Λ

ot

110

MW&Flm

25c.

COYELL

ι

P. S. We expect
a tew days.

η

&

40c.

COMPANY.

1«3 C'OMMEHCIAI. HTBRKT,
AARON R. ALDRICH <te CO.
eodsn*

a

large lot

of

Edges and

Atlantic & St. Lawrence

lusertion!

janl7dtf

R. R· De

ferred Rent Scrip

Vermont aud N. If. Butter.
JOO Tab· of «.clecled dairies Full made.
—FOR BALK AT—

VIOLIN STRINGS,

prices.

ίΛΙΝΓ.,

Ε. D. PETTING-ILL
8 Market Street.

Berlin Mills Wliarf, is in good order having had an
entire new suit of s<ils within the past yeer.
For further information a&plv to
J.S. WlNSLOW&CO.,
Nos. 3 and 4 Central Wharl.
janlCdSw

small invoice of the above Gowls at
rxtnjuiily 1„«

15 l-3c.

ÏIOUUHT BY

Swan
too
janll

&

MIDDLE

Wliolt'siilr ami Retail·
; At Hftwcs &

Cragin's

Mnsic Store,

77 Middle Street,
1

NEW,

codlm

I'OB'FL.I.ID.

^jantt»

Piano for Sale.
1 oetavcPiano for sale

flrst-clMs,

on eas

terms.

M. G. PALMER

»ep28tf

For Sale.
span
to work
ONE

Janl4»w

Barrett,
STREET

Sale.
Yarmouth, Me.. built in
Measurment, Hates A. 1}.
Lumber, 130 Tons of Coal. Now lying

Ranger,
SCHOUNER
1866.
Tons New
carries
M.
at

Medium,Coarse and Sllxed Pickles for sale
iu lots to suit purcliessers at taetorj priées,

jauM

Is now

Hamburg Insertion !

Mr. Eastman, 150 1-2 Fore Street,
where he will give them reference and sell them the
article it they wish it.
jantfldl*

RIDE f

Sons want to see all their friend» during the·
present moon, and they will do their beet to «tertain theui.
janlMlw

!Ιβ

strengthening the

A~SLEIGH

FOR

sleighing
capital between Portland and
THE
the ''Kirkwood"—an hour's drtvu.
Meeert.
Kaler &

! Hamburg Edges !

TIVIFIC.

Grocers

*

«ΒΕΒΝΕι

W3.P" CjanwTiiAv3wSt 4

The Kirkwood.

—FOK SALE BV—

I

04

JOHN K. BUCK NAM, late of Falmouth,
iu the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All persona having
bonds as the law directs.
demands upon the estate of said deceased nr*

and all kinds οΓ Canned Frnit,

C1HAS.

subscriber ha*
himself

the trust

dlynewe3ni

lroiu tills date.

j>ml8

is

Lard· Hams, ( heese,

Notice.
W. PIERCE of Portland, retires tïuiu our
and responsibility ceases
Interest
hi*
and
firm,

that the

hereby given,
been duly appointed and taken upon
NOTICE
of Administrator of the estate

U.\K.

200 Tubs Choice YcrmoHt Butter,
*
30Tubs Choice Cooking Butter,
·
500 Bbls. Choice Apples,
Pickles, coarse, flue and medium?
Bbls. Y. E. Beans,
Bbls. Dried Apples,
Bbls. Pickled Limes,

Malaga Grapes

11?
jaillit

Administratrix of the estate of
GEOBOE W. WHITTIEK, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are reijulrwl
to inhibit the same ; and all persons indebted to saltl
estate arc called unou to make pay nient,te
BESSIE 1Γ. WHÎTTIKB, Adm'*.
Jan«dlaw3wW
Portland, Jim. 7,1873.

PRODUCE!

31s

jan20

Portland, Jan.7th,

JOB
office.

LEWIS c.

is

hereby given that the subscriber ha»
been
NOTICE
duly appointed and taken upon herself tba
trust of
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CITY BUILDING, Fine

A. A. CONSTANTIN Ε & CO.'S

MTIIRDAT, Jan. «lib,
Immediately after the arrival of the Traill of the
previous (lay from Montreal.
Pa.-wage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations)
Si Ο I· VSO
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
fl. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and tor
Sight Drafts on Englsnd for small amouuts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3*Indla Street.
Poitland, Nov. 19th, li?îi.
iiovUWi

Merchants'

and

It Γ S Τ A I

TRY

Persian Healing

dtî

jaiilo

•For pale in lots to suit purchasers, by

as

its line of road.

make

Attention ! !

Farmers

j

H. M. PAVSON,

lw

jaiilH

the Northwest.
will

«TBBKT.

EXCHAIKdli

117

eCANVlUf-ITUIV, Capl. Air··.
WIU leave this port fur Liverpool on

ot
or

poind young HORSES, well adapted
drive. Call near the Kerosene Work·
c. H. LOVIS.

manure for sale.
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-,f tho Interior to pay only
To enable the Secretarj « toforo Incurred for pavreasonable exi»en8e8
'iuuj 1)aving sidewalks in
roadway and_cu of tlic United States in tho
front of
and ninety-two
ο
hundred
on
i
District of c u tub d aJ1(1 twenty
dollars, or so much
and
all
railroads arc
Î "wasway
wf«hv t>rollimited on the 1 street arid Κ street fronts
nf Farraffut, Scott, and Franklin equates; and no
farther street railroads«hall he laid down in Ihc city
of Washington without tho consent of Congress.
To pay the board of public works of the District
of Columbia the proportion of the cost
properly payable by the United States
government for the tilling
of the canal from Seventh street
and of the
west,
cost of the
intercepting sower along tho canal adjoining ihe«property of the Unite States government. said work
being under the direction of the
board of public works, sixty-eight thousand three
hundred and sixty-live dollars, or so much thereof as
may be necessary: Provided, That alUpayments
made under this and the precediug appropriation
shall be made only upon vouchers approved by the
orticer in charge of the public buildings and grounds
of tho District; and no portion of tho money herewith appropriated shall be used for any other purpose whatever than the purpose that is named in the
said last two paragraphs. And tho land made by the
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the

OF THE

UNITED STATES
_
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%
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THE?

FOUTY-SECOXD

SECOND SESSION OF THK
CONGRESS.
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133.]
[General Katdke—No.
^
AN ACT making appropriations
ending
firta·
of
the
(
government
i0Venty«"
penses
June thirtieth, eighu*·.· hundred
three, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted
America in ConetiUatices
fL t tlu, fullowrog sums be, and the
fur the objeeis hereiiia"Zmby
yew en-Uug June thiriiundral and seventy-thre vie:

iff1'*

aipSpristoi,

tieth eighteen

TREASURY department.

FOR LIFE -SAVING STATIONS.
For salaries of two superintendents of the lifeou the coast of
stations
isiaud and .ew
saving
Jersey, at one thousand live hundred dollar^ each,
thousand
theee
dollars; and for one superintendent
on the coast of Cape Cod, and of block isiaud, lthode

filling

thousand dollars.
For fifty-four keepers of stations, at two hundred
dollars each, ten thousand eight hundred dollars.
For pay of crews of experienced surf-men at such
stations arid for such periods as the Secretary of the
Treasury may deem necessary and proper, seventy
nine thousand live hundred and twenty dollars.
For compensation of seventeen Keepers of stations,
at two hundred dollars each, th.ee thousand four
hundred dollars.
For contingencies of life-savin; stations on the
coast of the United States, fifteen thousand dollars.
For the establishment of life-saving stations on
the coasts of Cape Cod and of Block isiaud, Rhode
Island, fifty thousand dollars: Provided, That all
be erected
life-saving stations hereafter erected shall
under the supervision of two captains of the revenue
of the
the
Secretary
service, to be designated by
oue

Treasury,

thousand dollars.

thedo"S„
^ miecenaneous items for
iuei,
(jie control of the Treasury
iMjr
lights,
and

OeDartmcrtftwo hundred
dollars.
under the control of the

Department, live thousand dollars.
For pay of custodians and janitors of
public buildings, under the control of the Treasury Department,
one hundred and
twenty-five thousand dollars.
For repairs and preservation of all public buddings under the control of the Treasury Department,
two hundred thousand dollars.
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to pay to
the city of Charlestown, Massachuseets, the expense
incurred by said city in curbing and paving the sidewalks and streets adjacent to the navy-yard, one
thousand six hundred dollars.
To pay Charles W. Seaton for the relinquishment
of all claim against the United Statos for the use at
the ninth or auy subsequent census, of his invention
of a tallying machine, for which letters patent were
allowed by the United States Patent-Office, February
seventeenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, fifteen tliousanddollars.

t?

thousand

tions. at thirty-four cents, including liquor equivaseventeen thousand two hunlent one hundred and
cents.
dred and twenty-two dollars and forty-eight
For fuel for thirty-six vessels, repairs and outfit·

for same, ship-chandlery and engineers' stores for
same, travelling expeuses of officers travelling on
duty under orders from the Treasury Department,
commutation of quarters, aud contingent expi uses,
including wharfage, towage, dockage, freight, advertising. surveys, and so forth, and miscellaneous expenses which cannot be included under special heads,
two hundred ana ninety thousand dollars.

SUPERVISING INSPECTORS OF STEAM VESSELS.

For carrying out the provisions of the act for the
better protection of the lives of paseougers 011 vessels propelled in whole or in part by steam, and of

the acts amendatory thereof, the following sums, vi#i
For salaries of steamboat inspector»: Payment of

salaries of supervising inspector general, supervising
inspectors, local inspectors, assistant inspectors, and
clerks, one hundred and sixty-live thousand four
hundred dollars.
Contiugeht expanses of steamboat inspection service : Expenses of instruments, stationery, meetings

MARINE-HOSPITAL SERVICE.
For supplying deficiency in the fund for the reliel
of sick and disabled seamen, one hundred and twenty-ivo thousand dollars: J'rovided, That no part oi
this sum shall be used to support any sick ο disabled
seaman entitled to be received into a marine hospital,
by contract at the lowest bidder, except when, in the
judgment of the Secretary of the Treasury, the acceptance of the lowest proposal will, for other reasons,
equally secure the proper care and treatment of marine patients.

supervising inspectors, mileage of suvervising inspectors, at oue thousar d dollars each,
miscellaneous expenses, ninety-one thou-

of board of
and other

sand dollars.
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to pay under existing laws contractors for carrying the mails
for services rendered prior to July first, eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, thirteen thousand four hundred
and sixteen dollars.
To pay Edward It. Ferguson his salary as super-

NATIONAL CURRENCY.

charges,

ani other expenses of making and issuing the national currency, one hundred thousaud dollars.
Α-Μϋ

l'V jisii.uisn

j.

ui?

v.

wuair.iw'uaxju.

lars.
ίο enable the Secretary of tlic Treasury to pay ίο

Warrington Soin mers a sum sufficient to make his
salary, from October tiret, eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, to June tiret, eighteen hundred and sixty-

nine, that of a first-class clerk in the Fifth Auditor's
Office, one hundred and iifty dollars, or so much
thereof a» may be necessary.
SENATE.

folding document» and material, for the same,
eight thousand dollars.
For labor, eight thousand dollars.
For miscellaneous items, eight thousand dollars;
furniture and repairs, five hundred dollars ; for fuel,
oil, and cotton waste, for heating apparatus, one
thousand dollar* for the current fiscal year.
For the expenses of the Joint Select Committee on
alleged outrages in the Southern States, the sum of
one thousand four hundred and sixty-three dollar»
and twenty-five cents, said sum to be carried for the
purpose to the contingent fund of the Senate.
For

relative to»the

right

of citizens to voie, of February

twenty-eighth, eighteen bun Ired and seventy-one, or
anyacts amendatory thereof or supplementary thereto,

three million two hundred thousand dollars ; of which
sum two bun red thousand dollars shall be available
for the expenses incurred during the present ficcal year
the said a-„t being hereby supplemented and amended
so as to further provide as follows :
"That whenever,
iu any country or parish, in any congressional district, there shall be ten citizens thereof of go:)d standing who, prior to any registration of voters for an
election for Representative in Congress, or prior to
any election at which a Representative in Congress is
•to be voted for, shall make, known, in
writing, to the
judge of the circuit court of the United States for
the district wherein such county or parish is situate,
their desire to have said registration or election both
guarded and scrutinize'd, it shall be the duty of the
said judge of fhe circuit court, within not less than
ten days prior to said registration or'election, as the
case may
be. to opeu the said court, at the
most
convenient
point in said district; aud
the
said
so
court, when
said
opened by
by said judge, shall proceed to appoint and commission, from day to day, and from time to time, and
under the hand of the said judge, and under the seal
of said court, for such electio district or
voting precinct in said congressional district, as shall, in the
manner herein prescribed, have been
applied for, and
to revoke, change, or renew said appointment from
time to time, two citizens, residents of said election
district or voting precinct in said county or parish,
who shall be of dirterent political partiéfe, and able te
read and write the English language, and who shall
be
known
an 1
designated as supervisors of
election; and the said court when opened by
the said judge as required herein, shall, therefrom and thereafter and up to and including the
day
following the day of the election, be always open for
the transaction of butines* under this
act; and the
and
powers
jurisdiction hereby granted and conferred snail be exercised, as well in vacation as in term
time; and a judge, sitting at chambers, shall have
the same powers aud jurisdiction,
including the power of keeping order and of
punishing any contempt nf
his authority, as when sitting in the court :
Provided,
That«o compensation shall be allowed to the
supervisors herein authorized to be appointed,
except hose
in
or
c.ties
towns
of
appointed
twenty thousand or
more inhabitants.
And no person shall be appointed
under this act as supervisor of election who iu not at
the time of his appointment a qualified voter of the

r

county, parish, election-district^ or voting-precinct
appointed. And no person shall be
apprinted deputy marshal under the act of which
this φ amendatory, who is not a qualified voter at the
time of his appointment, in the county,
parish, district, or precinct in which his duties are to be performed. And section thirteen of the act cf which
is
this
an amendment shall be construed to authorize
and require the circuit courts of the United States in
said section mentioned to name and appoint, as soon
a» may be after the passage of this act, the commis-

for which he is

provided for in said section, in all cases in
which such appointments have not already been made
in conformity therewith. And the third ssction of
the act to which this is an amendment shall be taken
and construed to authorize each of the judges of the
circuit courts of the United Slates to
designate
one
or
more
of the judges of the
courts within his circuit district to
the
duties arising
under this act or the
act to which this is is an amendment. And the
words "any person" in section fonr of the act of
May
thirty-first, eighteen hundred and seventy, shall be
held to include any officer or other
person having
powers or duties of an official character under this
actor the act to which this is an amendment : Provided, That nothing in this section shall be so construed as to authorize the appointment of
any marshals or deputy marshals in addition to those
heretosioners

discharge

J

xuai

tlio supervisors herein provided for shall have 110
power or authority to make arrests or to perform
other duties than to he in the immediate presence of
the officers holding the election, and to witness all
their proceedings, including the counting of the votes
and the m iking of a return thereof. And so much of
said sum herein appropriated as may be
necessary for
said supplemen al and amendatory provisions is hereby appropriated from and after the passage of this
For the support and maintenance of convicts
transferred from the District of Columbia, ten thousand

dollars.
For the compensation of special counsel and other
legal services, and for incidental expenses in takiag
testimony, fees of witnesses and of commissioners in
relation to claims before the mixed American and
British claims commission, twenty-live thousand dol-

lars.

«

For defraying the expenses of defending claims
under the convention with Mexico, of fourth
July,
eighteen hundred and sixty-eight, to be expended
under the direction of the
Attorney General, ten
thonsand dollars.
For payment of the necessary expenses incurred in
defending suits against the Secretary of ther reasury, or his agents, for the seizure of captured or
abandoned property; and for the examination of witnesses in claims against the UnitedVStates pending in
any Department; and for the defence of the United
States in the Court of Claims, to be expended under
the direction of the Attorney-General, thirty thousand dollars, no part of which shall be paid to attorneys or counsellors at law for professional services, for
appearing and assisting in the trial of causes in the
Supreme, circuit, or district courts of the United
States, or Court of Claims; and that the AttorneyGeneral make report to Congress at the end of the
fiscal year of the manner of the expenditure of this
fund, and to whom and fjr what purpose paid.
For this sum, or so much thereof as moy be necessary, to be expended under the direction of the Attorney General in the detection and prosecutio* of
crimes against the United States, fifty thousand dollars.
For exiKjnse* to be incurred In the
prosecution and
collection of claims due the United
States, to be disbursed under the
direction of the Attorney General,

twenty-five thousand dollars.
lo enable the
Secretary of the Treasury to collect
captured and abandoned
property of the United
»La,^8' «"Înî.0, colloct» procure, and preserve all
tnttmâuÎ to'c&mTÎ' <?ld evidcnce· anrJ 1 take

er»

of claims, o„„ hundred and
ufty

SuSK.

miscellaneous

For continuing the collection of «tâii.i
»
of
and mining, to bo laid
mm<;ί,
ed under the direction of the
Secrotarv
ϋ
Treasury, fifteen thousand dollars.
For the continuation of the εοο1οιΛ··,ι
the Territories of the United
"t
V. Hayden, under tlie direction of
the Interior, during the fiscal year tl.VSocrSl i
ending
ju„,f
tieth. eighteen hundred and
seventy-three mniStt"
entjfive thousand dollars.
For completing the survey of the Colorado
of the
West and its tributaries by Professor J. W.
Powell
under the direc.ion of the Smithsonian
Institution'
twenty thousand dollars.
For continuing the inquiry into the causes of the
decrease <-f the food fishes of the coast and the
lakes
of the United States, five*thousand dollars.
For the introduction of shad into the waters of
the
Pacific States, the Gulf States, and of the
Mississippi
valley, and of salmon, white fish, nnd other uieful food
fishes, into the waters' of the United States to which
they are best adapted, fifteen thousand dollars, to be
expended under the dircoHon of the United States
commissioner of fish and fisheries.
To enable the Superintendent of the Coast
Survey
to cause astronomical observations to be made at one
of the highest points on tlio line of the Pacific railtwo
thousand dollars.
road,
To enable the Secretary of the
Treasury to pay
Thomas Donaldson balance c'ue him for services as

beforeCon»osÎ%ï

constructing superintendent
building ai Boise city, Idaho,

of
two

the

penitentiary

hundred and forty

dollars and fifteen cents.
To enable the Secretary of the Treasury to
repay
M. Lockw tod, late mail contractor, The amount
of fine pai l on the order of the Postmaster General,
but afterwards remitted by that officer, four hundred
and sevenL^-sçy^tioiiars antl fifty-si* cent·.
FOr wwtmgiwt expenses of the office of
the Secretary of the Territory of
Wyoming,
5
tire hundred dollars.
to C.

ιιυιιι

iiiaivu

uiuu,

year.
To enable the Secretary of the Navy to
pay to the
officers and crew of the United States steamer Kearsarge, for the destruction of the rebel cruiser Alabama, under the provisions of an act entitled "An
act for the relief of the officers and c rew of the United States steamer Kearaarge," approved April seventeenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, onehundred and sixty thousand seven hundred aud seventy-two dollars and sixty-two cents.
That the sum of fifteen thousand dollars be appropriated for the purposo of constructing a pneumatic

tube, operated by hollow spheres or otherwise, from
the Capitol, along North Capitol street, to the government Printing Office, lor the transmi»siou of
books, packages, etc, to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, and the
work to be done under the supervision of the archi-

JUDICIARY.

•

Dwuiuuuaue,

eighteen hundred and seventy-one, to May twentysecond, eighteen hundred and seventy-one, four liundre and twenty-eight dollars and fifty-seven cents.
For loss and expense involved in the re coinage of
gold coins in the treasury which are below standard
weight, under such regulations as the Secretary of
the Treasury may prescribe, one hundred and fifty
thousand dollars.
To defray, under the direction of the Secretary of
the Treasury, the expenses of redeeming and reissuing the minor coinage of the United States,
twenty thousand dollars, pursuant to the act of
March third, eighteen hundred and seveuty-one, as
much of the same as
may be necessary to be available for expenses occurred during the present fiscal

For expenses in detecting aud bringing to trial and
punishment persons engaged in counterfeiting treasury notes, bonds, and other securities of tlio United
Sates, and for detecting other frauds upon the government, one hundred and twenty-live thousand dol-

For defraying the expenses of the courts of the
United States, including the District of Columbia ;
for jurors and witnesses, and expenses of suits in
which the United States are concerned, of prosecutions for oftensescommitted against the United Slates;
for the sate keeping of prisoners : anil for the expenses
which may be incurred in the enforcement of the act,

one

plans
Treasury

one

express

Treasury Department,

For photographing, engraving, and
printing
of public buildings under control of the

thousand

DfiTJCCTlUH

control

hundred thousand dollars.

For rations for dtecers: Thirty-four captains,
hundred and one lieutenants, sixty-three eng
live hundiei
and pilots, twenty-live
eighty-three dollars and forty cents.and
ρ
For p:»y of crews : nine hundred
eiovvarde.
ty officers, seamen, cooks,
thouand
eiglit>-four
sers, an firemen, two hundred
dcllars.
sand two hundred and ninety^wohundred and
™rtyFor ration» for crews: fcine
cooks,. stewards. bo;> s,
two petty oificers, seamen·
hundred
and
three
f»tycoal-paMsers, and firemen,
seven hundred and seventy-two rafour

engraving, printing,

twenty-five thousand

apparatus for public buildings under
of the Treasury Department, seventy-five
thousand dollars.
For vaults, safes, and locks, for public buildings
tho

Thirty-four captains, one hundred and one
ten mts, and sixty-three engineers and pilote employthree nuned, three hundred and sixty-one thousand

For paper,

ianco

For construction of revenue vessels in acc,
with recommendation of the spec ial
imntwo nun
proved by the Secretary of the Treasury,
dred thousand dollars.
game for public
I' or furniture and lcpairs
Treasury DenaJt1
buildings under
ment, oue hundred and

lieu-

forp

declared to be

Statos for conveying to the seat of government tlie
votes of the electors of said States for President and
Vice-President of the United States, twenty-live

and to be under his direction.
REVENUE-CUTTER SERVICE.

dred dollars.

hereby

up of the said canal is

the property of tho United States. And the said appropriations shall not be construed to create or imply any obligation on the part of the United States,
in any respect whatever in future.
For payment of the messengers of the respective

Loug

Island,

af

^^rjj

I

tect of the Capito I extension.
To enable the Secretary of the Navy to reimburse
the funeral expenses of the late Admiral David G.
Farragut, two thousand dollars, to be paid to his

widow.

TUBLIC WORKS.
UNDER THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

Treasury building, Washington, District of Columannual repairs and improvoments, fifteen
thousand dollars ; Tor improvements and repairs of
heating apparatus, nine thousand dollars.

bia: For

For continuation of the

construction of the builda custom-housa at
Charleston, South Carolina,
hundred thousand dollars.
For coutinuation of the construction of the building for post-ofiice anji court-house at Colninbia,
Soufh Carolina, fifty thousand dollars.
For paving, grading, and fencing the
approaches
to the building for a custom-house at
Macbias,
Maine, two thousand dollars.
For continuation of the construction of the buildfor
a
ô
ustoin-house at New
ing
Louisiana,
three hundred thousand dollar·. Orleans,
For continuation of the construction of the building for post-office and court-house at Omaha, Nebraska, one hundred thousand dollar?.
For continuation of the extension of the
building
for court-house and post-office at
Baltimore, Maryland, fifty thousand dollars.
For coutinuation of the construction of
building
for the Department of State,
Washington, District
! of
Columbia, eight hundred thousand dollars: For
the east wing of the State, War, and
Navy Departments, four hundred thousand dollars: Provided,
That all appropriations for public buildings under
the Treasury Department shall hereafter be available immediately upon the approval of the aets containing such appropriations.
To commence the erection of a
building at Cincinnati, Ohio, for the accommodation of the United
States courts, custom-house, United States
depository, post-office, internal revenue and pension
offices,
and for the purchase at private
sale, or by condemnaof
for
a
tion, ground
therefor, the entire cost of
sight
completion of which building is hereby limited At
two millions tV^o hundred and
fifty thousand dollars,
(inclusive of the cost of the site of the same,) seven
liuntired thousand dollars; and the act of Maich
twelve, eighteen hundred and and seventy-two, authorizing the purchase of a site therefor, is hereby
so amended as to limit the cost of the
site to a
sum not excoeding live hundred
thousand dollars.
To commence the election of a
building at Hartford, Connecticut, for the accommodation 6f theenstom-house, post-office, pension-ofiiGe, United States
circuit and district courts, and internal revenue
offites, one hundred thousand dollars.

ing for

one

To

commence

the

ereetion of

a

fire-proof building

at Albany, New York, for the accommodation of the
custom-house, posi-office, United States circuit and
district courts, and internal revenue
offices, one
hundred thousand dollars.
For paving, grading and fencing the
approaches to
the new custom house and court-house
building at
Ogdensburgh, New York, three thousand dollars.
For the erection of an addition to the
building at
Inlianapolis, belonging to the United Stall*, for the
further accommodation of the United States courts,
post-office, local land-offices, and internal revenue
and pension offices, one hundred thousaud
dollars;
and the sums hereby |appropriated for the construction of publie buildings shall be available
immediatethe
of
ly upon
approval this act; and the balances of
appropriations for the current fiscal year for the construction of public bu«ilding8 under the control of
the Treasury Department, win eh may remain unexpended at the close of the current fiscal year, are
hereby reappropriated for the fiscal year ending June
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seveuty-tliree.
For necessary furniture and outfit for the
po^offlce and sub-treasury building at
Boston, and for
nrenarÎTif t.TlA 9tmrna/-1ioa
lar.s, to be paid out of

A4W H—

—

1 -3-1

For a small

light to mark the entrance to tho anoi Shipping point, Potomac river, Virginia, nine thousand dollars,
For completing tho light-house tower and buildings
it Bodie'a islaud, Korth Carolina, fifteen thousand
lollare.
For rebuilding keeper's dwelling, and renovation
md repairs at Cape Lookout light-station, North
Carolina, live thousand dollars.
For a second-class light, on or near Hunting island,
South Carolina, twenty-five thousand dollars; and
>uch site as may be necessary for such light shall be
selected on lands now in the posse sion of the United
State» by tho Light-House board, and such site shall
ho exempted from the operation of any law providing
for the restoration to the former owners of lands sold
boroge inside

for direct taxe*.
For completing the rebuilding of the first-clase
light-house and keeper's dwelling at Saint Augustine,
Florida, in addition to any balance of tho formertm
propriation that may remain unexpended Jnno
hundred and seventy-two, tw^n y

aim-

tieih, eighteen

thousand dollars.
For completing the erection-of the :iron
structure on the foundation at

station, Louisiana, twenty-lire
e

n„w
t-,
hg,

\ ο

^ouA^^ollare.

on tho north side of
light-hou
Erie, Pennsylvania, ntteen thousand

For erection of a

Presque isle,

d0ForrelmiMingtl.oligM-house
tight-station,

and keeper's dwellm the
Detroit river,
ing at Gibraltar
thousand
dollars.
ten
Michigan,
For complei ing the light-house at Spectacle reef,
Lake Huron, Michigan, being the amount carried to
the surplus fund of a former appropriation, seventv
47
thousand dollars.
For erection of a light on Saint Helena
island. Lake
Michigan, to mark the anchorage to the harbor of
refuge, fourteen thousand dollars.
For erection of a
coast-light at Petite Point au

Michigan, thirty-five

dol-

thousand

lars
For erection of a keeper's dwelling at Holland, Lako
Michigan, in place of a former amount reverted to the
treasury, four thousand dollars.
For erectiou of a light between White Fi*li point
and Grand Island harbor, Michigan, forty thousand
dollars.
For erection of lights on tho northern and northwestern lakes, on piers belonging to the United
States, twenty thousand dollars.
For continuing the work on tho depot for the storage of oil and other supplies at Detroit, Michigan,
twenty-live thousand dollars.
For establishment of a light and fog-signal at Point
Fermin, California, twenfv thousand dollars.
For establishment of a lirst-class fog-signal at Poiut
Ilueneme, California, ten thousand dollars.
For erection of a light-house and fog-sign il to mark
the entrance to the btra ts of Carqiunas, California,
twenty thousand doila; s.
For first-class light and fjg-signal at Pierlrat

Blancas,

lars.

California,

sevonty-fivo thousand

dol-

·

For rebuildiug and re-establishing the steam fogsignal station at Point Reyes, California, ten thousand
dollars.
For competing tho light-house at Bolivar point,
Texas, ten thousand dollars.
For the annual proportion of the expenses of Cape
Martel light, on the coast of Monaco, two hundred
and eighty-five dollars, to be expended by the Secretary of State.
That appropriations for light-house purposes shall
be available for expenditure for two years after acts
of legislatures ceoiing jurisdiction over sites: Provided, however, That this section shall not apply to
any general appropriations for light-house purposes :
And provided further, That in no case shall any
special appropriation be available for more than two
ye;us without further provision of law; aud tho unexpended balances of appropriations for special works
uiiflfer the Light-House board made by the act approved March third, eighteen hundred and seventyone, entitled "An act making, appropriations for
sundry civil expenses of the government for tho fiscal
year ending Juno thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
seventy-two, and for other purposes," are hereby re-

appropriated for the purposes therein specified.
LIGIIT-HOUSE ESTABLISHMENT.
For

repairs and incidental expenses in refitting and

improving light-houses

and

buildings

connected

therewith, two hundred thousand dollars.
For salaries of seven hundred and thirty-two
house keepers and light-beacon keepers, and tneir
assistants, four hundred and thirty-nine thousand
two hundred dollars.
For seamen's wages, rations, repairs, salariea, suppues, anu mcuieuiai expenses οι twenxy-nve ngntvessels and seven relief light-vessels, two hundred
and sixty-one thousand sfx hundred and forty-seven
dollars and fifty cents.
For expenses of raising, cleaning, painting, repairing, removing, and supplying losses of buoys, spindles, and day-beacons, and for chains, sinkers, and
similar necessaries, two hundred and seventy-live

light-

thousand dollars.
For repairs and incidental expenses in renowing,

refitting,

and

improving fog-signals

and

connected therewith, fifty thousand dollars.

buildings

fights

For expenses of visiting and inspecting
and
other aids to navigation, two thousand dollars.
For supplying the light-houses and beacon-lights
on the Atlantic, Gulf, Lake, and Pacific coasts with
oil, wicks, glass cliimn vs, chamois-3kins, spirits of

wine, whiting, polishing-powder, towels, brushes,

soap, paints, and other
materials, and for
expenses of repairing and keeping in repair illuminating apparatus and machinery, and of gauging,
testing, transportation, delivery of oil and other supplies for light-houses, and other incidental expenses,
three hundred and thirty-one thousand seven hundred and seventeen dollars.

cleaning

DEPARTMENT OF TIIE INTERIOR.
PUBLIC LANDS.

For rent of office of surveyor general of Louisian a
fuel, books, stationery, and otker incidental expenses,
two thousand five hundred dollars; and for clerks in
his office, one thousand seven hundred dollars.
For rent of office of surveyor
general of Florida,
fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental expenses,
one thousand five hundred dollars; and for clerks in
his office, one thousand seven hundred dollars.
For rent of office of surveyor goneral of Minnesota,
fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental expenses, two thousand two hundred dollars ; and for
clerks in his office, three thousand seven hundred
dollars.
For rent of office of surveyor general of Dakota
Territory, fuel,%ooka, stationery, and other inciden-

tal expenses, two thousand dollars ; and for clerks
in his office, six thousand three hundred dollars.
For rent of offico of surveyor general of Kansas,
fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental expenses, two thousand dollars ; and for clerks in his
office, one thousand two hundred dollars.
For rent of office of surveyor general of Colorado
Territory, fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental expenses, two thousand dollars ; and for clerks
in hie office, two thousand three hundred dollars.
For rent of offico of surveyor general of New Mexic > Territory, fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental expenses, two thousand
and for
clerks in his office, two thousand throe hundred

dollars;

dollars.
For rent of offico of surveyor general of California,
fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental expenses, seven thousand dollars ; and for clerks in
hie office, fifteen thousand dollars.
For rent of oflice of surveyor general of Idaho Territory, fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental
expenses, two thousand five hundred dollars; and
for clerks in his office, four tnousand dollars.
For rent of office of syjvej or general of Nevada,
fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental expenses, three thousand seven hundred dollars ; and
for clerks in his office, two thousand three hundred
dollars.
For rent of office of surveyor general of
Oregon,
fuel, books, stationery, and ether incidental expenses,
two thousand dollars; and for clerks in his
office, one
thousand four hundred dollars.
Foment of office of surveyor general of Washington Territory, fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental expenses, .two thousand dollars; and for
clerks in his office, tlîree thousand dollars.
For rent of office of surveyor general of Nebraska
and Iowa, fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental expenses, two thousand dollars; and for clerks in
hi· office, six thousand three hundred dollars
For rent of office of surveyor goneral of Montana
Territory, fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental expenses, two thousand dollars ; and for clerks
In his office, two thousand dollars.
For rent of office of surveyor general of Utah Territory, fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental
expenses, one thousand eight hundred dollars; and
for clerks in his office, seven hundred dollars.
For rent, of office of surveyor general of
Wyoming
Territory, fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental expenses, two thousand five hundred
dollars; and
for clerks in his office, two thousand dollars and for
;
a deficiency in the appropriation for the clerics for
the fiscal year ending June thirtieth,
huneighteen
dred and seventy-two, seven hundred dollars.
For rent of office of surveyor general of Arizona
Territory, fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental expenses, two thousand five hundred
dollars; and
for clerks m his office, one thousand dollars.
For rent of office of the Assistant Treasurer of the
United States at St. Louis, Missouri, three thousand
five hundred dollars.
SURVEYING

ΤΠΕ

PUBLIC LANDS.

For surveying the public lands in Louisiana, at
exceeding ten dollars per linear mile for
township and eight dollars for section lines, eighteen
thousand dollars.
For surveying the public lands in Florida, at rate3
not exceeding ten dollars per linear mile for
standard,
eeven dollars for township, and six dollars for section
lines, eighteen thousand dollars.
For surveying the public lands in
Minnesota, at
rates not

rof-oa Tint |lV/OO/lmf»f,«n-4ni.n
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for standard liues, twelve dollars for township, and
made.
ten dollars for section lines, seventy-five thousand
To purchase additional
dollars.
ground
the
site
adjoining
of tlie building
For surveying the public lands in Dakota Territory,
occupied for the purposes ot United
States court-house and
post-office, Madison, Wiscon- at rates not exceeding ten dollars per linear mile for
sin, eleven thousand dollars.
standard lines, seven dollars for township, aud six
For machinery and apparatus for
dollars for section line?, sixty thousand dollars.
the new branch
mint building at San
For surveying the public lands in Montana TerriFrancisco,
dred and sixty thousand dollars. California, one huntory, at rates not exceeding fifteen dollars per linear
for standard lines, twelve dollars for
mile
LIGHT-HOUSES, BEACONS, AND FOG-SIGNALS.
township,
and ten dollars for section
Burnt Coat Harbor light-station: For two beaconlines, fifty teousaiul dollars.
lights, to serve as a range on the coast of Maine, ten
tfor surveying the public lands in
thousand dollars, and any balance of the
Nelfraska, at
rates not exceeding twelve dollaft
appropriation of ten thousand dollars made
mile for
by act of March standard lines, nine dollars for per linear and
third, eighteen hundred and seventy-one that
six
township,
dollars for section lines, sixty thousand dollars.
may
remain in the treasury June
hunthirtieth, eighteen
For surveying the public lands in
rates
dred and seventy-two.
Kansas^at
not exceeding ten dollars per linear mile for
standard
For a steam fog-signal on
Seguin island, at tho lines, seven dollars for township, and six dollars
for
mouth of the Kennebec
on the coast of
iver,
section lines, seventy thousand dollars.
Maine,
live thousand dollars.
For surveying the public land in Colorado Territorv,
For a liglit-honse at
Wood-Enfl, Proviucetown har- at rates not exceeding fifteen dollars per linear mile
bor, Massachusetts, fifteen thousand dollars.
for standard lines, twelve dollars for
For re-establishing and
township, and
setting up two small beaten dollars for section lines, fifty thousand dollars.
con-lights in the harbor of Newburyport, the site of
For surveying the public lands in Idaho Territory*,
which has been washed by a
storm, ten thousand dol- at rates not exceeding fifteen dollars per linear mile
lars.
for standard lines, twelve dollars for township, and
For steam
at Beaver-Tail
fo£-signal
light-station, ten dollars for section lines, thirty thousand dollars.
the coast of Rhode Island, tive thousand
dollars.
For surveying the public lands in New Mexico
For erecting a portable beacon at Bullock's
point, Teritory, at rates not exceeding fifteen dollars per
on the east side of Providence
river, Rhode Island, linear mile for standard
lines, twelve dollars for
one thousand dollars.
township, and ten dollars for section lines, twenty
For fog-bell for Newport Harbor
thousand dollars.
Rhode Island, eight hundred dollars. light-station,
Eor survoying the public lands in Arizona TerriFor estaolishment of a steam
fog-signal at Point tory, at rates not exceeding fifteen dollars per linear
.Tudith liglir-station, coast of Rhode
live
for standard lines, twelve dollars for
Island,
mile
thousand dollars.
township,
and ten dollars for sectiou lines, fifteen thousand dolFor completing the light-house at
Beach bar,
Long
lars.
Gardiner bay, Long Island sound,
to
the
according
For surveying the public lands in California, at
original design, twenty thousand dollars.
rates not exceeding fifteen dollars per lhicar mite for
For protecting the site for the Block
Island lightstandard lines, fourteen dollar» for township, and
station, one thousand eight hundred dollars.
twelve dollars for section lines, sixty thousand dollars :
For a light-house and steam
fog-signal at the
That the Cnmmi>sioner of the General
southerly end of Blockley island, entrance to Long Provided,
Land Office, in his discretion,
Island sound, seventy-five thousand dollars.
may hereafter authorize public lands in said State, and also in
For necessary rejjairs and
Washinga steam fogestablishing
ton
covered
with forest or thick
Territory,
densely
signal at Montauk light-station, Long
New
at augmented rates, not
under^roth, to be surveyed
York, nine thousand five hundred dollars.island,
exceeding eighteeu dollars per linear mile for stanFor continuing the construction of the
dard parallels, sixteen dollars for township, and fourauthorized on Race rock, Fisher's Island light-house
New
teen
dollars for section lfnes.
sound,
York, in addition to any balance that may remain in
For surveying the public lands in Oregon, at a rate
the treasury June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
not exceeding fifteen dollars per linear mile for stanseventy-two, of the former appropriation,
forty dard lines, fourteeu dollars for township, and twelve
tliouaand dollars.
dollars for section lines,
fitly thousand dollars.
For repairs at Sand's point. Great West
and
For surveying the public lands in
bay,
Island
Fire
light-stations, New York, four thousand wost of the Cascade Mountrlns, Oregon, situated
densely covered
six hundred dollars.
with forests of thick undergrowth, at rates not exFor erection of a light and fog-signal on or near the
ceeding sixteen dollars per linear mile for township
end of Hart island, in Long Ishuid sound, New York,
and section lines, twenty thousand dollars.
fifty thousand dollars.
For surveying the public lands in
Washington
For rebuilding the tower and keeper's dwelling 011 a
Territory, at a rate not exceeding fifteen dollars per
oroixjr site at the Fort Tom kins light-station, Staten
linear mile for standard lines, fourteen dollars for
eland New York, the former site being required by
townsfiip, and twelve dollars for section lines, sevthe engineer department of the army for extending
enty thousand dollars.
the fortifications, eight thousand dollars.
For surveying the public lands in Utah Territory,
For repairs at Crown Point light-station, Lake
at rates not exceeding fifteen dollars per linear
Cham plain, New York, one thousand five hundred
mile for standard lines, twelve dollars for
townsliip,
and ten dollars for section lines, sixteen thousand
For
alight-house on tlie middle ground in the Hud- dollars.
son
river, near the city of Hudson, New York, thirtyFor surveying the public lands in Nevada,, at rates
five thousand
dollars.
not exceeding fifteen dollars per liuear mile for stantor
n
the
tower and building at the Coldard
completing
lines, twelve dollars for township, and ten dolChester Reef
lars for section lines, fifty thousand aollrrs.
tive hundred light-station, Vermont, four thousand
dollars.
For surveying the public lands in Wyoming Terridciint nfli1""?·"811'0
Improvements at the light-liope tory, at rates not exceeding fifteen dollars per linear
on St*te"
mile for standard, twelve dollars for township, aud
New fork, ten
ten dollars for section lines, forty thousand dollars.
For completing the survey of "the Fort Gratiot military reservation, and marking the streets and the
bloclts and lots already sold therein, two thpusand
dollars, or so much thereof a* may be necessary.
For survey of the eastern boundary of California,
For rebuilding tho
at
rates not exceeding iiftv dollars per linear mile
spindle on thn toi.
Connecticut
river,
five thousand
M-Vetlc for that part of the boundary lying north of the ind'ulKv.
For rebuilding tiie
beacon on the reef'
itial point and the Col rado river, estimated to be
from Oyster Pond point, in
four hundreil and ten miles, forty-one thousand two
Plum cut Imakin?, out
sound, New York, live thousand dollars
ng Island
hundred hundred and fifty dollars: Provided, That
For erecting a light-house at
or near
all the foregoing appropriations lor surveys of pulic
Hereford ι„ι»,
on the sea-coast. of Now
lan.ls that are within tlie limits of the railroad landJersey, to to,do
around Cape May
point, and into a harbor of
grants shall be conditional npon the compliance of
twenty-live th usaud dollars.
said companies or parties in interest with tbe reTo re-establish the light-house at
tho mouth of quirements of the twenty-first section of the act of
Miepilllou river, Delaware bay, five thousand
July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, endoltitled "An act to amen 1 an act to aid in the construclata.
tion of a railroad
For erection of two
and telegraph line from the Misrange-lights for the
souri river to the
channel, leading from Chesapeake bay iuto Craighill
Pacific Ocean, and to secure to the
the Pagovernment
the
use
ol tbe same for postal, military,
tapsco river, and to take the place of "tho two
light- ana other purposes," approved
houses now at North
July first, eighteen
point, Maryland, forty-Are hundred ond
1 hourand dollar·.
sixty-two, Statutes, volume thirteen,
page three hundred and sixty-flv·
the appropriation already

...
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For survey of the southern boundary oi Wyoming
at a rate no; evceeding aixtv dollars per
uifl
mile, estimated distance three hundredι
thousand two nunarea

Territory,
linear

seventy miles, twenty-two

^°l

of Kansas, at a
or survey of western boundary
estirate not exceeding forty dollars per
mated distance two hundred and ten miles, eij,ht
thousand four hundred dollars.
F< r survey of t! · northern boundary of Nebraska,
at a rate not exceeding forty dollars per linear mile,
two hundred and
the estimated distance
twenty

lnie^mile,

3

"kopaAlrewiy bnilî, exccpt

tliat

huii(lred and fitty«vÎVk
li\e thousand dollars; for gh'
finishing shop for
mory, two hundred thousand dollars* lor
fireprwi barracks for enlisted
one
now

αοηΛ

ar-

new

building, bakery,

thousand
thousand

and

dollars; tur

dollars;

men, including messninety-live
powder-magazine fifteen

laundry building,

new

tor

cal supplies, and rations; clothing ; rent of hospital
buildings, fuol. aud lights; repairs and transportalion, seventy-four thousand dollars: Provided, That

completing development of from some other government hospstal : Provided.
the water-power, one hundred and ten
thousand dul- That after June thirtieth, eighteen hundred end
lais; for the construction ot avenues and oads to
seventy-two, the Freed men's Hospital in the District
the Hock-Island wagon-bridge, and to the new
of Columbia shall, until otherwise ordered by Conbridge
the
across
Mississippi river, to the city of Davenport,
boin^
gres», be continued under the supervision and control
miles, eight thonsand ei^lit hundred dollars.
and for building a railroad to connect'the present arof the Secretary of War, who glial· make all estimates,
For'completion of survqy now being executed be- senal railroad with the Chicago
and Bock Island railami pass all accounts, and be accountable to the t reastween the ninety-sixth and ninety-eighth meridian of
road, when changed to its new location at the lower
ury of the United States for all expenditures.
west longitude, Indian Territory, ninety-eight .thou- I end of the island, and for
t wo entrances to
building
dollars.
sand
the island from the two bridges, and an iron fence
SIGNAL-&TICE.
For the continuation of the
the
two
For manufacture, purchase, or repair of meteorosystem of land-maps connecting
entrances, and bfct weA. the railon Public
and the public wagon-road on one side and ihe
under direction
road
°£
îî16
^®m-lui^ee
and
Lands,
other
logical
of the Clerk ot the
necessary instruments; for telelive hundred dollars.
arsenal on the other, twenty-eight thousand dollars;
graphing reports; for expenses of storm-signals anl· or survey of the House,
northern boundary of Nevada,
for new machinery for the now shops a.ready comnouncing probable approach and force of storms
at a rate not to exceed
fifty dollars per linear mile, pleted, twenty thousand dollars; for laying water- throughout the United States, for the benefit of comfifteen thousand fhe hundred
merce and
dollars.
pipe, three thousand dollars; for putting six waterfor
agriculture; for
l'or
constructing the connected maps of the public wheels (sixty-flye horse-power each) in the new dam, hire furniture, and expenses instrument-shelters;
of offices maintained for
lands iu the States and
Territories, and procuring an with shifting and machinery, for transmission of public use in cities or posts receiving reports; for
engraved copper plate thereof, to be perfected by
and
maps
power to the shops already in use, twenty-six thoubulletins, to be displayed in chambers of
adding, from year to year, the further surveys that sand dollars; in all, six hundred and fifty-two thou- | commerce and boards-of-trade
rooms4; for books and
may be made, three thousand dollars.
Sitationerv; and for incidental expenses not otherwise
sand dollars.
provided for, two humlred and
For completion of the wagon-road bridge connectEXPENSES OF THE COLLECTION OF REVENUE FROM
fifty thousand dollar*:
1
hat
the
Provided,
ing Molino with Rock Island, one hundred thousand
Secretary of War be, and he hereSALES OF PUBLIC LANDS.
by is, authorized and required to provide, in the svsdtliars,
For salaries and commissions of
of
landof
observations
tem
and
registers
for the CDnstruction of the Rock Island bridge,
rej>ortB in charge <>f the chief
oflices and receivers of public moneys at
the balance of the appropriation, continued by the
signal officer of the army, for such stations, reports,
eighty-one
land-oftices, four hundred and fifty-one thousand
two
and signals as may b^ found necessary for tlie ljonetit
act of March third, eighteen hundred and seventyhundred dollars.
of agriculture and commercial interests: Ami proone, w hie hem ay be unexpended at the close of the
For incidental expenses of the land-offices, fifty
vided, That no part of this appropriation, nor or any
present fiscal year, is hereby reappiopriated.
thousand one hundred and seventy-five dollars.
Benicia arsenal, Benicia, California: For boring
appropriation for the several Departments of the govFor expenses of depositing moneys received from
artesian well, t welve thousand sue hundred and
ernment, shall be paid to any telegraphic company
sales of pnbbc lands, thirteen thousand dollars.
which shall neglect or refuse to transmit telegraphic
eighty-seven dollars: for building nPtv wharf, eleven
For expenses already incurred under instructions
thousand four hundred and
communications betweeu said Departments, their
dollars
for
ninety-eight
;
of the Secretary of the Interior for suppressrng depbank
in
front
of
officers,
agents, or employees, under the provisions of
removing
office, and filling up raredations on the pufflic timber, and for expenses yet
th· second section of chapter two hundred and thirty
vine, five thousand six hundred and eighty-seven dolto be incurred during the fiscal years ending June
of the Statutes of the United States for tho year eighlars; for necessary grading of public grounds, eight
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, and thousand eight hundred aud eighty dollars ; for re- teen hundred and sixty-six, and at rates of compenJune thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three,
pairs of workshops, store-houses, aud quarters, five sation therefor to be established by the Postmaster
on the same account, ten thousand dollars.
General: Provided also, That whenever any telethousand six hundred dollars; in all, forty-four
PATENT OFFICE.
thousand three hundred and tifty-two dollars.
graph company shall have filed its written acceptance
with the Postmaster General, of the restrictions and
C lumbus arsenal, Columbus, Ohio: for care and
To provide for tlio pintes of an Official Gazette of
| repairs of public buildings and grounds, nine hun- obligations
required by the act approved July twentythe Patent Ofiice abstracts of the drawings of patents
fourth, eighteen hundred and sixty-six entitled "An
issued, forty thousand dollars, to be expended under dred and fifty dollars.
act
«aid
in
to
the construction of telegraph lines, and
Charleston
arsenal.
Charleston:
South Carolina:
the directioy of the Commissioner of Patents.
to secure to the government the use of the same, for
For putting slato roof on foundry building, one thouFor deficiency in contingent fund, caused by carand other purposes." if such comsand
three
hundred
dollars
postal,
for
military,
;
relaying floors in
rying into effect the joint resolution of January
pany, its agents, or employees shall hereafter refuse
eleventh, eighteen hundred and seventy-one. requir- store-houses, one thousand two hundred dollars; for or
to
transmit
of
neglect
general
public
and
repairs
any such telegraphic communibuildings
ing the Commissioner ο patents to keep on hand for
grounds, two cations as are
hundred dollars ; in all, two thousand seven hundred
provided for by the aforesaid act, or by
Bale copies of all specifications and drawings of pathe
resolution
joint
dollars.
approved the ninth day of Febtents, ten thousand dollars.
ruary, eighteen hundred and seventy, "to authorize
Detroit arsenal, Dearbornville, Michigan: For
That forty thousand dollars of the appropriation
the
of
War
to provide for taking meteoroand
Secretary
five
hundred
for lithogTapbiug, engraving, and so forth, for the
painting
repairing public buildings,
logical observations at tho military stations and other
public piinting during the fiscal year ending Juue dollars/
of the interior of the continent, and for
points
Monroe
Fort
Old
Point
arsenal,
giving
Comfort, Virginia: notice on tho northern
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, be,
lakes and seaboard of the apFor completing gun-yard fence, brick founuationand the same are herebv, transferred to the approand force of storms," such telegiaphic compriation ior the Patent Office,for photo-lithographing, wall, and fence of old musket-barrels, three thou- proach
shall foafeit and pay Jo the United States not
printing, and paper for the drawings of patents au- sand dollars ; for repairing store-houses, for paint- pany
thorized by the joint resolution approved January
ing and repairing public buildings, three thousand less than one hundred aud not exceeding one thousand dollars for each refusal or neglect aforesaid, to
eleventh, eighteen hundred and seventy-one, entitled dollars ; in all, six thousand dollars.
be recovered by an action or actions at law, in
Fort Union arsenal, Fort Union, New Mexico Ter"Joint resolution providing for publishing specifica- !
any
tions and drawings of Patent Office."
ritory: For repairing store-houses, magazines, bar- district court of the United States.
racks, workshops, office, quarters, inclosing wall, aud
MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS.
METROPOLITAN POLICE.
fences, three thousand five hundred dollars.
To provide for the payment under existing laws for
For salafies and other necessary expenses of the
Fraukford arsenal, Bridesburgh, Pennsylvania:
other property lost or destroyed in the
Metropolitan police for the District of Columbia, two For repairing public buildings, grounds, three thou- | horses and
military service of tho United States, oiie hundred
hundred anil scveft thousand eight hundred and ninesand dollars.
thousand
dollars.
ty dollars : Provided, That a further sum, amountKennebec arsenal, Augusta, Maine: For repairing |
Secret-service fund: To edable the Secretary of the
ing to one hundred and three thousand nine hundred
public build.ngs, grounds and fences, one thousand
Treasury to settle the accounts of disbursing officers
and forty-flve dollars, shall be
to defray the exdollars.
paid
tor expenditures already made in pursuance of
t>pii*ps nf fho coii 1
t.
ι—
law,
Leavenworth arsenal, Leavenworth, Kansas: For
which will not involve any actual expenditure, but
addi ions to subalterns' quarters, one thousand and
merely a transfer on the books of th# treasury, fifty
—luu iiuiiui ui auiu
ni
dollars
and
for
to
clues,
ninety cents;
repairs
*
thousand dollars.
thirty-six
the District of Columbia, in the
proportion correspublic buildings, cisterns, drains and walks, three
To provide for the payment to Bcnn Pitman for a
ponding to the number of privates allotted severally thousand six hundred dollars; for building a cistern
of his phonographic copy of the record and
transcript
to said precincts ; and the corporate authorities of said
for use of steam-engine, five hundred and fifty dollars ;
proceedings of the court of inquiry in relation to the
cities, and proper authorities of the District of Co- for purchase of steam-pump, boiler, pipe, and putting conduct
oî General D. C. Bueil, while iu command of
lumbia, are hereby authorized and required to levy a
up the same, for the purpose of supplying water to
army iu Kentucky and Tennessee, the sum of
special tax, not exceediug one third of one per the arsenal, including construction of water tank, the
twelve hundred dollars.
centum, which shall be specially deposited onco in oue thousand dollars; for putting up fence along
Military convicts at State penitentiaries : For payeach week, as sucb"collections arc made, to be appronew wagon-road to railroad bridge, and
along railof costs and charges of State penitentiaries for
priated and expended for said purpose only, for the road to railroad bridge, three thousand two hundred ment
tho
care, clothing, maintenance, and medical attendservice ot,the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighand eighty-two dollars and fifty cents ; for repairing
of
ance
United States military convicts confinée in
teen hundred and seventy-three.
main tence enclosing arsenal, one thousand and sevthem, sixty-five thousand dollars.
enty-eight dollars; for macadamizing road leading
OOVEKNMENT II08PITAL FOR TIJE INSANE.
to States expenses incurred in
Refunding
raising
from main road to Leavenworth, and for roads
volunteers: To iudemnii'y the States for expenses
Fer the support, clothing, medical and moral treataround arsenal building, one thousand five hundred
incurred by them in enrolling, equipping, and transment of the insane of the army and navy, revenuein all, twelve thousand and forty-seven doldollars;
porting troops for the defense of the United States
cutter, and volunteer service, who may have become lars and forty cents.
insane since their entry into the service ot the United
during the late insurrection, five hundred thousand
New York arsenal, Governor's Island, New York
dollars.
States, and of the indigent insane of the District of
New
York: For repairs of steam-engines,
harbor,
To enable the Secretary of War to
the
for
the exColumbia,in
the Insane,
government Hospital
fire
docks, drains, and grounds, penses incurred, on the part of the Unitedpay
including fivo hundred dollars for books, stationary. tanks, Τ apparatus,
r.v V.
States, in
me «ι oiiianou uau uetween ine
anu mciaenrai
united
one
states
ana
Hundred and twenty-five
expenses,
grading and improving public grounds, two thousand the Green Bay and Mississippi Canal
thonsand dollars.
Company, thirdollars ; for repairs of public buildings, six thousand
teen thousand seven hundred and thirteen dollars
For the erection, furnishing, and fitting'up of an
dollars; for extending and repairing fences, six hunextension of the
ninety-seven cents.
hospital sufficient {to accommodate dred dollars; in all, seventeen thousand six hundred and
To provide for the erection of headstones
fifty-tour patients of the excited class, thirty-seven dollars.
upon the
thousand eight hundred dollars.
graves of soldiers in the national cemeteries, the sum
Magazine, Boston : For a ne w house for shell and of two hundred thousand dollars.
For purchasing and setting four heating-boilers, six
twelve thousand dollai s.
powder
filling,
For the establishment of an astronomical base, and
thousand dollars.
Saint Louis arsenal, Missouri:
lfor purchase of continuance of military and geographical
For the purchase by the Secretary of the Interior
and
new boiler for
steam-engiue at water-works, one explorations west of the one hundredth surveys
for tho agricultural and economical uses of the hosn.cridion of
thousand dollars ; for general repairs of public buildlongitude, under the direction of the Secretary of War,
pital, twento-jiine and forty one-hundredths acres of ing and inclosing
Jefferson
Misfences,
barracks,
land and its appurtenances, including cost of survey,
seventy-five thousand dollars.
souri, two thousadd dollars; in all three thousand
#or the purchase and preparation of instruments
examinatiod ot title, and conveyance to the Uuitecl
dollars.
for a proper observation of the transit of Venus, which
States, ten thousand dollars.
San Antonio arsenal, San Antonio, Texas: For
is predicted to occur on the eighth of
December, eighCOLUMBIA. INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF AND DUMP.
taking down walls and rebuilding with cut stone the teen hundred and
tilty thousand dolbuilding used as an armory-shop, nine thousand dol- lars, to be expendedseventy-tour,
For the support of the institution, including salaunder the direction of a commisfor
fram
a
ο
erecting
lars;
one
hundred
ries and incidental expenses, the maintenance of the
store-house,
sion, to be composed of the Superintendent and two
by twenty-five fe. t, one story, four thousand dollars; of
the professors of mathematics oLtlie
beneficiaries of the United States, and five hundred
navy attached
for building a cistern to supply the post with water,
to the Naval Observatory, the President of the Nadollars for bowks and illustrative apparatus, fortytwo thousand dollars; for
repairing and painting tional Academy of Sciences, and the Superintendent
eight thousand dollars.
buildings
and
public
one
thousand
fences,
For continu.ng the work 011 the inclosuro, improvedollars; of%lie Coast Survey : Provided, 'J hat no contracts or
in all, sixteen thousand dollars.
ment. and grading of the grounds of the institution,
engagements shall* be made for such instruments to
Vancouver arseual, Vancouver, "Washington Tersix thousand dollars.
au amount
exceeding the sum hereby appropriritory; For repairing store-houses, workshops, quarTo provide for payments due and uupaid ou
ated.
July
For pedestal for the equestrian statue of General
frst, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, on tho pur- ters, barracks, fences, and grounds, one thousand
dollars.
chase by the institution of the estate known as
Winfield Scott, authorized by act of July fifteenth,
Washington arsenal, "Washington, District of ColKenall Green, seventy thousand dollars: Provided,
eighteen hundred and seventy, forty-two thousand
umbia: For coping for inclosing-wall on northern
That before the expenditure of any part of this apdollars.
front of arsenal grounds, and for, entrance-gates at
For expenses of the United States commissioners to
propriation, by proper deods of conveyance, to be apho termination of Four-and-a-half street three
the International Penitentiary Congress at London,
proved by the .Attorney General of the United States,
thousand
dollars.
all the real estate now ownetf by the said Columbia
in eighteen hundred and
seventy-two, live thousand
Water vliet arsenal. West Troy, New York: For
Institution for tho Deaf and Dumb shall be veFted in
dollars.
bublic buildings, fifteen "hundred dollars.
the United State·* as trustee, for the sole use and purFor expenses of the United States commissioners to
repairing
Watertown arsenal, Watertown, Massachusetts :
pose provided in the act eutitle^ "An oct to incorthe International Statistical Congress at Saint PetersFor repairs of roofs, and painting buildings and
porate the Columbia Institution for the Instruction
burg, fifie thousand dollars.
live thousand dollars; for repairing and
of the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind." approved
fences,
To enable the Secretary of the Interior to provide a
February painting officers* quarters and
law library for t!;e Territory of Colorado,
sixteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-seven, and the
renewing furnaces
two
and water-closets, three thousand dollars.
several ae's amendator/ thereof: Provided, That,
thousand live hundred dollars, said library to be seContingencies of arsenals : For repairs of smaller
whenever Congress shall so determine, any part of
lected by the chief justice of said Territory.
arsenals, and to meet such nnforseen expenditures at
said estate may be sold, aud so much of the proceeds
For preparing and printing a series of maps, not
arsenals s accidents or other contingencies
thereof as shall be needful foo the purpose shall be
during exceeding twenty in number, to illustrate graphically
the year m:\y render necessary, ten thousand dollars:
the quarto volumes of the niath census, twentv-fivc
applied to reimburse the United States for the exProvided, That 110 money appropriated by this act thousand dollars.
penditure herein provided.
shall be paid as commissions upon any labor or mateCOLUMBIA HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN AND LYING-IN
UNDER THE NAVY DEPARTMENT.
rials furnished the United States.
ASYLUM. AND OTHER CIIAR1HE8.
For continuing the surveys of the northern and
NAVY-YARDS.
For the support of the Columbia Hospital for
northwestern lakes, one hundred and seventy-five
Navy-yard. Portsmouth, New Hampshire: For re! Women and Lying-in Asylum, ovqp and above the thousand dollars. And this appropriation shall be' pairs
of all kinds, se7enty-five thousand
dollars; for
available from the time of the passage of this act.
probable amount which will be received from payrepairs of floating docks, eighty thousand dollars; for
patients, eighteen thousand three hundred dollars.
BUILDING S AND GIïOIfNns IX AND ABOUND WASHpermanent improvements, namely, for bridge conFor purchase of the building now occupied by said
necting Seavey's island, tour thousand dollars ; in all,
INGTON.
hospital, with forty thousand feet of ground, twentyone hundred and fifty-nine thousand two hundred
Repairs, care, and improvement of public build- dollars.
five thousand dollars: Provided, That the title to said
and
works
in
the
District
of
ings,
grounds,
real estate shall bo vested in tho United States for
Columbia,
For constructing and testing experimental breechunder the direction of the Chief Engineer of the arthe use of said hospital, and that no part of the real
loading boat-howitzers, ten thousand dollnrs.
or personal
my, viz :
property now held or to be hereafter acBoston, Massachusetts: For repairs of
For fuel for propagating garden and lodges in
quired by said institution shall be devoted to any
pub- allNavv-yard,
kinds, seventy-ftVe thousand dollars.
lic grounds, live hundred dollars.
other purpose than a hospital for women and lying-in
Navy-yard,
Brooklyn, New York: For repairs of
For repairs, fuel, and similar necessaries, for Execasylum without consent of the United States; and
all kinds, one hundred thousand dollars.
utive Mansion:
For repairs to the mansion, ten
that in addition to the directors, whose appointments
Navy-yard,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: For rethousand dollars; fuel, five thousand dollars; for reare now provided for by law, there shall be three
furnishing the same, twelve thousand dollars; for pairs 61 all kinds, forty thousand dollars.
other directors appointed in the following manner:
Navy-yard, Washington, District of Columbia:
repairs and care of greenhouse, including new lloor, For
Ono Senator by tho President of the Senate, ond fcwo
flower-stands, and pipes, t^η thousand dollars; for lars.repairs of all kinds, seventy-five thousand dolRepresentatives by the Speaker of the Mouse; these construct
ing six hundred and thirty-four feet oi
directors shall hold their office for the term of a sinNavy-yard, Norfolk, Virginia: For repairs oi all
sewer
for drainage, t hree thousand dollars.
gle Congress, and be eligible to a re-appointment.
kinds, oue hundred thousand dollars.
For lighting the Capitol and Executive Mansioif
For alteration and repairs of said building, five
Navy-yard, Pensocola, Florida: For repairs of all
and
For
grounds:
and
thousand dollars, to be expended under the direction
lighting Capitol
Executive
kinds, tweuty-five thousand dollars.
Mansion and public grounds, forty-five thousand dolof the board of directors of said institution.
Navy-yard, Mare island, California: For repairs
and
the
officer
with
lais;
the
charged
disbursement
For repairs to roof and out-buildings, alterations
of all kinds, seventy«#ve thousand
of this appropriation shall have the entire care and
dollars; for rein wards, and repairs to heating
apparatus, two contjol of
pairs of floating-docks, one hundred thousand dolthe
of
consumption
the
used
for
thousand dollars.
gas
light- lars; for permanent improvements,
nftmely, for coming buildings and grounds herein proved for.
For tho National Soldiers' and Sailors' Orphans'
mencing dry-dock, two hundred thousand dollars;
For lamps a d lamp-posts for centre and south
Home of the city of Washington, District of Columquay-wall and wharves, thirty-thousand
west Capitol grounds, five hundred
dollars; continuing
bia, fifteen thousand dollars, to be disbursed under walk,
con inuatioon of
dollars;
for
of
rail-tracks, five thousand
pay
lamp-ligkters,
tho direction of the Secretary of the Interior.
gas-fitting, plumbing, dollars ; in all, four hundred
and ten thousand dollamps, posts, and repairs of all sorts, fifteen thousand lars.
For custody and repair of government hospitals on
dollars.
Judiciary square, three thousand dollars.
Naval
station
at
League islam!, Pennsylvania : For
Improvement and carc of public grounds : For anFor care, support, and medical treatment of sixty
repairs and maintenance of embankments and for
nual repair of fences around reservations, two thoutransient pauDers, medical and surgical patients, in
dredging, one hundred and fifteen thousand dollars.
sand dollars ; for manure, and hauling the same on
some proper medical, institution in the
of
Washcity
For naval station at New Londou, Connecticut:
public grounds, five thousand dollars; for painting
ington, under a contract to be formed with such in- iron
For building wharf, grading,for building store-h
fences around reservations, and around War and
;use,
stitution. twelve thousand dollars, or so much thereof
aud for care and for preservation of
Navy Departments, four thousand dollars; for improperty, twenty
as may be necessary, under the direction of the Secthousand dollars,
provement, care, and protection of seats, and for
retary of War.
Naval
station at Key West. Florida: Fjr
iountains and fish-ponds in Capitol
repairs oi
three
grounds,
all kinds, fifteen thousand dollars.
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION.
housand dollars*,for purchase of seals
or Capitol
Emergencies at naval stations: For emergencie·
For preservation of the collections of the surveying
grounds, one tliotlsaud dollars; for hire of carts for
that may arise at naval stations, forty thousand doland exploring expeditions of the government, fifpublic grounds, five thousand dollars ; for purchase
lars.
teen thousand dollars.
and repair of tools for public grounds, two thousand
For the completion of the hall reuuired for the
dollars ; for purchase of trees, tree-boxes, and whiteUNDER THE DEPARTMENT OF AG RTCULgovernment collections, ten thousand dollars.
washing fences, live thousand dralars; for purchase of
TUBE.
flower-pots, mats, twine, and glasses, one thousand
CAPITOL EXTENSION.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.
v

—

and improvement of grounds south of ExMansion, including purchase of trees, making
walks, and grading, ten thousand dollars; for repairs
of green-house at propagat ing garden, three thousand
dollars.
For improving Franklin square, introducing
water,
gas, lodge, and urinals, six thousand five hundred
dollars.
For improvement of Monument grounds, grading road, walk, draining, purchase and hauling
gravel for walks and roads, trees and shrubs,
as
per plan, .fifteen thousand doJars; and said
grounds shall be considered as a portion of the public grounds in the city of Washington; and shall be
under the same control as the other public buildings
and grounds in the city oi Washington in conformity with the act of March second, eighteen hundred
i'or care

ecutive

repairs

door-ways, rotundas, and corridors of tho Capitol.
Foe iinisliing and repairing the work on flie new
dome of the Capitol, four thousand dollars.

much of the sum appropriated in the defiact approved May eighteenth, eighteen·hun-

so

dred and seventy-two, for boiler, water-tank, aud*

steam-pump, in

til

south

wiug

of the Capitol

as

may

expended previous to June thirtieth,
hundred an 1 seventy two, may be expendedeighteen
during
the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three.
For continuing the work of grading and tilling, and
for planting the grounds around the
Capitol, paving
not be

l>

Enxtporl,

"·

TV1.

XT

«

and tlie quadrant, tlience to Pennsylvania avand tnr curbing and paving the foot-ways
around the Capitol grounds, thirty-five thousand dolwhich
shall be available immediately :
lars,
Provided,

nues,
enue,

Tu at the grades of the streets and avenues in the vicinity of the Capitol be, and the same are hereby, established in conformity with the plan approved by
the mayor of the city of Washington, the officer in
charge of public buildidgs and grounds, and the
architect of the Capitol extension, as authorized

by
the joint resolution approved July fourteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy; and for this
purpose the
plan made by William Forsyth, surveyor, dated January twenty-third, eighteen hundred and seventyone', on tile in the office of the architect of the Capitol extension, shall be considered authentic.
BOTANICAL GARDEN.
For reconstructing the eastern
parallelogram of the
conservatory in the botanical garden, to make it correspond with that at the west of the rotunda, thirteen thousand dollars.
For extending the propagating
houses, (including
the use of the sash from the old portion
όί the conservatory,) and for general repairs to buildings, four
tliousaHu live hundred dollars.
For the construction of a sewer and
across
Third street, to convey the drainage of thetrap
botanical
garden to the main sewer, five hundred dollars.
For continuing fence *nd erecting
gateways on
Third street, seven thousand five hundred
dollars.
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS."
For additional heating apparatts in the
library #f
Congress, I ο be expended under the direction of "the
architect of the Capitol extension, two thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be nocessary.
To enable the librarian to procure for the library of
Congress the English county histories, the sum of
five thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be
necossary.
For an additional appropriation, to be
expended
under the direction of the Joiut Committee on the
Library, to iecorate the Capitol with such works of
art as may be ordered and approved by said committee, as provided by act approved August eighteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-six, fifteen thousand dollars ; and said committee,
whenever, in their
judgment, it shall be expedient, are authorized to
accept any work of the fine arts on behalf of Congress, which may be offered, and to assign the same
such place in the Capitol as they
may deem suitable,
an l shall have the
supervision of all wî>rks of art
that may be placed in the Capitol.
For the publication of three volumes of Wilkes's
Exploring Expedition, agreeably to act of May twenty-eighth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, nine
thousand dollars.
To enable the Jôint Committee on the Library to
purchase Moran's large painting of tho Canyon of
the Yellowstone, ten thousand dollars.

a

and sixty-seven.
For improving and grading Armory equare, making and
walks, roads, purchase ot trees,
ami drainage, ten thousand dollars.
For the improvement of Judiciary square,
by introducing water, drainage, purchase of trees, and
υ ρ en m y aiiu
gruuing willJKS. IWOiVO MlOUSand ÎÎVO

gravelint

hundred
dollars.
*
For care and improvement of the Smithsonian
grounds, two thousand dollars.
For completing improvements and for care ot Lafayette square, three thousand live hundred dollars.
"For improvement of Farragufc square, five thousand dollars.
For grading, opening walks aud roads, and
graveling the same, drainage, purchase of trees and slirubs.
for improvement ot reservation between Third ana
Sixth streets, as per plan, ten thousand dollars ; for
removing snow and ice from pavements and walks,
one thousand dollars.
For starting a nursery for improvement of public
grounds, two thousand dollars.
For improving Lincoln
park, building pavements,
opening walks, and lodge, five thousand live hundred
dollars.
For improving reservation 011 New York avenue
and Eighteenth street, seven thousand nve hundred
dollars.
For repairs of government water-pipes and ft replugs, and purchase of apparatus for cleaning waterpipes, ten thousand dollars; for purchase of sparrows, cages, boxes, and care of the same, five hundred
dollars; for purchase of tree-markers, and marking
the same, one hundred dollars; for abating nuisances,
one thousand do.lars.
For
improving reservations on different avenues,
twenty thousand dollars.
For casual repairs of Navy Yard bridge and
Upper
bridge, three thousand dollars.
WASHINGTON AQUEDUCT.
For repairs of dwellings for keepers of the watergates, oue thousand five hundred dollars.
For completing the parapets of Cabin John
bridge

and ottier bridges on the lino of the
aqueduct, thirteen thousand nine hundred and thirty-four dollars.
For a dial telegraph connecting the Great fit 11 s of
the Potomac with the reservoirs and with the office
in Washington, two thousand five hundred dollars.
For maintenance, including superintendence, salaries of gate-keepers, and general repairs, fifteen
thousand dollars.
For completing the necessary excavation of dis-

tributing reservoir, eleven thousand five hundred and
dollars.
fifty
For furnishing and laying a cast-iron pipe four feet
in diameter from the central gate-house to the effluent gate-house, twenty-two thousand nine hundred
and thirty-two dollars.
For purchase of land for road from the Great falls
to conduit road, three thousand one hundred and
thirty-niue dollars ; aud all the foregoing appropriations for the service of the Washington aqueduct arc
hereby made available immediately upon the passage
of this act.
For rebuilding the Chain bridge, on the Potomac
river, one hundred thousand dollars, or so much
thereof as may bo necessary : Provided, That the
SURVEY OF TIIE COAST.
bridge shall be rebuilt as a substantial iron structure,
For continuing the survey of the Atlantic and
upon plans to be approved by the Chief of Engineers
Gulf coasts of the United States, and Lako Chamof the army, and under hisVnpervision and direction.
plain, including compensation of civilians engaged
To pay Ave laborers in the old part of the
Capitol,
in the work, and excluding pay and emoluments of
and live watchmen in reservation two, twenty
per
officers of tlie army and navy, ana petty officers and
centum on their pay for the years ending June thir|
men of the navy employed in the
work, three hun- tieth. eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, and June
dred and ninety-one thousand dollars.
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy ,as authorized
For continuing the survey of the western c«*ast of
by the eighteenth section of the act of July twentythe United States, including compensation of civileighth,
eighteen hundred and sixty-six, two thousand
ians engaged in the work, two hundred and
forty eight hundred and eighty dollars, or so much as may
thousand dollars.
ba necessary.
For pay and rations of engineers for tho steamers
BUREAU OF REFUGEES, FREEDMEN AND ABANDONused in the Coast Survey, no
longer supplied by the
ED LANDS.
Navy Department, ten thousand dollars.
For continuing the publication of the observations
For collection and payment of
made in the progress of Coast
bounty, prize-monother
and
Survey,
including
ey,
legitimate claims of colorod soldiers
compensation for civilians engaged in the work, the an 4 sailors, viz: For salaries of agents and
publication to be made at tho Ciovernincut Printing rent of offices, fuel, and lights; stationery and clerks;
printOffice, ten thousand dollars.
ing: office furniture aud repairs; mileage and transFor repairs and maintenance of the complement
portation of officers aud agents: telegraphing and
of vessels used in the Coast Survey, forty-live thoupostage, one hundred thousand dollars: Provided,
sand dollars.
That the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and AbanFor extending the triangulation of the Coast Surdoned Lands shall bo discontinued from and after
vey so as to form a geodetic connection «between the
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two,
Atlantic and Pacific coasts of the United States, and
and that all
clerks, aud other employees then
açeuts,
assisting in tho State surveyb, including compensa- on duty shall
bo discharged, except such
atynay be
tion of civilians engaged in the work,
thirty-six retained by the Secretary of War for the purposes of
thousand dollars.
this proviso; and all acts and parts of acts
pertaining to the collection and payment of bounties, or
UNDER THE WAR DEPARTMENT.
other moneys due to colored soldiers, sailors, and
ARMORIES AND ARSENALS.
marines, or their heirs, shall remain in force until
Springfield armory, Springfield, Massachusetts : otherwise ordered by Congress, the same to be carFor repairs and preservation of grounds, buildings,
ried into eftect
by the Secretary of War, who may
anl machinery; and for curbstone for
armory
employ such clerical force a3 may he necessary for
giounds fronting on State street, twenty-two thou- the purpose.
sand dollars.
For the support of Freedmen's Hospital, and
AsyRock Island armory and arsenal, Rock
Island^ Il- lum at Washington, District of Columbia, viz : Pay
linois: For new forging shop of same dimensions
of medical officers and attendants ; medicines, mcdi-

«'niais

und

St.

John, Digbf;

Windsor ami Halifax.

WINTER

ABRAH GEMEXT.

ONE TRIP PER WEEK I
The Steamer New Yolk, C.ipt.
E. 15. Willcliester, will leave Railroadwharf, foot of State strce:,
every MONDAY at C Γ. M. ior
East port and St. John.
Retu ruing will leave St. Job η ami Eastport every
THURSDAY.
Connections made at Ea:Uport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston. Calais, Woodstock an.I lfoultou.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Wiudsor, Kentville, Halifax, ΝΛ., Shediac, Amherst.
BSP^Fretelit received on days of sailing until 4
o'clock P. M.
jan2t f
A. 1?. S TU BBS, Agent.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
Wimer Annuucunnl, Dercmbrr 'i, lSJi.
Trains leave P. S. S P. R. R. Stafor Boston. at '7.00,
*».45 P.M.

Tac*

Portland,
ίϊ'-·ν»·ϊ'9·!»Λ. Μ., 8ih1 !3.·.Ό and
kU»S9?S*«|ttoii,
Rcturniug,

leave Boston for Portland

at

»7.30, ts.30 A. M., and *12.30 and '3.15 P. M

^lor Rochester and Alton Bay, »7.30 A. M. and t:!.'-0

For Manchester and
Concord, Ν. II.. via ('. & P. E.
U. Junction. t3.20 P. M.
For Manchester and Concord, via
Lawrence, *9.55
A. M.
For Lowell, *7.00, *9.55 A. M., and t3.20 P. M.
For Milton and Union, *7.00 A. M. ami
i· M.
NOTE.—The *7,00 A. M. anil t3.2u i>. M. train connects at Benton with trains for New York. Passengers ticketed and baggage cliccked through.
HfFreiglit train:, between Portland and Boston

•Accommodation.
tFast Express.
W. MERK1TT,

mv

mii w

υ u y

iivein n

Superintendent,

Bouton.

PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent,
3.53 Commercial Street, Portland.
Dec. 2, 1872,

MAINE CENTRAL

dec3tf

RAILROAD.

ton.
Sec. 7.

That the accounting officers of the treasury
be, and they are hereby, authorized and directed, in
adjusting the accounts of the collector of customs for

port of Chicago, to allow him as an ex-ofticio depositary of moneys belonging to the «United States, a
credit lor such sum or sinus, in coin or currency, as
may satisfactorily appear to have been held by him,
as such depositary, at the time ot the fire in said
city
on the ninth ami tenth days of October,
eighteen
hundred and seventy-one, and to have been lopt or
the

Halifax at 1:00 p. m.
For Lewiston. Batb and
Augusta at 5.00 p.
For Lewiston via Danville at 3:25
p. m.

HA.Tit Ε I. EDDT,
JK.. ficn. Agi·. No. β
llnyninrhei Cqaare,
Car. ObnrlrNtown St.;

BOSTON.
3m·

DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

BATES &CO.PROPR.s
CÀNAkST.NEWYORK.
«T. W. PERKINS & CO., Agent.
&weow t»m
Portland, Me.

sepl6-MW&F

Iron in the Blood

bagage

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTOR. R.
m
WINTER

ARRANGEMENT,

Commencing Monday,

Dec.

2d, 18ÏÎI.

MAVCQ Til»;
a

liiiaiiMV

Passenger

leave Portland dalfor Portsmouth and Boston, (SunnT·^ lay s excepted) at *1.30 Λ. M. t7.00 A.
M., 0.55 Λ. M., $3.20 P. M., t 6.45 P.

g—-β

-™

0GDENSBUR6

R. R.

On and after Monday, Nov. 4th, and
ti 1 further notice, trains will run
"h follows :
—'■■
*a—
A. M.
P. M.
Leave Portlaud,
7.15
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.30
1.C0
__

t

The 7.15 a. m. and 1 00 p. m. Trains will be
with passenger cars attached.

Freight

STAGES
Connect daily with 3.15 P. M„
For Cornish, Kezar Falls, Porter, Freedorn^Deumark, Bridgton, Lovell,and North Lovell.
a.m.

from No.

Conway

connects- with

afternoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or Boston &
Maine K. R's., and the 1.00 p. m. train arrives in
Portland in season to connect with Steamers for Boston.
Ticket Office in

Portland at Depot of M. C. II. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 2,1S72..
nov4tr
ν

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.
ALTERATION
I WIXTER

|

OF TBAISW.

ARRANGEMENT.

On and after Monday, Nov. 4th
ITrains will run as follows :
train for South Paris at
for Island Pond, Quebec,
Montreal, and the west at 1.30 P. M. Stopping at all
stations.
Mail train (stoppiug at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for
Quebec,
Moutreal and the West.
Accommodation for S^uth Paiis and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Island Pond, Gorham
and South Paris at 2,50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M,
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and
Sleeping Cars
are attached to the Mail Trains between
Portland and
Montreal.
Express trains run through to Montreal without
cliauge of cars at Island Pond.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger lor
every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES,
Director.
Η. Β AI LEY, IjOtal Managing
Superintendent.
Portland, June 20 1872.
iun21tf

I Passenger
7.30 A. M.;

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.
Winter Arrangeaient.

urdavs, returning alternate dave.
At* Centre Watcrboro' for Limerick,

daily.

WILLIAM II.

See that each bottle has PERU'
blown in the glasft

V!AN SYRUP

Pamphlets Free.
SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietor?.
Λ'ο.
Sold

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.
Direct rail routo to Wiscaseot. New
astle, Damririncotta,
Waldoboro,
tiWarren ami Rockland.
No change of care between Portland
and Hockland.
Steamers loavo Itocklaud for all point·? on the Penobscot river, Mac hi as, Mount Desert
VJnal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central
Depot, at 7.00 A. M., and 1.00

ρ???

Spasms Ossificati$n or BonyFormation qf the Heart,
Rheumatism, General hebility, IVateu about the
Heart, Sinking of the Spirits, Pains in the Side or
Chest, Dilzzims», Sluggish Circulation
the blood,
and Momentary Stoppage of the Action qf
qf the Heart.

Thet^e forms of Heart Disease have bet-n
cured by
Or. (SrnrrM1 llenrt Itr^iiliiior, and
we do not
hesitate to say it will cure them
Any form of
Heart Disease will readily yield again.
to its use, and we
have
to learn of any case where the Heart
Regulator has been taken
properly and the party not re-

yet

ceived a marked benefit.
Our agent, on application, will furnish
you with
our circular,
giving full description of the disease,
and also a number ol testimonials of
cures; and if
you would like further proof from the
parties who
have given the testimonials, write them and
see what
they say.
We have sold many thousand bottles of the
Heart
Regulator, and the demand is stil" increasing We
are confident we are
doing the publie a benefit, and
not tryiug to impose on them a
worthless preparation.
The price of ihe ïïcnrt Regulator is
OseDoi.~..Λ.

—
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SKOWN'S BKONCHIALC

%

FOB COUGHS, COLDS, Λ-ο.
ONLY
35
CENTS.
sept ι-dCmos

DR. R. J.

W

JOURDAIN,

FBOPBIETOB OF ΤΠΕ

Parisian GaUery of Anatomy, Boston
jtmt published
edition of liis lecture
HAScontaining
valuable information
new

a

most

on

til

consequences and treatment of disease < t tbe
reproductive system, with remartt on marriaqc, rnd
tbo vallons causes of the lots of
manhood, with lull
Instructions for Its complete restoration also a
;
ch "
i«r on -i^ertal in
fection, and the means of cure, bi
the
causes,

ing

comprehensive work on tbe eutject ovi :
yet published, comprising 150 pages. .Mailed
free to
address for
meet

25 cents.

any

dcod&wly-wJ

Ayer's Cathartic Pills,
For all the

Purposes of

Diseases,

à

QPP

Patterns of Garments
PftjMM "B~ft WILDEB
ITS Middle St.. Up sti 1rs.

CARBOLIC AMUtlT
POX,

S M A li ι

ins

War, and affording to the Individual Person the
to physic ans,
a convenient
form to be cairied about the person.
late

same protection that wai secured
I'ut up iu
nurses anil attendants.

SULLIVAN & LOTZ,
For sale by all Druggists.

WOOD !

H

Dinner Pill, and Puri-

fcfying

Proprietors.
dec23eodlm

WOOD

ARD and SOFT WOOD for sale at No. 13 Lin
coin street. Alee Dry Edgings,
WM, HUSK.

the

Blood,

the most congenial purgative vet perfected. The!
eftects abundantly show how much they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disor
dered organ into action, and they impart health and
tone to ihc whole being. They cure not only the ev
ery day complaints of everybody, but onnid'able aad
diseases. Most eminent lergymen, most
dangerous
skillul physicians, and our best citizens semi certificates of cures performed and of
great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for
mild as well as
because
children,
effectual. Being sugar ceated, they are
easy to
take; and being purely vegetable, they aro entirely
harmless.
PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL,
MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere, janl-eodwlv

Ayers' Sarsparillf,
FOR
rURIFYISG THE

BLOOD.

A medicine that cure
is a real public blessing.
Ayer's Sarsaparilla
makes Motive eu re of a
series
arc

ECrjJCUICK'S

Biliousness

.Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors a
Salt Rheum, Worms,
Gout, Neuralgia, as a

are

jnnlSdlvr

AND

Family Physic,

Costivencss, Jaundice
Dyspepsia, Indigent ion
Dysentery. Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, Rheumatism,Eruption» and SkiK

Address,

Sewing Machines

a

ΓΓΚΙΧΟ

Dr. Jourdain'*
Consulting Offirr,
61 llaucocli
Slreet, Etowtou. 71α».

ELIAS HOWL·

ttliy

ηκιταοίΗτ.
Jan 13

M.

Staçes counect at Boekland. for
Liucomville, Northport, South TliomastonCamden,
and St.
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton andGeorge,
"Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Thorn as ton for St. George
daily.
At Warren for Union,
daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and
Whitcfleld, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waldoboro* for North
Waldoboro',
Washington,
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and
Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trainsdailν and freight taken at low rates.
jy29dtf
C. A. COOMBS. Sun't.

y

Is becoming very eorriiiion in every
and
the sudden deaths resulting warn us community,
to seek some relief. The disease assumes niauy different
forms,
among which we notice Palpitation' Enlargement,

Pareonsfield,

TUBNEB, Superintendent.

1 Milton Place, lîor.tou.
Druggists gexe&ajll*.

by

n 0eod&weow I

m.u ο«ι·

decl6-tc

P.

STROMA:

tions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Drop^v, Clironic Diarrhoea, Boils, Xcrvous Affections,
and revers, Humors,
thills
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of tlio Kidneys and
Bladder, Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bad state of the blood, or accompanied by debility or a low
ft ate of the system. Being free
from Alcohol, in any form, its
energizing effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infusing strength, vigor, and ne to
life into all parts of the system,
and building tip an Iron Con~
stitution.
Thousands have been changed
by the use of this remedy, from
weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, λnd
happy men and women ; and
invalids cannot reasonably hes->
■itate to give it a trial.

CI-IA.NO-K~Ôir' tlMK.

The 8.30

un μ····

The Peruvian Syrup, a Protected Solution of the Protoxide of{
Iron, is so combined as to have,
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
of Nature'9 Chen Vitalizing
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures "a thousand ills," simply
and
by Toning up,Invigorating
Vitalizing the System. The enriched and vitalized blood permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secre-

Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at 17.30
A. M.,xe.30 A. M, 112.30P. M., f3.13P. M., *8.00 P.M.
Lea^e Portsmouth for Portland at 110.00 A. M, ?10.
35 A. M., t3.l0 P. M., 15.40 P. M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Blddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M., returning at 4.35 P. M.
♦Pullman sleeping car express tram. Ν. B.
This
J train runs
docs not run Monday
! morning. Sunday Morning,
tAccommodation train.
%
tFast Express.
IggfThe Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at ami departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central llailroad, in Portland.
Ν. B. The 7.00 A. M., and 3.20. P. M. trains
from Portland, make close connections to- New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.
F. CHASE,
no30tf
Supt. Portland Division.

PORTLAND &

rttt

trains

STEAM

No extra insu" ancs
Semi for Circular.

by

425

...

m.

A Sure «Hard Against

Tbo Safest ami Best in tlio

LEADING TO

fax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, ActiugSuperintendent.
dec3tf
Augusta, Nov 30.1872.

PORTABLE

worlil.
to pay.

SOLD

Train» arc Due at ft*ortlau<l.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 9:45 a. in.
From St. John, Bangor, and North and Ens:
at
3:12 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 6:35 p. m.
From St. John, Bangor. &c., at 1:20 a. tu.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and
checkedthrouali to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Hali-

CLOTHES

ENGINE !

DISEASES

Tlw effects to bo looked for by takin" the
Pectoral nre, a soothtmçand controlling
influence over any cou^h, proractin»· sleep,
Ion In the throat*
ftliftyipg the dry ti eeeretioa or
expeeto^Kon,
healthy
fretting α tue
* between the
interval
pa-.^xvsraa
increasing
of cou£rhin«r, invigorating tl.r» whore system,
to
and
bequeathing posterity
curing the cough,
sounu lunge;
one of its greatest bl« —"-^îiirr^
thereby insuring immanity from CoBfcumption.

For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland. Augusta, Readfield.
Winthrop, Skowhegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and

Cleansed and Repaired at short notice
and all kinds of goods dyed in a
thorough man
ner.
Also Second-hand Clothing for sale.
All orders π ill receive prompt and faithful atten

BAXTER'S

ALL

Strip

a. in.

Clothing Cleansed.

Near the Park

>-4CT,

__

destroyed by fire.
Approved, June 1G, 1872.

WILLIAM BROWN
Federal st.,

IN*

—

^Tinter Arranscuieut, Commriicins Dee.
a, îeri.
Trains leave Portland for Bangor,
J&fîSff^fffSlIoulton, Calais and St. John at 12:15
Cà. m. (sleeping and day ears on this
train.)
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland and Augusta at 7:00

horeby

appropriated.

Sec. 6. That in the settlement of judgments by the
Court of Claims or the Supreme Court of the United
States, hereafter to be rendered for captured or abandoned cotton, or in settlements for cotton seized subsequent to June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
sixty-five, the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby
direct d to pay such judgments, or the amounts as
ascertained upon such settlements in full without deduction on account of internal-revcuue tax upon cot-

RAISING ΟΓ BLOOD,

YVΗ00 ΡIΧ0-COϋUΗ, CΚ0UΡ,
-A-STÏ-ÛIS^LA.,
CONSUMPTION.

mν

ν-Λ

and seventy.
Sec. 3. That the sum of two hundred aud
five thousand seven hundred and fifty-one twenty·
dollar
aud eight cents it hereby appropriated to enable tin
Secretary of the Treasury to return to the clerk ο
the United States district court for the southern dis
trie of Illinois the one-half of fourhundred
andfifty-ont
thougamyfrve hundred and two dollars and sixteei
cents palffto said Secretary by said clerk as
prizemoney, in pursuance ot a decree of said court mad<
on the eleventh day of
Way, eighteen hundred ami
sixty-four, which decree was afterward, to wit, on tin
ninth day of June, eighteen hundred and
sixty-five
held to be erroneous and set aside by said court,
anc
said money ordered to be returned to said court foi
distribution to the lawful owners thereof; and to thii
end that the said Secretary cause to be transferred
the said sura of two hundred and twenty-five thousand seven hundred and fifty-one dollars and
cents from the navy pension fund to the credit ofeiglil
th(
Treasurer of the United States; the moneys so directed to be returned having been deposited to tht
credit of said fund on the twenty-third of
May
eighteen hundred and sixty-lour, by warrant number one hundred and sixty-nine.
Sec. 4. That the proner accounting officers of the
Treasury Departmen be, and they are hereby, authorized and directed, in adjusting the account ol
William Kapus, collector of customs for the district
of Alaska, to make an allowance for the
compensaof Charles H. Pierce for services rendered iu aid of
the collection of the revenue from customs at the
port of Oonalaska, in said district, of such sum as
they may deem just and equitable for the time actually employed not to exceed the rate of one thousand five hundred dollars per annum.
Sec. 5. That to enable the Secretary of the Interior
to pay Standish and Ballard, aitomoys, their account
for defending the register and the receiver at
Iouia,
Michigan, tlie sum or one thousand dollars is

CATARRH, BRONCHITIS,

13ΚΓ ΊΡ Xj XT ES ΙΧΓ S3 JL.,

passenger station In Bosto», Haymarket Square.
Freight station In Boston, Causeway street.

Passenger trains leave Portland
For improvement of
Rochester and intermediate stations
grounds : For labor, twelve &Ι|Ρ^ξ^|=3Γογ
—M
thousand dollars; for heating-apparatus for new
"~at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M..
direct connection at Rochester with trains for making
grapery, two thousand dollars; for material for roads
Boston,
and walks, one thousand five hundred
over Boston & Maine and Eastern
Railroads. Also
dollars; for
cast-iron labels for naming trees iu
at Rochester with Dover and
arbojetum, one connect
Winnipiseogee
Railroad
for
hundred dollars ; for tools, îepairs, and
Alton
aud
with
Bay,
blaeksmithPortsmouth, Great
ing, one thousand dollars; for draining-tiles for Falls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and
grounds, five hundred dollars; for terrace-walls, two
way stations at
7.30
A.
M. and 12 M.
thousand five hundred dollars ; for
repairing fence
The 7.30 train connecting with down train on
around grounds, one thou»and dollacs; and for furnace in the laboratory, four hundred
Portsmouth, Great. Falls and Conway Railroads, and
dollars; in all,
the 12 o'clock train making direct connection at
twenty-oue thousaud dollars.
Rochester with trains
Toward completing the museum under the
Boston, leaving Bostou
charge at 7.30 and 8.30, A. M., from
ot Professor Town^end
via Boston & Maine, and at
Glover, three thousand dol8 30 A. A. via Eastern Railroads.
lars.
Leave Portland for Saeo River at 6.20 P. M.
Sec. 2. That out of the unexpended balance of the
!
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
appropriation (section twenty-seven of the act apconnect as follows :
proved April twentieth, eighteen hundred and sevStages
| At Gorham for West
enty-one) for more effectually securing life and propGorham, St and ish, and No.
on
the
coasts
Limiugton,
of
New
daily.
erty
Jersey an;l Long island, I
At Buxton Centre for West
for the fiscal year ending June
Buxton, Bonny Eagle
thirtieth, eighteen an l
hundred and seventy-two the sum of two hundred
Liuiington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, New
thousand dollars is hereby excepted irom the
field, Paropera- ; BMiefiol.l onrl

eigbtecii hundred

CîbeIs, Colds, Hoarseness,

"'

■

dollars.

For finishing and repairing the work on the
Capitol extension, and for completing the
flagging of the
upper terraces, fifty thousand Collars.
For annual
of the old portion ot the
Capitol building, for paiuting, glazing, keeping roofs in
order, water-pipes, pavements, aud approaches to
the building, ten thousand dollars :
Provided, That a
sufficient portion of sncli appropriation eh ail be expended under the dircctiou of the architect of the
Capitol extension, to keen in order the arch-ways,·

And

·-

MEDICAL.

INTERNATIONAL· STEAMSHIP CO

—

1

ciency

RAILROADS.

part of said appropriation shall bo used in the support oi, or to pay any of the aforesaid expenses on account of any persons hereafter to be admitted to said
hospital and asylum, unless persons removed thither
no

oi com

plaints,which

alwavs afflicting and

too often fatal. It purities
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors in the
which
system,
mine health and settle in-*
to troublesome disorders.
Eruptions of the skin are
the appearance on thesurfaceofhumorsthat should
be expelled from the blood. Internal derangements
are the determination of these same humors to some
internal orgau, or organs, whose action they derange
and whose sutiStance they disease and destroy.
ArER's Sarsafartlla expels these humors from
the blood. When they are gone, the disorders they
produce disappear, such as Ulcerations of the Lireι
Stomach Kidneys, Lunas, ErvpHone and Eruptive
Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony's Fire,
or
Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils; Tumors, Tetter, and Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringtrorm, Ulcers and sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia
Pain in the Bones, Side, and Head, Female Weak·
less. Sterility, Leucorrhaa arising from internal ulceration and uterine disease, JJropsy, Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their departure health returns.
PREPARED BY

under-β

__

Erysipelas,

pose

DR. J. C. AYER & CO.. Lowell, Mass.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere.
Jec9d&wevery3dw ly
Jan4d2w&w2w
IN A YOûVh.—I am eotpiisuit "t
the Indian method of curing Seminal
\Veakaess without medicine, meckanicat
instruments, in·
convenience or ezpente. Results warranted Immodl
ite and certain.
1 only ask pavment for
Jeud for descriptive circular—free. A. C. expense
KOOS\ ELT, W. Sumner, Me,

SVWKtt

PRINTING
office.

JOB

\ janl,Vl2w
ueatly executed nt tU

